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April 15,2019

Sharon Dickinson
c/o City Council, City of Los Angeles 
200 N. Spring Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Report of Potential Operational Noise Impacts of Mart South Hotel Conversion Project
124 E. Olympic Blvd. (Case No. ZA-2018-331, ENV-2018-332)

Dear Honorable City Councilmembers:

This report1 concerns the various land use entitlements (“Entitlements”) and Class 32-Infill Categorical 
Exemption (“CE”) (collectively “Project Approvals”) for the Mart South hotel conversion development 
(“Project”) located at the above referenced address (“Site”) proposed by the Philip Lee, Mart South LP 
(“Applicant”). While the Entitlements have been finally approved by the City of Los Angeles (“City”) 
Department of City Planning (“DCP”), the Project’s CE is still pending an active appeal with the Los 
Angeles City Council (“City Council”) recently scheduled for a hearing before the City Council’s 
Planning and Land Use Management (“PLUM”) committee.

I have reviewed the relevant documents located in the Project’s Council File No. 19-0015 (“Project Files” 
or “PF”),2 including the Project’s building plans/renderings (“Building Plans”) (PF, PDF pp. 34-48,230
260) and noise/vibration impact study (“Noise Study”) (id. at PDF pp. 264-279).3 Based on my review, I 
provide the following comments regarding the adequacy of the Project’s Noise Study and appropriateness 
of the CE. My qualifications are attached hereto as “Attachment A,” as well as a list of common 
acoustical terms/concepts discussed and used herein (attached hereto as “Attachment B”).

In short, this Report contains substantial evidence that the Project's Noise Study is inadequate and that 
operational noise impacts will be significantly adverse under the California Environmental Quality Act 
(“CEQA”) because levels will exceed applicable thresholds/standards under 14 Cal. Code. Regs. § 15000 
etseq. (“CEQA Guidelines”), the L.A. CEQA Threshold Guide (“City Threshold Guide” or “Guide”),4 
the City’s General Plan Noise Element (“Noise Element”),5 the Los Angeles Municipal Code (“LAMC” 
or “Code”), and/or other applicable regulatory standards. Because the Project’s operational impacts will 
be significant, especially for nearby existing sensitive receptors (as close as 250 feet from the Project

1 Note, all page citations within this Report are to the page’s stated-pagination (referenced herein as “p. ##”) or to the 
page’s location in the referenced PDF document (referenced herein as “PDF p. ##”). Furthermore, all documents 
referenced herein are hyperlinked with full URL citations embedded thereto and are further available upon request.

2 Project Files (“PF”); see also Traffic Impact Study (“Traffic Study”! (Feb. 2018) 124 Olympic Blvd. Hotel 
Conversion.

3 It should be noted that this Report examined the March 2018 Noise Study absent its appendices, which was not 
included in the hardcopy Project Files, and not made available to the public until late afternoon on April 13,2019 
when posted on the City’s website. See Attachment to Communication (4/11/19), PDF pp. 173-199 (technical 
appendices).

4 CEQA Threshold Guide (2006).
5 Noise Element (1999).
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Site) and potential future receptors (adjacent to the Site), the CE is inappropriate and the City should 
disapprove the Project until Applicant prepares a CEQA-compliant mitigated negative declaration 
(“MND”) or environmental impact report (“EIR”) that adequately discloses, analyzes, and mitigates to the 
fullest extent possible all Project impacts.

The remainder of this Report provides the following: a summary of my findings (section I), background 
information about the Project (section II), my initial observations on the inappropriateness of the CE and 
Noise Study (section III), describe how the Noise Study does not comport with relevant standards for the 
preparation of noise/vibration studies (section IV), identify various Project-specific and cumulative 
noise/vibration impacts (section V), highlight specific goals/objectives of applicable land use plans where 
this Project is in conflict (section VI), and pinpoint numerous feasible mitigation measures which were 
ignored by the Applicant and should be considered by the City (section VII).

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF MY FINDINGSI.

• As discussed in section III.A., several unusual circumstances apply to the Project, including: (1) 
unusual uses proposed on unenclosed areas of the rooftop (e.g., small/large crowds, bar, dining, 
nightclub); (2) unusual low-frequency impacts caused by the proposed rooftop nightclub 
featuring bass-thumping music; and (3) an unusual environmental setting with the Rooftop laying 
between two urban canyons that will exacerbate noise impacts to sensitive receptors.

• As discussed in section III.B, the Applicant and DCP relied on de facto mitigation measures 
which serve as an admission of potentially significant noise impacts. Moreover, these de facto 
mitigation measures are not tethered to reasoned analysis or likely to be enforced.

• As discussed in section III.C, the Applicant undermines the City Threshold Guide by suggesting 
the thresholds are merely voluntary and freely ignored. Absent a showing of some abnormal 
circumstance, supported by substantial evidence, the City may not ignore the Guide’s thresholds.

• As discussed in section IV.A, the Noise Study fails to provide an accurate baseline of existing 
noise conditions, most notable during nighttime when people are attempting to sleep.

• As discussed in section IV.B, the Noise Study fails to disclose any noise level caused by non
traffic noise sources. Nor does it determine the combined noise level from all of the Project’s 
individual noise sources that will operating concurrently. Nor does it provide basic information 
about noise-attenuating design features relied upon in making its significance determinations. As 
a result, the Noise Study falls well short of the noise assessment standards required by the City 
Threshold Guide and other applicable guidance documents.

• As discussed in section V.B, amplified DJ/live-entertainment uses will by itself exceed applicable 
thresholds. When added with the Project’s other noise sources, significant impacts start as early 
as 6:00 p.m. for some receptors, with all receptors suffering significant impacts sometime 
between 9:00 p.m. - midnight. These impacts only get worse as sleep-disturbing noise impacts 
continue until closing time at 2:00 a.m. The noise impact from the rooftop uses alone will cause 
community noise levels to exceed applicable thresholds for the majority of receptors, including 
existins residents 250 feet to the north of the Site.

• As discussed in section VI, because of these impacts, the Project is inconsistent with noise-related 
goals, policies, and standards under the General Plan’s Noise Element.

• Finally, as discussed in section VII, the Noise study fails to consider standard mitigations 
measures that can feasible reduce noise impacts and that have been incorporated into other 
similarly situated projects.
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II. PROJECT BACKGROUND

A. Proposed Development

As depicted in the figure below, the proposed Project involves the adaptive reuse of an existing six-story 
commercial office structure (built in 1957) into a 79,257 square-foot (“SF”), seven-story, approximately 
102-feet and 3 inches (102’-3”) tall, 149-room hotel operating 24 hours a day, with alcohol provided 
within access-cabinets in each of the 149 guest rooms, and with daily alcohol sales from 6:00 a.m. to 2:00
a.m. for on-site consumption (PF, PDF pp. 1, 5).6 Key components of this Project also include:

A 796-SF, ground-floor coffee bar with 36 indoor seats (“Coffee Bar”);
A 2,602-SF, ground-floor restaurant with 124 indoor seats (“Restaurant 1”);
A 2,195-SF, ground-floor restaurant with 137 indoor seats (“Restaurant 2”); and 
A 4,488-4,763-SF,7 rooftop terrace including a pool deck, two fixed-bars, two portable-bars, 115 
outdoor seats (“Rooftop Terrace”), permitted either:

o A 1,133-SF, 32-seat dance floor allowing live entertainment, disc jockey (“DJ”) or other 
musical performances, and public dancing (“Rooftop Club Option”); or 

o A 1,209-SF, 68-seat restaurant (“Rooftop Dining Option”).

Figure 1: Project Rendering
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6 See also Central Area Planning Commission Letter of Determination (“APCLOD”) (12/12/18) ZA-2018-331, PDF 
pp. 1,3, 6,11,13 (making minor square footage additions to Restaurant 1 and 2).

7 See PF, PDF pp. 38-39 (Building Plans showing Rooftop Dining Option and Dance Club Option includes 4,488 SF 
and 4,763 SF of floor area, respectively [excluding room, corridor, and elevator lobby square-footage]).
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B. Nearby Receptors

Under the City Threshold Guide (p. 1.1:3), noise-sensitive uses include residences, transient lodgings, 
schools, libraries, churches, hospitals, nursing homes, auditoriums, concert halls, amphitheaters, 
playgrounds, and parks. Other commonly recognized noise-sensitive resources include historic landmarks 
with significant outdoor use, recording studios, nature and wildlife preserves, places for worship or 
meditation or study (e.g., cemeteries, monuments, museums, campgrounds and recreational facilities) 
(Noise Element, pp. 3:1,4:1).8

Here, the Project Site is located in an area of Downtown Los Angeles known as the “Fashion District 
that the Applicant characterizes as being at “the heart of a portion of the city that is undergoing significant 
transformation” (PF, PDF p. 81). As shown in the figure and table below, four sensitive receptors 
(identified in red and labeled as “R#”) are within 500 feet of the Project Site (identified in blue and 
labeled as “PS”).

Figure 2: Nearby Sensitive Receptors
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8 See also Federal Transit Administration (“FTA”) (May 2006) Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, pp. 
3:5,6:6 (This. 3:2 and 6:1).
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Table 1: Nearby Sensitive Receptors

Distance from Project 
Site Boundary (feet),

DescriptionReceptor Land Usea

Located at 1026 S. Broadway, 7-story (81’ tall) 
mixed-use structure with ground-floor commercialL
space and 247 residential dwelling units. ______

Existing Mixed-Use 
with ResidentialR1 250’

Located at 928 S. Broadway, 7-story (79’-6” tall, 
along Main St.) mixed-use structure with ground- 
floor commercial space and 437 residential

-L
dwelling units. __________________________

Existing Mixed-Use 
with ResidentialR2 275’

Existing Commercial 
with Potential 
Residential

Located at 1011 S. Los Angeles St., 4-story 
structure built in 1966.R3 O’(adjacent)

Existing Commercial 
with Potential 
Residential

Located at 1013 S. Los Angeles, St., 13-story 
brick/concrete structure built in 1925.R4 50’

Notes:
a. Per Google Earth.
b. LOP (2/12/141DIR-2013-1216. PDF pp. 1,2,24, 32,

R1 and R2 are two seven-story, mixed-use structures with ground-floor commercial and a total of 684 
residential dwelling units known as the Broadway Palace Apartments (PF, PDF pp. 277,290,297). The 
top floor of both R1 and R2 have windows (presumably residential units) that have a direct line-of-site to 
the Project Site’s current rooftop, which will be further evident upon construction of the Rooftop Terrace 
that will be elevated above the current roof level.9

According to ZIMAS10 and Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety (“DBS”) documents, R3 is a 
four-story Type I structure built in 1966.11 R4 is a 13-story brick/concrete structure built in 1925.12 Due to 
their age, these structures are particularly susceptible to vibration impacts.13 Additionally, these structures 
were constructed prior to more stringent buildings codes being in place, generally requiring newer 
structures to achieve far greater outdoor-to-interior noise attenuation. Furthermore, R3 and R4 are prime 
candidates for being adaptively reused for future mixed-use projects with potential residential uses given 
these properties are within the City’s Adaptive Reuse Ordinance (“ARO”) incentive area,14 and the slew 
of similar ADO projects within 1,500 feet of the Project Site. For example, not including this Mart South 
Project, there has been at least nine other ADO projects resulting in the conversion of 17 structures

9 PF, PDF pp. 41-45 (Building Plans showing northwestern and southeastern roof deck elevated above the structures 
roof/parapet level).
ZIMAS (the City’s geographical information system).
DBS Certificate of Occupancy (6/13/67) Permit# 1965LA02916.
DBS Building Permit (5/12/25) Permit# 1925LA16975. PDF p. 1; DBS Building Permit (10/7/05) Permit #05016- 
10000-21615. PDF p. 4;
American Society of Civil Engineers (Oct. 1983) Vibration Criteria For Historic And Sensitive Older Buildings. 
PDF p. 4 (“Older structures are especially difficult to model dynamically because the building components are 
typically in varying states of deterioration, and previous settlements and movements in the structure often have 
redistributed the loads and stresses into unknown patterns.”)
City (Feb. 2006) Adaptive Reuse Program 2nd ed.. PDF p. 11 (Site located within the Central City Community Plan 
Area); see also LAMC § 12.22.A.26.a (among the purpose of the ARO is to “facilitating the conversion of older, 
economically distressed, or historically significant buildings to apartments, live/work units or visitor-servim 
facilities.'” Emp. added).

10

u
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13

14
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providing nearly 950 residential units.15 Again, the Applicant acknowledges that the Site is “in the heart 
of a portion of the city that is undergoing significant transformation^]” including “many large residential 
developments [] in progress in close proximity” (PF, PDF pp. 80-81). Thus, treating R3 and R4 properties 
as sensitive properties is appropriate given their susceptibility to vibration impacts, outdated sound 
attenuating performance, and reasonable potential of being used for residential purposes—which is 
consistent with past City practices. 16

C. City Approval Posture & Public Opposition

On or about June 19,2018, the Project was reviewed by the Downtown Los Angeles Neighborhood 
Council (“DLANC”) Planning Land Use Management Committee,17 which subsequently approved a 
conditional letter of support for the Project on or about July 10,2018. 18

On or about June 27,2018, the Project was reviewed by City Zoning Administrator (“ZA”), which 
subsequently issued a Letter of Determination (“LOD”) granting the Project Approvals subject to 39 
Conditions of Approval (“COA”) on or about August 22,2018.

On or about September 6,2018, the Project and ZA LOD was appealed by community stakeholders, who 
subsequently submitted additional comments opposing the Project on or about November 20,2018. 19

On or about November 27,2018, the Project and ZA LOD appeal was reviewed by the Central Los 
Angeles Area Planning Commission (“APC”), which subsequently issued a LOD on or about December 
12,2018 subject to largely the same 39 COAs (only slight modification of the Project’s Restaurant 1 and 
2 square footage), and relying on the exact same Code-required findings.20 At this point, under the Code, 
the City provided no further appeal of the Project’s Entitlement approvals.

On or about December 19,2018, the Project and APC LOD approval of the CE was appealed by 
community stakeholders to the City Council (the “CEQA Appeal”),21 which was only recently scheduled 
for a hearing before the City’s PLUM committee with Applicant finally providing its technical appendices 
on April 13,2019.22

15 See e.g., City Letter of Determination (“LOD”) (9/15/04) ZA-2004-3445. PDF pp. 4-5, 8 (conversion of a4-story 
commercial structure into 8 live/work units appx. 450 feet away at 1010 S. Santee St.); LOD (7/12/06) ZA-2006- 
501. PDF pp. 1,6 (conversion of a 5-story commercial structure into 37 live/work units appx. 815 feet away at 306 
E. 9th St.); LOD (6/4/15) ZA-2014-2873. PDF pp. 2, 5 (conversion of a 3-story commercial structure into ten 
live/work units appx. 955 feet away at 933 S. Wall St.); LOD (9/7/07) ZA-2007-1019. PDF pp. 1,5 (conversion of 
98,000-SF warehouse into 50 live/work units appx. 1,000 feet away at 840 S. Santee St.); LOD (10/25/16) ZA-2016- 
2058 (PDF pp. 1, 7 (conversion of a 5-story industrial structure into 12 live/work units appx. 1,113 feet away at 823 
S. Los Angeles St.); LOD (2/21/07) ZA-2006-6225. PDF pp. 1,4 (conversion of a 13-story manufacturing structure 
into 96 live/work units appx. 1,255 feet away at 819 S. Santee St.); LOD (1/22/07) ZA-2006-5989. PDF pp. 1,4 
(conversion of a 11-story commercial structure into 77 live/work units appx. 1,485 feet away at 217 E. 8th St.); LOD 
(9/5/02) ZA-2002-3944. PDF pp. 1, 8 (conversion of nine, 4-12-story loft buildings into 604 affordable/market rate 
units appx. 1,500 feet away at 746 S. Los Angeles St.); LOD (10/22/13) ZA-2012-3484. PDF pp. 1,5 (conversion of 
a 9-story commercial structure into 54 live-work units appx. 1,500 feet away at 759 S. Los Angeles St.).
See e.g., Olympic & Hill Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-47-11) MNP. PDF pp. 162-164 (treating existing 
commercial building [940 S. Hill St], surface parking lot [955 S. Broadway], and vacant building [939 S.
Broadway] as sensitive receptors where mixed-use with residential components were proposed).
DLANC (6/19/18) Agenda. PDF p. 4.
DLANC (7/10/18) Board of Director’s Special Meeting Minutes, p. 13.
CEQA Anneal. PDF pp. 13-17,21-30.
APC LOD. PDF p. 6-12.
CEQA Anneal. PDF p. 1.
Supra fii. 3.

16

17
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During this approval process, public opposition to this Project has been considerable, including the 
following comments directly and/or indirectly related to Project noise impacts:

The proposed unenclosed rooftop uses (e.g., dancing and live entertainment that includes DJ 
performances) is not consistent with the City’s Adaptative Reuse Ordinance (“ARO”), the Site’s 
M2 Zone classification, the Code, or DCP’s past practices;
Uses on the unenclosed rooftop would impact existing and future nearby residents;
The Noise Study is fundamentally flawed, inter alia, its failure to properly establish ambient 
noise levels, analyze DJ/nightclub noise impacts, or the Project’s noise impacts from combined 
noise-generating activity;
Given the Site is already in a high-concentration area of alcohol uses, the Project may cause 
and/or contribute to further alcohol-related nuisance activity that may have a negative impact on 
the surrounding neighborhood, public health, welfare and safety; and 
A flawed Project traffic study, which may have underestimated the Project average daily trips 
and, thus, underestimated auto-related noise impacts (PF, PDF pp. 15-16,22-23).23

III. THRESHOLD OBSERVATIONS

Before modeling the reasonably expected noise impacts from the Project’s proposed activities (which the 
Noise Study fails to do in the first instance), this Report highlights several important threshold 
observations, including: (A) several unusual circumstances applicable to the Project; (B) incorporation of 
inadequate and unproven design features and COAs that serve as de factor mitigation measures; and (C) 
the Noise Study’s suggestion that the City Threshold Guide can be ignored (which are discussed below)

A. Categorical Exemptions & Unusual Circumstances Exception

Under CEQA, categorical exemptions are to be construed narrowly. Additionally, a project falling within 
a class of categorical exemptions may nevertheless require environmental review if the project is subject 
to any of the exceptions-to-the-exemptions listed under CEQA Guidelines § 15300.2, including but not 
limited to a reasonable possibility of significant environmental impacts due to unusual circumstances. 
The unusual circumstances exception applies where either: (a) the project presents an unusual 
circumstance (subject to substantial evidence standard) and there is a reasonable possibility of a 
significant environmental impact resulting from that unusual circumstance (subject to fair argument 
standard); or (b) the project will have a significant environmental effect (suported by substantial 
evidence).24 Furthermore, when making an exemption determination, a lead agency may not ignore 
evidence of an unusual circumstance creating a reasonable possibility of a significant impact.25

Here, there is substantial evidence of several unusual circumstances, including (1) the proposed uses on 
unenclosed areas of the Rooftop Terrace, (2) low-frequency noise impacts caused by bass-dominated 
nightclub music, and (3) the Site’s location within an urban canyon where noise echo off nearby reflective 
surfaces that exacerbate the Project’s noise impacts.

/ / /

23 CEQA Anneal. PDF pp. 5,15,23-28, 33-34.
See Berkeley Hillside Preservation v. City of Berkeley, (2015) 60 Cal.4th 1086,1105; see also Walters v. City of 
Redondo Beach (2016) 1 Cal.App.5th 809, 820.
See Committee to Save the Hollywoodland Specific Plan v. City of Los Angeles (2008) 161 Cal. App.4th 1168,1187 
(approval set aside where City failed to consider proffered evidence regarding historic wall).

24

25
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1. Unusual Outdoor Uses

Here, in addition to the proposed 24-hour hotel use, the Project includes daily alcohol service from 7:00
a.m. - 2:00 a.m. on the unenclosed Rooftop Terrace that will generate noise from two areas on the 
modified roof, including:

• Northwest Roof Area: a 2,721-SF, 94-seat pool, pool deck, outdoor bar, and pool bar on the 
northwestern area of the roof (outline in blue in figures below).

• Southeast Roof Area: either a 1,985-SF, 53-seat with bar Rooftop Club Option or a 1,710- 
SF, 89-seat with bar Rooftop Dining Option on the southeastern area of the roof (outlined in red 
in figures below).

Figure 3: Rooftop Dining Option Figure 4: Rooftop Club Option
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Under either the Rooftop Club or Rooftop Dining Option, the unenclosed Rooftop Terrace will result in 
new noise sources, such as mechanical equipment, conversational speech from small and large crowds, 
amplified music, and dinning/bar activities. However, the Applicant fails to cite a single similar 
Manufacturing (“M”) zoned property allowed these types of uses within unenclosed areas. In fact, DCP 
admits “dance floor located at the rooftop with DJs or other musical performances could periodically
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generate amplified noises ... [and that] the project is not necessarily located in an area with similar types 
of uses that senerate amplified noises from music ...” (PF, PDF p. 20, emph. added). As raised in the 
CEQA Appeal, these types of uses do not appear to be allowed within unenclosed areas on M-Zone 
properties,26 which typically involve heavy manufacturing/industrial activities generating noise during 
normal daytime hours—not during the earlv/late evenings. Based on City’s past practices, bar/nightclub 
uses are typically allowed only when fully-enclosed on Commercial (“C”) zoned property and subject to 
adequate CEQA review (e.g., MNDs, EIRs).27 The lack of “comparable” unenclosed rooftop 
bars/nightclubs in the “immediate area” implicitly supports a finding that the Project’s proposed Rooftop 
Terrace uses is an unusual circumstance.28

Instructive here is DCP Case No. ZA-2005-0335 where DCP denied land use approvals for a project 
(reviewed under a MND) including full-line of alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption with live 
entertainment and incidental public dancing in conjunction with a proposed 8,770-SF rooftop bar/lounge 
seating 170 patrons with hours of operation until 2:00 a.m. daily on a M-Zoned property.29 There, despite 
the project site being surrounded by M- and C-Zone properties, applicant’s supplemental noise study 
claiming noise impacts would be less than significant, and the proposal of a 22’-6” high wall near 
sensitive uses, DCP still denied the rooftop uses citing numerous noise concerns affecting an adjacent 
167-unit residential complex and several residential projects then under construction within 350 feet of 
the project site, such as (emphasis added):30

/ / /

26 CEQA Anneal. PDF pp. 13-17,21-30.
See e.g., LOD (7/27/12) ZA-2010-2898. pp. 1, 3-4,16-35, 37 (explicitly denying CUP for dining/entertainment 
outside the enclosed, sound-insulated portions of roof on a [Q]R5 property and subject to numerous noise-related 
measures [COA 10(a)-(s)] in response to public concerns regarding the “high potential for disruptive noise impacts 
to occur which would seriously impact nearby residential development.” Emph. added); LOD (6/1/10) ZA-2008- 
2464. pp. 6,12-13,23-24 (in permitting dancing on no more than three dance floors within subject site of a [Q]R5 
property, ZA imposed noise-related conditions per MND review [e.g., COAs 53k] and after applicant performed 
real-life sound testing): LOD (8/18/09) ZA-2005-6199. pp. 12, 15 (dismissed CUP for rooftop pool and dancing a 
C5 property where, like here, operations were unknown to the ZA); LOD (12/27/17) ZA-2017-1758. p. 16 (due to 
proximity to residential units, City limited live entertainment to interior only, patio could have no music or speakers. 
and patio hours limited to 11:00 p.m. on weekdays and midnight on weekends): LOD (8/6/13) ZA-2012-2489: p. 7 
(COA 56-57 restricting hours and placing noise barrier): LOD (3/30/16) ZA-2015-3108. pp. 6,15 (“specific” 
conditions imposed to reduce any noise impacts that operations of the bar would have on nearby residents, including 
COA 34 requiring noise-attenuating features designed by a licensed acoustical sound engineer and construction with 
a Sound Transmission Class (STC) value of at least 50); LOD (4/16/15) ZA-2014-1439. p. 7 (COA requiring noise
attenuating features designed by a licensed acoustical sound engineerk LOD (6/5/14) ZA-2013-2915. pp. 6,13 
(COA requiring noise-attenuating features designed by a licensed acoustical sound engineer and public concern 
over noise); LOD (8/6/13) ZA-2012-2511. pp. 9,11,14 (COA 72 and 97 requiring noise report that discloses degree 
of noise impact and recommendations of mitigation to be incorporated despite no noise sensitives uses being 
observed during on-site visit by DCP); LOD (8/6/13) ZA-2012-2509. p. 1 (subject to MND); LOD (3/9/11) ZA- 
2010-1055. p. 3 (COA 7d limiting live entertainment to indoors areas fully enclosed): LOD (6/7/10) ZA-2009-1141. 
p. 1 (subject to MND); LOD (5/28/10) ZA-2009-0937. p. 3 (COA 7d prohibiting dancing, live entertainment, 
amplified music in open patio areas or outside premises): LOD (5/27/10) ZA-2009-0467. p. 18 (nightclub 
adequately buffered when located in the basement level): LOD (11/5/09) ZA-2008-3869. p. 1 (subject to MND). 
Walters, 1 Cal.App.5th at 821 (citing Bloom v. McGurk (1994) 26 Cal.App.4th 1307,1316 [held no unusual 
circumstance where lead agency identified eight comparable facilities in the immediate area]; San Francisco 
Beautiful v. City and County of San Francisco (2014) 226 Cal.App.4th 1012,1025 \ identifying tens of thousands of 
similar street-mounted facilities]); see also Don't Cell Our Parks v. City of San Diego (2018) 21 Cal.App.5th 338, 
361 (identifying 37 similar projects on dedicated parks).
LOD (6/22/06) ZA-2005-0365. p. 1.

30 Ibid., pp. 2, 8-9,13,20-21.

27

28

29
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. the location of the project, especially designed as a rooftop, open to the skv venue, with 
crowds, music and dancing, late in the night, in such close proximity to residential uses 
cannot be found to be desirable to the public convenience or welfare ... The report does 
not provide any readily available information as to the decibel level usually associated 
with the playing of dance music, thereby not providing a real assessment of the potential 
impact the proposed operation would have, soundwise, on the quiet enjoyment of their 
property by the Tokyo Villa residents ...No specification regarding the [non-descriptJ wall 
materials [was] provided, nor the feasibility of installing such walls ... The drawbacks of 
this proposal is that these walls, while possibly mitigating some of the sound to the west 
and north, would act as reflectors of the same sound to the east, where residential units are 
under construction in close proximity, and south which, now vacant, is waiting to be 
redeveloped, possibly with additional residential units.»31

Here, like the above-cited project, the Project is: (1) designed with an open-air venue allowing crowds, 
music, and dancing on the unenclosed Rooftop Terrace; (2) in close proximity to hundreds of existing 
residential uses and possibly more residents with the redevelopment of adjacent structures (i.e., receptors 
R3 and R4); (3) the Noise Study fails to provide any information about the decibel level from DJ or 
amplified music; (4) Applicant provides no specifications regarding the non-descript glass railing', and 
(5) involves noise-reflectins surface that will affect residential uses (discussed infra section III.A.2). 
Furthermore, unlike the above-cited project, the Mart South Hotel Project was not vetted via an MND 
where further mitigation measures could be considered.

Given the stark similarities between these two projects, it is arbitrary and capricious to claim that the 
proposed unenclosed uses are not unusual. The modification to the structure’s rooftop will significantly 
change the noise impacts suffered by nearby residents and, thus, constitutes an unusual circumstance.32

2. Unusual Low-Frequencies, Bass-Dominated Club Noise

Here, while the Applicant and City acknowledges that the rooftop dance floor could periodically generate 
amplified noises from DJs or other musical performances, they nevertheless dismiss concerns citing no 
sensitive uses in the immediate area and reliance on LAMC § 112.01, which places a 5-dBA increase 
limit (PF, PDF pp. 20,270,274-275). Neither the Noise Study nor the DCP approvals disclose potential 
decibel levels associated with this use, or demonstrate that LAMC § 112.01 is adequate and/or 
meaningfully enforced. Nor is there anything in the Project Approvals that would prevent the Applicant 
from operating nightclubs three, five, or even seven days a week. This is problematic given DJ nightclubs 
pose a unique problem of low-frequency noise impacts. However, under the Code and City Threshold 
Guide, these low-frequency impacts are ignored because noise impacts are measured in the A-weighted 
decibel scale (LAMC §§ 111.01(k)& 111.02(a); Guide, p. 1.1:1), which discriminates against lower 
frequencies (as discussed below).

Pubs, nightclubs, and other entertainment uses are unique in that they are characterized by amplified noise 
predominately at low-frequency between 60-125 Hz (e.g., thumping of bass beat).33 Low-frequency noise

31 Ibid., pp. 10,13.
See Lewis v. Seventeenth Dist. Agric. Ass'n (1985) 165 Cal.App.3d 823, 829 (held modified race track would be 
noisier for nearby residents and that there was “no question of the existence of unusual circumstances - the 
adjacency of residential areas to the racetrack.”).
Noise & Health (2012) Occupational noise exposure of nightclub bar employees in Ireland. PDF p. 6 (“It is evident 
that the lower frequencies (63 and 125 Hz) were more prominent than the mid to high frequencies. The 63 and 125 
Hz frequencies were higher than 90 dBA in 89% of the nightclubs.” Emph. added); University of Salford (2005) 
Noise from Pubs and Clubs Final Report. PDF p. 2,31 (study urging objective rating to assess low-frequency noise 
from pub and club noise that include “music type, bass level and bass beat.”); University of Salford (2005) Noise

32
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(less than 250 Hz) presents a unique problem in that it propagates “with little attenuation” through walls, 
windows, and passive noise barriers (e.g., noise absorbing and insulating materials), and even increase 
sound pressure levels inside rooms.34 Excessive exposure to low-frequency noise has been linked to a 
variety of health symptoms including stress, anxiety, headaches, fatigue, depression, difficulty of falling 
and staying asleep, feeling languid and tensed in the morning.35 Residents and other noise-sensitive 
receptors living in urban environments routinely complain about the unique impact of nearby nightclubs 
featuring loud, bass-thumbing noise.36

The range of human hearing is generally considered to be 20 to 20,000 Hz on the audible frequency 
range, which can be divided into 12 “whole frequency” bands or 36 “1/3 octave” bands. However, the 
human ear is far more sensitive to sounds between 1,000 to 4,000 Hz. To account for this, the A-weighted 
noise scale (recognized by the dBA unit) provides a single sound pressure level by adding the

from Pubs and Clubs-Phase I. PDF pp. 11-12, 37 (“Entertainment noise often has prominent low-frequency content” 
with “[njoise levels up to 115 dB Lea in the 63 Hz octave band and 110 dB Lea in the 125 Hz octave band were 
recorded on dance floors of nisht clubs.” Emph. added).
Noise & Health (2004) Effects of Low Frequency Noise on Sleep (“As low frequencies propagate with little 
attenuation through walls and windows, many people may be exposed to low frequency noise in their dwellings ... 
Indoors, room resonances in the low frequency ranee will increase the sound pressure levels and also lead to 
variations of sound pressure level inside the room.” Emph. Added); Applied Acoustics (7/29/16) Design And 
Experimental Tests Of Active Control Barriers For Low-Frequencv Stationary Noise Reduction In Urban Outdoor 
Environment: PDF p. 1 (“passive techniques are effective in noise reduction at middle-high frequencies, they 
become less efficient at low frequencies (below 300 Hz) ... On the other side, [active noise control] techniques are 
able to implement a fairly good control of low-frequency noise emissions”); Noise & Health (2004) Low frequency 
noise and annoyance (“As low frequencies propagate with little attenuation through walls and windows, many 
people may be exposed to low frequency noise in their dwellings.”); Applied Acoustics (2018) Recreational Noise: 
Impact And Costs For Annoyed Residents In Milan And Turin. PDF p. 2 (“... low frequencies diffusion through the 
building structure is particularly serious when discos or late nisht pubs are located in the buildins itself.” Emph. 
added); Building & Environment (2015) Low Frequency Sound Insulation Analysis And Evaluation Of Stiffened 
Building Structures. PDF p. 2 (“Nowadays, low frequency noise (LFN) is recognized as a serious environmental 
noise problem and proved to have many negative impacts on residents' health and well-being ... However, none of 
the current sinizle-number ratine methods fi.e.. STCJ has fully considered the frequency ranee of 20 Hz - 250 Hz” 
Emph. added); Soundproofing Company Inc., (2019) Understanding STC and STC Ratings (... “largest problem 
with relying on a STC number alone is that STC only considers frequencies down to 125 Hz. This can be misleading 
because most sound isolation complaints are from noise sources that are below 125 Hz ... [such as] Most of the 
sound energy generated by the average home theater ... Guitar, bass, drums ...” emph. added).
NOISE-CON 2004 (2004) The Impact of A-weighting Sound Pressure Level Measurements during the Evaluation 
of Noise Exposure. PDF pp. 3-4; Noise & Health (2004) Low frequency noise and annoyance (impacts from 10-200 
Hz;); Noise & Health (2004) Evaluation Of Annoyance From Low Frequency Noise Under Laboratory Conditions: 
Acoustical Society of America (2009) A Procedure for The Assessment of Low Frequency Noise Complaints. PDF 
p. 5 (Tbl. II listing symptoms reported); Noise & Health (2004) Effects of Low Frequency Noise on Sleep.

36Miami Herald (7/18/17) Downtown Nightclub Owners Want Citations For Loud Music Dismissed (“Residents, 
armed with their own sound measurements that show that the subwoofer bass beat is especially disruptive ...” emph. 
added); Bowery Bookie (7/19/18) When it Comes to Lack of Noise Violations Against Bars. It’s All About that 
Bass (“Anyone who’s lived above, adjacent to, or down the block from a boisterous club understands that bass is 
often the worst noise offender... Alan Fierstein, an acoustic consultant who assists residents and businesses 
document noise levels (he’s at many CB3 meetings), believes inspectors often fail to record violations ‘because they 
often don’t isolate the lower frequencies associated with thumping bass.’” Emph. added); Brick Underground 
(2/27/19) Up All Night: NYC Hotels That Generate The Most Noise Complaints (“The hotel has a 4,800-square-foot 
rooftop pool and bar where parties are held on the weekend. Even guests find the music disruptive. ‘It’s so loud and 
the bass is so strons that it’s impossible to sleep.’ according to one Trip Advisor review.” Emph. added); Windsor 
Star (2/20/17) All About That Bass: Downtown Nightclub Must Pay Neighbor $25.000 In Noise Complaint. Court 
Rules (“.. .the noise from [the club] is different. ‘Boom, boom, boom... like a bass drum beatins in my bedroom... 
like an elephant stomping in my room’” Emph. added).

34
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contribution from all 1/3 octave bands after making various corrections at each frequency/octave band, as 
shown in the table below:

Table 2: A-Weighted Correction to Frequency Noise Levels

1/3 Octave 
Band (Hz)

A-Weighting 
Correction (dB) 

-85.4

1/3 Octave 
Band (Hz)

A-Weighting 
Correction (dB)

Whole Frequency 
Band (Hz)

Whole Frequency 
Band (Hz)

6.3 315 -6.68 8 -77.8 500 400 -4.8
10 -70.4 500 -3.2

16 12.5 -63.4 630 -1.9
16 -56.7 1000 800 -0.8
20 -50.5 1000 0

31.5 25 -44.7 1250 0.6
31.5 -39.4 2000 1600 1
40 -34.6 2000 1.2

63 50 -30.2 2500 1.3
63 -26.2 4000 3150 1.2
80 -22.5 4000 1

125 100 -19.1 5000 0.5
125 -16.1 8000 6300 -0.1
160 -13.4 8000 -1.1
200 -10.9 10000 -2.5

250 16000 12500 -4.3
250 -8.6 16000 -6.6

n/a 20000 -9.3

As shown in the above table, the A-weighted decibel scale significantly discriminates against low- 
frequency noise occurring at sub-500 Hz. As such, numerous studies have confirmed that (emphasis 
added) “fclonventional methods of assessing annoyance, typically based on A-weighted equivalent level, 
are inadequate for low frequency noise and lead to incorrect decisions by regulatory authorities.”37 As 
such, a C-weighted noise scale (“dBC”) is generally preferred by acoustical engineers for measuring low- 
frequency sound.38 As illustrated in the below graph, the C-weighted scale is generally flat as compared to 
the A-weighted scale, and thus includes more of the low-frequency range of sounds.

37 Noise & Health (2004) Low frequency noise and annoyance (“.. .the regulatory dominance of A-weiehted levels, 
leads to dismissal of valid problems of low frequency noise, so compounding the difficulties of some complainants. 
Emph. added); see also World Health Organization (1999) Guidelines for community noise. PDF pp. 14, 63 (“When 
prominent low-freauencv components are present, noise measures based on A-weiehtine are inappropriate.” Emph. 
added); Applied Acoustics (2016) Assessment Criterion For Indoor Noise Disturbance In The Presence Of Low 
Frequency Sources. PDF p. 2 (citing studies showing “how low frequencies are less tolerated and perceived as more 
annovine than other frequencies and then the common [dBA] single number methods could not represent the a good 
subjective evaluation.” Emph. added); University of Salford (2005) Noise from Pubs and Clubs-Phase I. PDF p. 20 
(“... it is eenerallv considered inappropriate to use only A-weiehted tareet levels for music noise intrusion, because 
the impact of the bass elements of the noise.” Emph. added); University of Salford (2005) Noise from Pubs and 
Clubs Final Report. PDF p. 16 (“For a situation where there is little mid and high frequency noise transmission, a 
higher level of bass will be allowable without exceeding the dB(A) limit.” Emph. added).
Ibid., see also City of Glendale (3/1/18) Grayson Renowering Project EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 2 (“... currently, 
the C-weighting is almost exclusively used to assess the low frequency content of sound, often in combination with 
the A-weighted scale.” Emph. added).

if

38
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Given the inadequacy of the A-weighted scale to capture legitimate and real noise impacts, numerous 
jurisdictions have adopted C-weighted standards and limits targeting unique low-frequency impacts (like 
amplified bass-dominated club noise), such as:

City of Turlock limit on “amplified music or sound” to 75 dBC (daytime) and 70 dBC 
(nighttime), and finding a violation where noise exceed ambient levels by either 5 dBC or 10 dB 
in any 1/3 octave band (Turlock Municipal Code § 5-28-108.d noise limit);40 
City of Roseville standard for “amplified music” of 75 dBC (daytime) and 70 dBC 
(nighttime) where “low frequency” tones can be determined, and when ambient noise levels are 
already elevated, finding a violation where ambient noise levels increase by 5 dBC or 3 dBA or 
10 dB increase in any 1/3 octave band (Roseville Municipal Code § 9.24.110);41 
City/County of San Francisco subjects licensed entertainment/live-performance 
establishments to a “secondary low frequency dBC criteria” which limits noise to exceed ambient 
levels by 8 dBC (San Francisco Municipal Code § 2909.b);42
City of Minneapolis finding a violation where noise exceeds ambient levels by either 10 dBC 
(daytime), 5 dBC (nighttime), or 10 dBC increase in any 1/3 octave band due to “low frequency 
tones” or “amplified music” (Minneapolis Municipal Code § 389.60);”43

39 Robert C. Chanaud, Ph.D. (2014) Noise Ordinances: Tools for Enactment. Modification and Enforcement of a 
Community Noise Ordinance. PDF, p. 254 (noting “Bass notes from vehicles sound systems or from places of public 
entertainment also contribute to low frequency sound. C-weiehtine may be avvrovriate for these types of situations 
while A-weiehtim filter are best for other situations. It is possible to have both weighting filters as part of a noise 
ordinance provision. Some communities use frequency filters to handle low frequency sound.” Emph. added). 
Turlock Municipal Code.
Roseville Municipal Code.
San Francisco Municipal Code .
Minneapolis Municipal Code.
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• New York City finding a violation where a person “cause[s] any music” that results in a 6 dBC 
increase in ambient sound levels above 62 dBC (New York Municipal Code § 24-23l.a.3);44

• Hawaii limits “bass sound” during nighttime hours to 50 dBC (in residential/mixed-use zones) 
and 60 dBC (in all other zones) (Haw. Rev. Stat. § 342F-31.5);45 and

• Numerous foreign countries have adopted limits specific to low-frequency noise impacts 
(e.g., France, Sweden, United Kingdom, etc.).46

Given the overwhelming weight of scientific research, real-world experience, and specific actions taken 
by local, state, and foreign bodies, it is arbitrary and capricious to claim that low-frequency noise impacts 
from DJ/Live Performance—which could occur seven days a week as currently proposed—are not a 
unique and unusual circumstance. A revised Noise Study must, inter alia, disclose the DJ noise impacts in 
dBC levels, use an appropriate significance threshold supported by substantial evidence, and mitigate 
significant impacts to the fullest extent feasible—such as sufficient passive noise barriers and active noise 
control (“ANC”) techniques that emit an antiphase signal in order to cancel out low-frequency noise.47

3. Unusual Environmental Setting

It is well known to urban planners that external building facades can reflect noise from sources and 
increase noise levels to sensitive receptors, particularly in urban environments.48 This is caused by a 
receptor being exposed to both a noise source’s (1) direct noise and (2) reflected noise echoing off a

44 New York Municipal Code .
Hawaii Revised Statutes.
Proceedings of the Euro Noise (2003) Noise From Amplified Music Played In Discotheques. Pubs And Clubs - A 
Review Of Some National Regulations. PDF pp. 1-4 (in addition to listing numerous countries, the study 
recommends low frequencies between 63-125 Hz should not exceed 80 dB\
Applied Acoustics (7/29/16) Design And Experimental Tests Of Active Control Barriers For Low-Frequencv 
Stationary Noise Reduction In Urban Outdoor Environment: PDF p. 2 (“ By placing the ANC system right on the 
border of the barrier, since both control sources and ‘virtual’ diffraction noise sources are spatially coincident, one 
can expect to completely control the propagation of noise in the whole shadow zone protected by the barrier, 
independently of the distance of the listener, obtaining a relevant noise reduction also in the far field.”); The Journal 
of the Acoustical Society of America (2013) Modeling, analysis, and validation of an active T-shaoed noise barrier. 
PDF pp. 2, 5 (“... in order to achieve a more insertion loss over a wider frequency range, including relatively low 
frequency ranges, active control has been introduced into barrier design ... the active control technique can be used 
to improve the efficiency of the noise barrier at low frequencies by cancellation of the sound pressure in the 
shadowed area or at a diffraction edge.”); Proc. Mtgs. Acoust. (2017) Impact and control practices of bar and nub 
sound in densely populated cities. PDF p. 6 (“ To reduce the structure-borne noise, loudspeakers shall be mounted 
with vibration isolators. Sound absorption materials and panels shall be applied to or installed on walls and ceiling to 
reduce the reverberant sound, especially the low frequency noise.”).
See e.g., McGraw-Hill, Inc. (1991) Handbook of Acoustical Measurements and Noise Control. PDF p. 19 (“... 
where there are many multistory buildings, even the noise from local sources decreases more slowly for even 
increases) owing to the reflections from adjacent buildines.” Emph. added); City of Elk Grove (9/29/11) Draft EIR 
for Proposed Sphere of Influence Amendment. PDF p. 209 (“In some cases, external building facades can influence 
reflected noise levels affecting adjacent buildings. This is primarily a problem where high-rise buildings are 
proposed, and the effect is most evident in urban areas, where an urban canyon may be created.”); 1020 S. Figueroa 
St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-1159) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 2 (noting “A receptor located on the same 
side of the wall as a noise source may actually experience an increase in the perceived noise level as the wall reflects 
noise back to the receptor, thereby compoundim the noise.” Emph. added); 1211 W. Pico Blvd. (DCP Case No. 
ENV-2011-0585) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 2; LOD (6/22/06) ZA-2005-0365. pp. 10-13 (where “this Zoning 
Administrator can testily that the sound level in such an environment is significantly higher than that associated with 
City traffic heard from inside a car” and recognizing drawback of mitigation barriers that can “act as reflectors of the 
same sound”); California Department of Transportation (“Caltrans”) (Aug. 2006) Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol. 
pp. 17-18 (discussion of reflective noise off noise barriers).

45

46
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48
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reflective surface (e.g., retaining wall, building structure). The combined effect can increase noise levels 
at a receptor by up to 3 dBA in some instances, but often between 1-2 dBA when considering the spatial 
relationship of the receptor and source, intervening noise barriers, and absorptive qualities of the reflected 
surface.49 However, at frequencies below 500 Hz (like amplified club noise discussed above), urban 
canyons can increase noise levels up to 10 dBA.50

Here, the Project’s Rooftop Terrace is between two urban canyons with taller buildings that serve as 
reflective surfaces, including: (1) R4’s 13-story facade southwest of the Site (referenced as “SI” in figure 
below); and (2) the 13-story, high-rise building known as the California Market Center (referenced as

51S2” in figure below) (PF, PDF p. 18,233).

Figure 6: Urban Canyon Reflective Surfaces
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Given this unusual environmental setting, noise generated from the proposed uses on the Rooftop Terrace 
will expose receptors to direct noise (as illustrated in Figure 7 below), and noise reflected off these 
reflective surfaces (as illustrated in Figure 8 below). For example, the upper-floor residents at R1 will be 
exposed to: (1) direct noise from the pool bar/deck uses (Fig. 7 [blue arrows]); (2) direct noise from 
dining/club noise that may be only partially blocked by wall surfaces to its north (Fig. 7 [red arrows]); (3) 
reflected noise from the pool bar/deck uses echoing off California Market Center (Fig. 8 [echo “El”]); 
and (4) reflected noise from dining/club noise (Fig. 8 [echo “E3”]). Similarly, receptors R2 and R4 will 
also be impacted by direct and reflected noise from the unenclosed Rooftop Terrance uses. Receptor R3, 
on the other hand, is likely sufficiently protected given it is nestled between the Project Site and reflective 
surface SI (i.e., receptor R4) unless loud, reflected noise penetrates its roof surface and any ventilation 
openings to impact its upper floor occupancies.

49 See Caltrans (Sep. 2013) Technical Noise Supplement, pp. 2:37-385:27-32;
The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (2014) Low Frequency Acoustic Resonances In Urban 
Courtyards. PDF p. 2.

51 LA Downtown News (11/23/18) Major Turnaround Coming to California Market Center.

50
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Figure 7: Direct Noise from Rooftop Terrace Uses
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Figure 8: Reflected Noise from Rooftop Terrace Uses
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Given the well-documented effect of urban canyons, it is improper for the Noise Study to omit the 
disclosure, much less analysis, of the Project’s echo effects on sensitive receptors caused by the Site’s 
unusual environmental setting.

B. Categorical Exemptions Cannot Rely on Weak De Facto Mitigation Measures

Critical to the CEQA review process under a MND or EIR is the lead agencies’ consideration of project 
design features (“PDF”), regulatory compliance measures (“RCM”), and other mitigation measures 
(“MM”) intended to reduce potentially significant environmental impacts.52 This is typically proposed in 
the CEQA document’s Mitigation and Monitoring Reporting and Program (“MMRP”), which can 
subsequently be made enforceable via conditions of approval (“COA”) attached to the project approvals, 
thus making MMRP compliance mandatory and ensuring impacts will be either less than significant or 
mitigated to the fullest extent feasible.

Here, because the Project was reviewed under a categorical exemption, no explicit MMs or MMRP was 
considered or publicly vetted. Nevertheless, based on the relevant documents, it is clear that the Project 
was designed with PDFs and approved subject to RCMs/COAs (i.e., de facto mitigation measures) to 
purportedly prevent the Project would not become a “nuisance” or cause “excessive noise” to nearby 
properties, ensure rooftop noise would have only a “marginal effect,” avoid “significant impacts to 
surrounding uses” caused by dancing and alcohol sales, and guarantee “noise levels would not exceed 
those thresholds established within the L.A. CEQA Threshold Guide” (PF, PDF p. 10, 18,20,23-27, 30
31). However, these statements serve as an implicit admission by the City that the proposed uses have the 
potential of causing a significant impact, which necessitates a more thorough CEQA review (i.e., MND, 
EIR). Moreover, as discussed below, these de facto MMs are inadequate and improper under CEQA.

1. Applicant’s Noise-Attenuating PDFs

Under CEQA, a lead agency may not use project-specific mitigation measures to reduce project impacts 
as a means to qualify for a categorical exemption and evade a more demanding CEQA review.
Mitigation measures are not appropriate for categorical exemptions because lead agencies are not required 
to evaluate mitigation measures during its preliminary review of a project; instead, consideration of 
mitigation measures are reserved (as relevant here) for MNDs subject to CEQA’s fair argument standard 
whereby the lead agency shall treat an impact as significant if there is a disagreement between experts 
over the significance of an effect.54 While the distinction between elements of a project and measures 
designed to mitigate impacts of the project may not always be clear, any mischaracterization is significant

53

52 See e.g., Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza Master Plan (DCP Case No. ENV-2012-1962) Draft EIR Noise Section.
PDF pp. 22; 6533 W. Selma Avenue (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-3751) MNP. PDF pp. 200-201.

53 See e.g., Salmon Protection & Watershed Network v. County of Marin (2004) 125 Cal.App.4th 1098,1102-1103, 
1108 (when invalidated categorical exemption “subject to conditions meant to minimize ‘adverse physical effects on 
the natural environment.1”’ the court stated while “mitigation measures may support a negative declaration but not 
a categorical exemption ... Reliance upon mitigation measures (whether included in the application or later adopted) 
involves an evaluative process of assessing those mitigation measures and weighing them against potential 
environmental impacts, and that process must be conducted under established CEQA standards and procedures for 
EIR's or negative declarations.” Emph. added); Azusa Land Reclamation Co. v. Main San Gabriel basin 
Watermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165,1200 (“In determining whether the significant effect exception to a 
categorical exemption exists, ‘[i]t is the possibility of a significant effect... which is at issue, not a determination of 
the actual effect, which would be the subject of a negative declaration or an EIR. Appellants cannot escape the law 
by taking a minor step in mitigation and then find themselves exempt from the exception to the exemption 
[Citation].” Emp. added).
See Azusa Land Reclamation Co., 52 CaLAppA* at 1200-1201 (citing CEQA Guidelines § 15064(h)(2)).54
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if it precludes or obfuscates required disclosure of the project's environmental impacts and analysis of 
potential mitigation measures.55

Here, as discussed above, the Project includes an unenclosed Rooftop Terrace that will include unique 
uses that will cause uniquely raucous noise (e.g., bar, dining, DJ, amplified music, etc.), which is by no 
means a common and typical concerns of hotel projects.56 As such, the Project includes various noise
attenuating PDFs to mitigate these Project-specific impacts, including:

• Pool Railing: Project includes a non-descript tall perimeter glass railing around the rooftop 
deck, specifically cited by DCP to prevent all but “marginal” noise impacts to nearby receptors 
(PF, PDF pp. 20, 30). As proposed, the railing is approximately three feet tall (id. at PDF pp. 41). 
However, the pool deck is “raised” approximately 6’ above the roof (2’-6” above parapet) (id. at 
PDF pp. 38-39,41,44,241,255-257,260), which will ensure a direct line-of-sight to sensitive 
receptors R1 and R2. Additionally, the three-foot railing will not block the line-of-sight of noise
generating activities (e.g., conversational noise from small/large crowds, amplified music from 
speakers, dining/bar commotion, etc.), which typically occur above the three-foot height. 
Furthermore, there is no mention, much less requirement, that the glass railing be of sufficient 
girth, material, or absorptive properties that will achieve a specified acoustical performance rating 
(e.g., STC or OITC rating).57 As such, this PDF has an unknown sound absorption/attenuation 
properties and, thus, it is entirely speculative whether it will sufficiently reduce noise levels to 
prevent significant impacts to receptors.

• Pool Bar: Project includes an approximate 19’-13” pool bar, hotel kitchen, and bar deck located 
along the southwestern perimeter of the Rooftop Terrace (PF, PDF pp. 38-39,43,255-256). As 
proposed, these structures are approximate 15’-tall and serve as a de facto noise barrier to 
receptors R3 and R4. However, the Applicant has failed to provide any meaningful information 
about this design feature and, therefore, it is entirely speculative whether this PDF will 
sufficiently reduce noise levels to prevent significant impacts to receptors.

55 Mission Bay Alliance v. Office of Community Investment & Infrastructure (2016) 6 Cal.App.5th 160,184-185; Lotus 
v. Department of Transportation (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 645, 656-57, fii.8 (Absent a determination regarding the 
significance of the impacts to the root systems of the old growth redwood trees, it is impossible to determine 
whether mitigation measures are required or to evaluate whether other more effective measures than those proposed 
should be considered ... Simply statins that there will be no significant impacts because the project incorporates 
‘special construction techniques ’ is not adequate or permissibleEmp added).

Association for Protection etc. Values v. City ofUkiah (1991) 2 Cal.App.4th 720,736.
Common acoustical performance ratings include Sound Transmission Class (“STC”) or Outside-Inside Transmission 
Class (“OITC”). The original intent behind the STC rating was to quantify interior building partitions not exterior 
wall components. As a result, it is not recommended for glass selection of exterior wall applications since the single
number rating was achieved under a specific set of laboratory conditions. The OITC rating is now the preferred 
rating system to classify acoustic performance of glazing in exterior applications. Viracon (undated) Acoustic 
Performance Data Tables. PDF p. 1; see also City (3/24/17) LAX Design Guidelines. PDF p. 80 (requiring buildings 
exposed to 65 dB Leq.ihr during any 1-hour period achieve at least 45 STC or 35 OITC rating for exterior walls and 
roof-ceilings, and 40 STC or 30 OITC rating for exterior windows); Staff Report (2/28/18) CPC-2018-3906. PDF p. 
19 (design feature that requires new walls and roof ceiling assemblies achieve an STC 45 or 35 OITC rating and 
new exterior windows achieve a minimum 40 STC or 30 OITC rating); Mangrove Estates Site Mixed Use Project 
(DCP Case No. ENV 2009-3345) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 19 (PDF requiring 37 STC windows); 22147 
Clarendon Street (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-1853) Draft-EIR Appendix G-Noise Study. PDF pp. 16,20 (requiring 
temporary noise barrier with 30 STC rating able to achieve 10-dB reduction if placed near source or receiver, and 
requiring highway-facing walls to have 45 STC rating); Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan (DCP Case No. ENV- 
2009-599) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 16-17, (MM requiring double-pane exterior windows with 50 STC 
rating and wall/floor assemblies 50 STC rating); Bixel & Lucas Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2007-5887) Draft EIR 
Noise Section. PDF p. 9 (Noise analysis accounting for sensitive receptors with new 37 STC windows).

56

57
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• Bar Deck Wall: Project includes an approximate 14’-6” bar deck wall located in the southern 
comer of the Rooftop Terrace, serving as a de facto noise barrier between receptors R3 and R4 
and from the southwestern area that will include various noisy uses (e.g., dining, bar, club 
activities) (PDF pp. 42-43,255-256). However, the applicant has failed to provide any 
meaningful information about this PDF and, thus, it is entirely speculative whether it will 
sufficiently reduce noise levels to prevent significant impacts to receptors.

• Location of Rooftop Rooms: The Project includes the conversion of several mechanical 
structures into guest rooms along the northeastern Rooftop Terrace perimeter (PF, PDF pp. 38
39). At approximately 15’-tall, they will partially block direct noise from the southeastern rooftop 
area (PF, PDF pp. 42,255-256). Even with that partial blockage, some direct noise will diffract 
(bend) around such barrier wall surfaces and continue directly toward Rl. However, southeastern 
area noise will nevertheless reflect off the California Market Center and impact receptors Rl and 
R4 {see supra Fig. 8 [echo E3 and E4]). Furthermore, the Applicant has failed to provide any 
meaningful information about this PDF and, therefore, it is entirely speculative whether it will 
sufficiently reduce noise levels to prevent significant impacts to receptors.

The above-listed PDFs are not merely measures taken to comply with building codes,58 but rather minor 
steps taken by the Applicant to minimize noise impacts that were relied upon by DCP, which is not 
allowed for categorical exemption projects. Additionally, the Applicant has repeatedly failed to provide 
any meaningful information about these PDFs and, thus, there effectiveness is entirely speculative when 
considering the many factors that that must be considered when designing competent noise barriers and 
crafting other useful mitigation measures (as discussed below).

59While sound barriers (e.g., walls, buildings, glass railings, etc.) can reduce noise levels by up to 20 dBA, 
their effectiveness is highly dependent on a multitude of factors, must notable: that they are of sufficient 
height to break the line-of-sight between the noise sources and receivers (i.e., diffracted noise), sufficient 
thickness and density of material to cause sufficient transmission loss of noise traveling through the 
barrier and ultimately reaching the receiver (i.e., transmitted noise); and placement of the barrier, with 
optimal performance occurring when placed near either the noise source or receiver.60 Ineffective noise 
barriers include those that are not tall enough to break the line-of-sight,61bwhere transmission loss is not 
at least 10 dBA more than the desired noise reduction,62 or when placed approximately halfway between 
the noise source and receiver.63 Like with noise barriers, transmission loss of outside noise through a 
building structure (i.e., barrier insertion loss) is highly variable that can range from 5 to 35 dBA reduction 
depending on materials used (e.g., light frame, masonry, brick); sound rating of material used (i.e., 
STC/OITC),64 and whether windows are generally open or closed.65

58 Berkeley Hills Watershed Coalition v. City of Berkeley (2019) 31 Cal.App.5th 880, 893, fii. 9 (citing Berkeley 
Hillside Preservation v. City of Berkeley (2015) 241 Cal. App. 4th 943,960-961).
Caltrans (Sep. 2013) Technical Noise Supplement. PDF pp. 147-160.

60 Ibid., PDF pp. 146-152; see also 22147 Clarendon Street (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-1853) Draft-EIR Appendix G- 
Noise Study. PDF p. 16.

6lSee Noise Solution (6/4/14) Applications and Limitations of Acoustical Walls: see also Wilson Ihrig & Associates 
(11/12/141 Preliminary Noise Assessment Study, p. 12.
Caltrans (Sep. 2013) Technical Noise Supplement. PDF p. 148-149.
Ibid., PDF p. 151.
Supra fii. 57.
Federal Highway Administration (“FHWA”) (Dec. 2011) Highway Traffic Noise-Analysis and Abatement 
Guidance, pp. 30-31 (Tbl. 6); see also Wilson, Ihrig & Associates (11/19/14) Title 24 Acoustical Evaluation 
Exterior Sound Insulation. PDF p. 7-8 (“Title 24 requires all exterior elements surrounding this area must provide a 
minimum 18 dBA noise reduction ... The STC was originally developed to evaluate speech privacy through interior 
partitions. The OITC rating was adopted more recently to provide a more accurate measure of the noise reduction 
for typical exterior noise sources (e.g., airplanes, traffic), which have a different frequency content than speech.”);

59

62

63

64

65
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Here, however, the Noise Study fails to provide any details about the glass rail, including its height in 
relation to noise source, thickness, materials, STC/OITC rating, or location in relation to noise sources 
and receivers. Similarly, no data is provided about the proposed rooftop structures to reasonable estimate 
noise attenuation. Moreover, the Noise Study fails to indicate the (1) individual noise levels generated by 
the Project’s various rooftop uses (e.g., conversations from small/large crowds, dining/bar activities, 
DJ/live performances, etc.); (2) combined noise levels for all these uses together (i.e., composite noise 
levels); or (3) compare composite noise levels aeainst the 3- or 5-dBA increase thresholds under the City 
Threshold Guide, or any other threshold supported by substantial evidence. By failing in the first instance 
to provide a good-faith estimate of actual noise impacts, the Noise Study cannot justify with substantial 
evidence that noise impacts to receptors are less than significant. Nor can it claim that de facto mitigation 
measures provide sufficient noise attenuation because the Applicant has failed to even determine what 
level of attenuation is necessary in the first place.

In sum, contrary to CEQA, the Applicant has precluded and obfuscated the Project's noise impacts and 
analysis of potential mitigation measures by relying on de facto mitigation measures not tethered to actual 
analysis.

2. City’s Noise-AttenuatingRCMs &COAs

Under CEQA, mitigation measures (“MM”) are to include enforceable performance criteria capable of 
reducing, minimizing, rectifying, compensating, or avoiding the impact altogether 
integrity of the public decision making process by precluding stubborn problems or serious criticism from 
being swept under the rug.67 To this end, CEQA requires (1) MMs to be fully enforceable, actually 
implemented, and not mere expressions of hope;68 (2) lead agencies cannot rely on compliance with 
existing laws of uncertain efficacy;69 and (3) agencies can defer crafting of MMs to post project-approval 
only when guided by performance standards and armed with meaningful information reasonably 
justifying an expectation of compliance.

66 which ensures the

70

Here, DPC’s approvals includes various noise-attenuating regulatory compliance measures (“RCM”) and 
conditions of approval (“COA”) to mitigate Project-specific impacts, including:

/ / /

see e.g., 1000 S. Hill St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-4711) MND Appendix G-Noise Calculations. PDF p. 20 
(showing 0-5-dBA attenuation scenario); Villa Marina Mixed Use Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2004-3812) Draft 
EIR Appendix E-Noise Calculations. PDF p. 3 (showing up to 15-dBA insertion loss); 22147 Clarendon Street 
(DCP Case No. ENV-2015-1853) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 13; 1034 S. Hill (DCP Case No. ENV-2016- 
4711) MND, PDF p. 167.
See City of Maywood v. Los Angeles Unified School Dist. (2012) 208 Cal.App.4th 362,407; see also CEQA 
Guidelines § 15370.
Concerned Citizens of Costa Mesa, Inc. v. 32nd Dist. Agricultural Assn. (1986) 42 Cal.3d 929,935; see also 
Preserve Wild Santee v. City of Santee (2012) 210 Cal.App.4th 260,280-281.
CEQA Guidelines §§ 15126.4(a)(2), 15097; see also Lincoln Place Tenants Ass'n v. City of Los Angeles (2005) 130 
Cal-AppA® 1491,1508; Federation of Hillside & Canyon Ass’ns v. City of Los Angeles (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 
1252,1261.
See Cleveland National Forest Foundation v. San Diego Assn, of Governments (2017) 17 Cal.App.5th 413,433 
(“none of these measures had any probability of implementation, their inclusion in the EIR was illusory.”); 
Californians for Alternatives to Toxics v. Department of Food and Agriculture (2005) 136 Cal.App.4th 1,17 
(“[cjompliance with the law is not enough to support a finding of no significant impact under the CEQA.”).
CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(1)(B); Communities for a Better Environment v. City of Richmond (2010) 184 
Cal.AppA01 70,92-93; OroFino Gold Mining Corp. v. County of El Dorado (1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 872, 884.

66

67

68

69

70
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COAs 7-11,21,26-27, & 31-32 requiring various security, lighting, and electronic age 
verification measures to prevent nuisance activity including “excessive noise” (PF, PDF pp. 26
27).
COA 12 requiring Applicant to secure Live Entertainment and Dance Hall permits from the Los 
Angeles Police Department (“LAPD”), presumably subject to crafting additional noise-related 
conditions that serve as de facto mitigation measures (id. at PDF p. 6).
COA 22 requiring one on-duty manager with authority over operational activities at the Project 
Site (including the rooftop deck), specifically cited by DCP to prevent the “detriment to the 
community” from operational and alcohol-related conduct (including patron dancing) from 
“become a nuisance to the community” (id. at PDF p. 7, 18-19,23).
COA 23 requiring compliance with LAMC §§ 112.06 and 116.01 regulating noise from public 
entertainment and other nuisance noise sources, subject to future noise control measures designed 
by an acoustical engineer if Project exceed applicable noise limits (id. at PDF p. 7).
COA 24 requiring operator to be responsible for mitigating the potential negative impacts from 
the Project’s operation, “especially noise derived from patron entry and exiting” (id. at PDF p. 8). 
COA 35 requiring a Monitoring, Verification and Inspection Program (“MViP”) to allow the City 
the opportunity to continue to monitor and verify compliance with any condition imposed on the 
Project Approvals (presumably including noise-related COAs), and to ensure the Project will not 
adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties (presumably including adverse noise 
impacts) (id. at PDF p. 9,29).
COA 37 allows the Zoning Administrator (“ZA”) to reserve the authority to require a future plan 
approval and add additional conditions if, inter alia, documented evidence showing the Project’s 
“disruption or interreference with the peaceful enjoyment of adjoining and neighboring 
properties ... and if warranted, reserves the right to conduct [a] public hearing for nuisance 
abatement/revocation purposes” (id. at PDF p. 10).
RCMs that the Project will comply with LAMC §§ 112.01 and 112.02 regulating noise from 
mechanical equipment (e.g., HVAC systems) and amplified sources (e.g., ambient music), 
specifically cited by DCP to reduce noise impacts from Rooftop Terrace uses (id. at PDF pp. 19
20, 30).

The above-listed RCMs/COAs, however, are not enforceable or reasonably expected to be complied with 
so as to ensure receptors are not adversely impacted. First, COAs 22 and 24 do not include a specific 
performance criterion (e.g., dBA or dBC noise level) that would constitute a sufficiently negative impact 
or nuisance. Nor does the condition require the Applicant to monitor noise via sound metering. Nor does 
it specify mandatory actions to be taken by the Applicant when noise levels are excessive (e.g., cease DJ 
performances). Hence, implementation is merely aspirational and subject to Applicant’s voluntary 
actions. Nor does the City take a “‘belt and suspenders’ approach” by requiring the Applicant to perform 
noise testing upon the start of operations to ensure compliance with the City’s Noise Ordinance.71

Second, COA 23 and RCMs requiring compliance with LAMC § 112.06 (limiting amplified sound to 95 
dBA) and LAMC § 112 subds. .01 & .02 (5-dBA increase in ambient noise levels limit) are inadequate 
because the conditions do not require noise metering by the Applicant. Additionally, the Code would 
allow for up to a 5-dB increase for amplified music (LAMC § 112.01), an additional 5-dB increase for 
HVAC (LAMC § 112.02), and an additional 5-dB increase for powered equipment (LAMC § 112.04). 
While the Code may allow up to a 5-dB increase for individual noise sources, the City Threshold Guide 
imposes a 5-dB increase threshold for all noise sources—something ignored by the Noise Study. 
Additionally, it is impractical to expect police officers, much less a lay member of the public, to compute 
complex noise calculations to determine whether noise levels are exceeded over a sufficient period of

71 Walters v. City of Redondo Beach (2016) 1 Cal.App.5th 809, 824.
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time to trigger the 3-dBA CNEL increase in ambient noise levels. Lastly, the codified noise standards are 
A-weighted that (as discussed above) ignores low-frequency noise impacts. Hence, 
enforcement/compliance is entirely speculative and insufficient under CEQA.

Third, COAs 10,23, 35, and 37 presume noise complaints will be timely inspected by LAPD’s Noise 
Enforcement or the local police station (i.e., Central Community Police Station) with properly calibrated 
sound meters. However, according to LAPD,72 only Noise Enforcement is routinely equipped with said 
meters, leaving the local police station’s VICE unit unequipped to make an objective investigation. 
Additionally, no aggregated data or reports are made available to the public regarding the number of 
complaints received, citations issued, or how often the City follows up a lengthy nuisance abatement 
process, often a two-year process until final resolution. Yet again, enforcement/compliance is entirely 
speculative.

Fourth, COAs 7, 12, and 37 are not tethered to any performance criteria to guide LAPD or ZA in crafting 
future noise mitigation/conditions to prevent significant impacts to noise-sensitive receptors from rooftop 
noise. Hence, this amounts to improper deferred mitigation to post-approval without meaningful 
information to guide future decision making.

Fifth, even if compliance with the City noise regulations is achieved, compliance alone is not dispositive 
on the question of whether Project-related noise may have significant noise impacts.73 Lead agencies may 
not ignore substantial evidence to the contrary.

The abovementioned issues are symptomatic of a poorly crafted noise ordinance that prove difficult to 
enforce.74 Here, the bald claim that COA/RCM compliance will suffice serves only to sweep under the 
rug the stubborn problems of outdoor bar/nightclub uses with raucous, bass-dominated noise blaring late 
into the night. The City cannot rely on illusory mitigation measures of unknown efficacy when the 
Applicant has failed to disclose, much less analyze, reasonably foreseeable impacts to nearby receptors.

72 Per several phone calls with officers within the LAPD Noise Enforcement Unit, Central Community Police Station, 
and local Vice Unit.
See Keep Our Mountains Quietv. County of Santa Clara (2015) 236 Cal.App.4th 714,734, fii. 11.
Come On Feel The Noise: The Problem With Municipal Noise Regulation (2006) 15 U. Miami Bus. L. Rev. 47, 
PDF pp. 28-29 (“Actual enforcement of the ordinance can also prove difficult... some have been apt to call noise 
ordinances a sorry collection of restrictions or state that noise laws have ‘been almost entirely unworkable.”’ Emph. 
added); Int'l J. Police Strat. & Mgmt. (2000) Policing Entertainment Districts. PDF pp. 12,22 (“Few cities have 
enforceable noise ordinances (Table IV(26)). Decibel limits are too low, ambient noise levels are too high, and it is 
difficult to attribute noise to sources. Enforcement requires specialized equipment, training and, sometimes, citizen 
complaints ... To simplify noise regulation, the city of Irvine required the Irvine Amphitheater to install a 
permanent noise-monitoring station. When the noise level reaches a certain limit, the Amphitheater must turn down 
the volume.” Emph. added); The Great Mash-Un Debate: A Holistic Approach To Controlling Noise Pollution In 
Florida's Downtown Districts (2016) 14 Ave Maria L. Rev. 222, PDF pp. 14-18 (“Due to the intricate nature of the 
investigation report, the enforcement of local ordinances may not be an effective remedy. When a resident makes a 
noise complaint, an enforcement officer will arrive at the scene and begin the report. In order to verify the 
complaint, the enforcement officer must corroborate the noise. By the time the form is complete and the officer has 
been able to measure the noise to determine if there has been a violation, the business (restaurant, bar, or 
nisht club) misht have had the opportunity to turn down or shut off the music. Thus, the process itself renders the 
ordinance ineffective ... Prior to the issuance of the notice of violation, a code inspector or law enforcement officer 
will senerallv first issue an oral or written warnins to immediately cease the violation. In some cities, such as 
Miami Beach, an inspector may issue one oral courtesy per day ... A code enforcement officer may hesitate in 
enforcins a noise complaint without building a strong case that will likely result in favor of the prosecution.” Emph. 
added).

73

74
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Nor, can the City cure Applicant’s flawed CE by merely adopting additional noise-related COAs because 
recirculation of the Project’s CEQA review would be required.75

C. City Threshold Guide IS Not Merely Voluntary Tool

Here, the Noise Study notes that the City Threshold Guide is a “voluntary tool” (PF, PDF p. 273), 
suggesting that different thresholds may apply under other circumstances beyond those specified under 
the Guide (e.g., 3 dBA increase in CNEL to or within “normally unacceptable” or “clearly unacceptable 
category, or any 5 dBA or more increase). However, the City Threshold Guide states that the thresholds 
are appropriate for public/private projects under “normal” circumstances (Guide, pp. vii-vii, 3-4, 6, 
I.2:3).76 Furthermore, those thresholds were crafted based on commonly accepted professional standards, 
pursuant to a heavily-vetted review process by City agencies and stakeholders, and crafted with the 
ultimate goal of bringing consistency, predictability, and objectivity to the City’s environmental review 
(id. at pp. vii-viii, 1-5). Here, neither the Noise Study nor the CE provides any facts showing the Project 
is abnormal to the extent it warrants the City to ignore the Guide’s thresholds, or ignore any other 
threshold supported by substantial evidence. 77

Therefore, consistent with CEQA, the City may not ignore the applicable thresholds under the City 
Threshold Guide, or thresholds proposed herein that are supported by substantial evidence.

PROJECT NOISE STUDY FAILS TO SATISFY INFORMATION REQUIREMENTSIV.

Here, Applicant fails to provide a Noise Study that meets CEQA’s informational requirements. As 
discussed below, the Noise Study is fundamentally flawed because (A) noise measurements are 
incomplete to establish an accurate baseline of existing ambient noise levels, and (B) fails to provide the 
requisite information and analysis standard demanded by the City Threshold Guide and other applicable 
guidance documents.

A. Ambient Level Noise Measurements Are Incomplete

Under the City Threshold Guide (pp. 1.1:4,1.2:5), project proponents are to quantify ambient noise levels, 
measured in CNEL, by either (a) field measurements, (b) using the “Presumed Ambient Noise Levels” set

15See Gentry v. Murrieta (1995) 36 Cal.App.4th 1359,1380 (“if there was substantial evidence to support a fan- 
argument that the Project would have a significant effect... then the City could not adopt new mitigation conditions 
aimed at this effect without recirculating its proposed negative declaration. Nevertheless, the City added mitigation 
condition... without recirculating. In so doing, it abused its discretion ....”).
See CEQA Guidelines § 15064.7 (State law encourages public agencies to develop and publish thresholds of 
significance “for seneral use as part of the lead agency's environmental review process” and “noncompliance with 
which means the effect will normally be determined to be significant by the agency ....” Emph. added); see also 
Lotus v. Department of Transportation (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 645, 655-656, fii. 7 (court critical of EIR that failed 
to indicate which or even how many protected redwood trees would be impacted beyond the tolerances specified in 
the lead agencies handbook on protecting trees, “much less to apply one to an analysis of predictable impacts from 
the project.”).
See CEQA Guidelines § 15064.7(b) (“When adopting or using thresholds of significance, a lead agency may 
consider thresholds of significance previously adopted or recommended by other public agencies or recommended 
by experts. provided the decision of the lead agency to adopt such thresholds is supported by substantial evidence.” 
Emp. added); see also East Sacramento Partnership for a Livable City v. City of Sacramento (2016) 5 Cal.App.5th 
281,303-304 (“[T]he fact that a particular environmental effect meets a particular threshold cannot be used as an 
automatic determinant that the effect is or is not significant... a threshold of significance cannot be applied in a way 
that would foreclose the consideration of other substantial evidence tending to show the environmental effect to 
which the threshold relates might be significant.” Internal citations omitted; emph. added).

76

77
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forth in the LAMC § 111.03, or (c) by a noise monitoring program performed according to the procedures 
set forth in the LAMC § 111.03. Where ambient noise measurements are established via field 
measurements, project proponents routinely provide measurements of noise levels during daytime (7:00 
am - 10:00 pm) and nighttime (10:00 pm - 7:00 am),78 over a 24-hour periods (i.e., 24 hr-Leq), and/or 
other relevant time periods (e.g., evening, late evening, weekends, mid-day). “For most situations, where 
there are likely to be a relatively large number of events occurring per hour (20 per hour or more), 
sampling of 10 minutes per hour provides reasonable accuracy[.]”79 Where a project will include noise
generating activities at night (e.g., hotels, nightclubs, bars, etc.), establishing an accurate evening and 
nighttime noise levels is critical for the City to protect nearby residents from sleep-disturbing impacts.80

Here, the Noise Study only discloses that two short-term noise readings taken in 2018 at the intersection 
of Olympic/Main and Olympic/Los Angeles registering 69.1 and 69.7 dBA Leq, respectively {see supra 
Fig. 2 [Monitoring Location Ml and M2]). Not until April 12,2019 was it disclosed that these 15-minute 
measurements were taken between 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. on February 6,2018.81 However, neither the 
Noise Study or appendices disclose whether the measurements were taken during normal conditions 
without abnormal noise sources (e.g., traffic beyond peak levels, nearby construction, outdoor event like a 
farmers’ market, etc.), which would inflate ambient noise conditions and skew the noise impact analysis. 
Moreover, no measurements were taken at other critical periods of the day, such as early- or late
nighttime conditions. Nor is there any discussion of what existing CNEL levels are at receptor locations.

Without this basic information, the Noise Study is fundamentally flawed as an informational document. 
At most, noise measurements at Ml and M2 may serve as ambient daytime noise levels. Therefore, the 
presumed ambient nighttime levels (LAMC § 111.03) must be utilized to determine nighttime noise 
impacts, as well as incorporated into the existing CNEL noise levels (as provided in table below):

Table 3: Existing Noise Levels

Daytime (dBA) 
(7:00 am -10:00 pm), a

Nighttime (dBA) 
(10:00 pm - 7:00 am),b CNEL (Lden), cReceptor

R1(C2 Zone)
R2 (C2 Zone)
R3 (M2 Zone)
R4 (M2 Zone)
Notes:

a. Noise Study measurements (PF, PDF p. 277)
b. Presumed Ambient Noise Levels per LAMC § 111.03.
c. Calculations attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

69.1 69.355
69.1 69.355
69.7 65 72.8
69.7 65 72.8

78 See e.g., Paseo Marina Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-3343) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 12 (collecting 24- 
hour measurement for some receptors and day and nighttime measurements for another); Venice Place Project (DCP 
Case No. ENV-2016-4321) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 11 (taking both day and night measurements); 713 E. 
5th St. Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2017-421) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 12 (15-minute and 24-hour 
measurements taken); Landmark Apartments Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2013-3747) Draft EIR Noise Section. 
PDF p. 11 (day and nighttime levels established); Hollywood & Gower Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-2849) 
Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 15 (15-minute day and night measurements taken); Fig & 8th Project (DCP Case 
No. ENV-2016-1951) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF pp. 13-14 (day and night time measurements taken); Mt. St. 
Mary’s Univ. Chalon Campus Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-2319) Draft EIR Appendix G Technical Report. 
PDF p. 25 (15-min. and 24-hr. measurements taken).
Handbook of Acoustical Measurements and Noise Control (1991, 3rd ed.) p. 50.23 (conversely less samples are 
required only where there are “few noisy events occurring per hour (aircraft flyovers, for example) ....”).
See e.g., 6421 W. Selma (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-2602) MND. PDF pp. 182-184 (calculating noise levels at 
varying hours during the early morning, daytime, early evening, and late evening).
See supra fii. 3 (disclosure of appendices); see also Attachment to Communication (4/11/19), PDF pp. 174,178.

79
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B. Failure To Conduct A Sufficient Operational Noise Assessment

Here, the Noise Study’s operational impacts is a paltry three pages, largely dedicated to only discussion 
and modeling of traffic-related noise (PF, PDF pp. 274-276). While it acknowledges the Project’s various 
Rooftop Terrace uses could generate noise (e.g., HVAC, restaurant, bar, dance floor, etc.), the Noise Study 
fails to provide any details about said uses, much less estimate actual noise impacts suffered by sensitive 
receptors. Rather, in conclusory fashion, it cites to regulatory compliance measures and a non-descript 
glass railing that will attenuate noise to less than significance (id.). This type of perfunctory noise analysis 
is a sharp deviation from the type of detailed noise assessment typically demanded by the City and other 
public agencies (as discussed below).

1. Evaluation of Screening Criteria Under City Threshold Guide

The City Threshold Guide provides various questions or “screening criteria,” which are less demanding 
than significance thresholds, that assist DCP in responding to the questions in Appendix G of the State 
CEQA Guidelines and to determine the appropriate environmental document for the project, such as an 
expanded Initial Study (“IS”), Negative Declaration (“ND”), MND, or EIR (Guide, pp. vii, 3, 7, 10). The 
Guide also provides recommendations on how to evaluate said screening criteria, and in answering yes to 
any of the questions posed, the project proponent must provide “further study” in an appropriate 
environmental document (id.). As relevant here, the Guide (p. I.2:2-3) provides the operational-related 
noise screening criteria (i.e., questions) of whether: (1) the proposed project introduce a stationary noise 
source (e.g., mechanical/powered equipment, loading/unloading activities; public assembly; and other 
non-vehicle sources) likely to be audible beyond the property line of the project site; or (2) would the 
project include 75 or more dwelling units, 100,000 SF or greater nonresidential development or have the 
potential to generate 1,000 or more average daily vehicle trips? In evaluating these questions, the Guide 
provides the below recommendations (emphasis added), which the Project’s Noise Study fails to comply:

Screening Criteria Evaluation Recommendations82Table 4:

Recommendation ____________Noise Study Consistency___________
Here, the CE fails to specify where new HVAC 
equipment will be located on the Rooftop Terrace or 
provide peak-evening trip generation rates when 
patrons will be accessing the Rooftop Terrace uses.
Nor does the Noise Study provide an estimate of how 
many patrons will be accessing the Rooftop Terrace, 
how many DJ performance allowed, or the number of 
days a week patrons will be assembling on the rooftop. 
Here, the Noise Study fails to disclose the reference 
noise levels from the various proposed uses on the 
Rooftop (e.g., HVAC, small/large crowd noise, 
amplified ambient and DJ/live-entertainment noise, 
bar/dinning noise). Nor does the Noise Study estimate 
the noise levels from these individual activities at the 
receptor locations, much less the composite noise 
levels when these individual noise sources are 
occurring simultaneously. Furthermore, the Noise 
Study completely ignores the echo factor at this unique 
Project Site that is cradled between two urban canyons.

Review the description of the proposed project and the 
project traffic study to determine the size of each land 
use involved, information on stationary noise sources 
such as machinery or motorized equipment, and the 
vehicle trips that would be generated by the project.

Determine the noise level from stationary sources at 
the property line by evaluating the decibel output of 
each source, the distance to the property line and the 
path over which the sound travels. Use an applicable 
noise model, as needed.

82 City Threshold Guide, p. 1.2:3.
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2. Methodology to Determine Significance Under City Threshold Guide

After evaluating a project against the screening criteria questions and the appropriate CEQA review is 
determined, the City Threshold Guide provides recommendations regarding the methodology of 
determining significance, including guidance regarding impacts, environmental setting, cumulative 
impacts, and provides sample mitigation measures to be considered when necessary (Guide, p. 1). 
Furthermore, the Guide stresses that the City “should always use the best information and evaluation 
methods available, including those from sources other than the Thresholds Guide” (id. at 3). The Guide 
continues to provide the below recommendations (emphasis added), which the Noise Study fails to 
comply:

Significance Determination Methodology Recommendations83Table 5:

Recommendation ____________Noise Study Consistency___________
Here, as discussed above, the Noise Study fails to 
provide facts about the HVAC equipment, number and 
frequency of patrons, account for reflected noise, or 
logarithmically add the noise from various sources to 
determine the composite noise levels. Quite the 
opposite, with the Noise Study fails to disclose any 
decibel levels generated by stationary sources (e.g., DJ 
performance, bar/dining activities, crowd noise, etc.). 
Nor does the Noise Study disclose the levels 
experienced at receptors. Instead, the Noise Study 
routinely applies applicable thresholds (i.e., 3-5 dBA 
increase limit) to individual noise sources of unknown 
impact, and concluding in conclusory fashion that there 
will be no exceedances.

Stationary Sources: Review the project description 
and identify the type, amount, noise impact, and 
operating characteristics of proposed equipment on the 
project site (e.g., 24-hour function, sporadic use 
expected). Identify the distance and the characteristics 
of the pathway between the noise source and the 
nearby land uses that would receive the noise. Noise 
models may be used, as appropriate. Once noise levels 
from individual pieces of equipment on the project site 
have been calculated, logarithmically add together the 
noise levels from all equipment operating 
simultaneously. To determine the change in noise level, 
subtract the projected ambient noise level without the 
project’s stationary noise from the projected noise 
level during project operation. Use the chart in the 
Significance Threshold to determine the significance of 
the difference.
Mobile Vehicular Sources: including the number of 
vehicle trips to be generated by the project and its trip 
distribution on the street system (i.e., use a traffic 
study), and determine the characteristics of the noise 
transmission pathway. Using a mobile noise prediction 
model, project the future exterior ambient noise levels 
for these streets with and without the proposed project. 
Depending on the noise model used, the applicant is 
required to consider specific information such as traffic 
volumes, roadwav/barrier and receiver geometry, 
vehicle speed, number of lanes, fleet mix, and drop-off 
rates. Even where monitoring was used to quantify 
existing noise levels, applicants are required to 
compare monitored existing noise levels against the 
modeled existing noise levels to calibrate the modeling
resulting._____________________________________
Cumulative Impacts: For impacts from stationary 
sources, as feasible, identify the type and amount of 
equipment to be used by the related projects.
Determine whether noise from these sources would 
impact the same land uses impacted by the proposed

Here, the Noise Study fails to provide any information 
about peak-traffic conditions at night when this Project 
will arguably generate its most traffic, and when sound 
levels are likely much less than those levels 
experienced during traditional peak-hour traffic 
conditions (i.e., AM/PM peak hours utilized in most 
traffic studies). Furthermore, given the limited parking 
provided on-site, additional traffic noise will be 
generated as patrons circle the Project Site attempting 
to secure parking, which will undoubtedly create more 
noise to sensitive receptors at night.

Here, the Noise Study again fails to provide any 
analysis of whether the Project’s operational impacts 
will be cumulatively considerable in context of the 
other related projects. No discussion is given to the 
other noise sources impacting receptors, much less an

83 City Threshold Guide, p. I.2:5-6.
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project. For those, calculate and logarithmetically add 
the related project noise to project-generated noise to 
determine the cumulative effect of the activities.

evaluation of whether noise levels experienced at 
receptors would be significant.

3. Noise Assessment under Federal Transit Administration Standards

The City routinely relies upon noise standards, policies, and recommendations proposed by the Federal 
Transit Administration (“FTA”).84 As compared to the evaluation and methodology proposed under the 
City Threshold Guide, the FT A provides more flexibility to project proponents by allowing different 
types of assessment for transit projects, such as qualitative assessments or general/detailed quantitative 
assessment.85 While primarily intended for construction impacts, the nature of the information requested 
is equally applicable for assessment of operational impacts for non-transit projects. From least to most 
demanding of assessments, the following information and analysis is recommended by the FT A 
(emphasis added), which the Noise Study fails to comply:

FTA Noise Assessment Standards86Table 6:

Noise Study Consistency__________
Qualitative Assessments, where projects involving a limited period of construction time (less than a month in a
noise-sensitive) a qualitative assessment is warrant and should provide:_________________________________
Duration of construction (overall and at specific 
locations)

Recommendation

Here, the Noise Study fails to describe the duration or 
frequency of bar, dining, or nightclub activities on the
Rooftop Terrace._______________________________
Here, the Noise Study fails to provide any details about 
the non-descript glass rail, type of HVAC equipment or 
amplified sound system to be used on the Rooftop 
Terrace.

Equipment expected to be used, e.g., noisiest operations

Schedule with limits on times of operation, e.g., 
daytime use only

Here, the Noise Study fails to provide any information 
about Rooftop Terrace operations, such as providing 
happy hours, when dinner service will start, whether 
rooftop dinner service will then morph into a club later
in the evening (as discussed infra section V.B.3)._____
Here, the Noise Study fails to provide any estimate of 
potential noise levels, much less have routine objective 
monitoring readings. Nor does DCP approvals requires 
as much until after complaints have been raised and 
City enforcement taken, which as discussed above, is 
long delayed if ever actually taken.________________

Monitorine of noise

Forum for communicating with the public_______
Commitments to limit noise levels to certain levels. 
including any local ordinances that apply

Here, the Noise Study fails to commit to any specified 
noise level for individual noise sources. Nor do Project 
Approvals place a max limit on certain activities, such 
as amplified noise being set a predetermined volume. 
Here, the Noise Study only alludes to a non-descript 
glass rail with no mentioned of other noise attenuating 
features or controls, many of which have become 
standard CO As in other projects (discussed infra 
section VII).__________________________________

Consideration of application of noise control 
treatments used successfully in other projects

S4See e.g., 631 S. Spring St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-2356-EIR) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF pp. 8-9,13,23,28; 
622 S. Lucas Ave. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-3927-MND) MNP. PDF pp. 195-197; 1720 N. Vine St. (DCP Case 
No. ENV-2011-675-EIR) Draft EIR Vol. I. PDF pp. 79,646-647,658, 665-667.

85FTA (May 2006) Transit Noise And Vibration Impact Assessment, pp. 12:2-5.
*6Ibid.,pp. 12:1-5.
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General Quantitative Assessments, where project construction will last for more than several months in noise- 
sensitive areas, but still in an early assessment stage when the equipment roster and schedule are undefined, a 
rough estimate of construction noise levels should be given in a general quantitative assessment that includes: 
Scale of the project Here, as discussed above, the Noise Study fails to 

provide any details about the scale of Rooftop Terrace 
activities.

Proximity of noise-sensitive land uses to the Here, the Noise Study continually discounts the 
proximity to the Broadway Palace Apartments (250’ 
from the Site) and ignores impacts to adjacent 
structures (i.e., R3 and R4) that could be converted into 
residential uses under the City’s Adaptive Reuse 
Ordinance. If not fully mitigated, noise impacts will 
prevent the redevelopment opportunities for R3 and 
R4, whether for residential or commercial uses (no one 
wants to be next to an unabated nightclub likely 
generating substantial noise from as early as 4:00 p.m.
- 2:00 a.m, (i.e., happy hour to closing time).________
Here, as discussed above, the Noise Study only 
recognize one of sensitive receptor (i.e., Rl), as
compare to the four receptors identified herein._______
Here, as discussed above, the Noise Study fails to 
discuss the duration of Rooftop Terrace uses (e.g., how 
long will dinner service be, when will DJ/club 
activities start, how many nights a week will these
events occur, etc.)? ________________________
Ibid.

construction zones

Number of noise-sensitive receptors in the project area

Duration of construction activities near noise-sensitive
receptors

Schedule (the construction days, hours and time
periods)________________________________
Method (e.g., cut-and-cover vs. bored tunneling) 
Concern about construction noise expressed in 
comments by the general public (scoping, public 
meetings)

Ibid.
Here, the Noise Study and DCP approvals fail to 
address any of the concerns raised in the previously 
mentioned comment letters, testimony, or appeals. Nor 
have the Project Approvals provided a mechanism to 
monitor operational noise and provide enforceable 
measures to address the concerns raised (e.g., specified 
operation-stoppage mechanism if rooftop noise exceed 
specified levels subject to independent monitoring). 
Here, the Noise Study fails to quantify any noise levels 
beyond traffic. Arguably, the Rooftop could 
accommodate small/large crowds, bar/dining activities, 
HVAC, and DJ/nightclub activities simultaneously. 
Yet, there is no evaluation of what the combined noise 
level would be.

Quantify of construction noise in Leq of the two noisiest 
pieces of equipment expected to be used in each 
construction phase with all pieces of equipment 
assumed to operate at the center of the project.

Detailed Quantitative Assessments, where projects involve a large number of noise-sensitive sites adjacent to 
the construction site, subject to stringent local ordinance, and there is heightened public concern, a more detailed 
assessment is warranted and should include:
Duration: Calculate lone-term construction noise 
impacts durine day and nieht based on a 30-day 
average noise levels, the times of day of construction 
activity with niehttime noise penalized by 10 dB in 
residential areas, and the percentage of time the 
equipment is to be used during a period of time.

Here, again, the Noise Study fails to even establish 
accurate nighttime levels or provide 24-hour 
measurements, much less specify what noise levels 
would be for any non-traffic source. Nor is it disclosed 
what CNEL levels are at receptors when the Project’s 
composite noise level (i.e., Project’s combined noise 
activities) is added to the existing ambient noise levels, 
much less apply adequate penalization for nighttime 
noise impacts._________________________________
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Site Characteristics: Provide and consider the site 
topography, natural and man-made barriers and
ground effects affecting noise impacts.___________
Noise Sources: Measuring or certifying the emission 
level of each piece of equipment.

Here, the Noise Study fails to mentioned, much less 
account for the Site’s location between two urban
canyons.____________________________________
Here, the Noise Study fails estimate noise levels from 
various operational equipment (e.g., HVAC, sound 
system), much less certify equipment will not exceed 
numeric levels.

Site Layout: Determining the location of each piece of
equipment while operational._____________________
Combined Sources: Including all pieces of equipment 
in the computation of the 8-hour Leq and the 30-day 
average day and nighttime noise levels to determine the 
total noise levels.

Here, the Nosie Study fails to identify the location of
HVAC or sound system.________________________
Here, the Noise Study fails to identify the equipment, 
much less calculate the average day/night noise levels, 
composite noise levels, or change in CNEL caused by 
the simultaneously occurring Rooftop Terrace uses. 
Nor does the Noise Study account for the cumulative 
impacts created by the construction and operation of 
other projects and properties impacting receptors.

In sum, as demonstrated in the above tables, the Noise Study fails to satisfy the standard for noise 
assessments under the City Threshold Guide or FTA quantitative/qualitative assessments. Actual facts, 
modeling, and analysis must be provided before concluding noise impacts will be less than significant.

PROJECT IMPACTS WILL BE SIGNIFICANTV.

As explained below, the Project will have significant noise impacts during the early-evening hours 
through the late-night hours (6:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.). For example, during its most intense use at or around 
midnight, receptors will suffer the following noise impacts:

• Receptors R1 and R2 will suffer noise levels of nearly 70 dBA, equivalent to a loud radio (see 
below table), and almost 15 dBA above presumed nighttime ambient noise levels;

• Receptors R4 will suffer noise levels of nearly 81 dBA, equivalent to a garbage disposal or 
someone shouting at three feet away (see below Table 7), and almost 16 dBA above presumed 
nighttime ambient noise levels; and

• Receptors R3 will suffer noise levels of nearly 88 dBA, nearly equivalent to a food blender 
running at three feet away (see below table), and almost 23 dBA above presumed nighttime 
ambient noise levels.

Alternative, when considering only impacts from Rooftop Terrace uses during that same period, the 
Project would have the following noise impacts:

• Receptor R1 would suffer a 3.7 dBA increase in CNEL reaching 73 dBA, equivalent to a gas 
lawn mower running 100 feet away all day (see below Table 7);

• Receptor R4 would suffer a 9.1 dBA increase in CNEL reaching nearly 82 dBA, equivalent to 
living by a busy street all day (see below Table 7); and

• Receptor R3 would suffer a 15.7 dBA increase in CNEL reaching 88.5 dBA, almost the 
equivalent of a diesel truck at 50 feet away all day (see below Table 7).

/ / /
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Representative Environmental Noise Levels87Table 7:

dBA Noise Level 
(Subjective Evaluation)Common Outdoor Activity Common Indoor Activity

130Blasting, Stock Car Races Jackhammer(Threshold of Pain)
120Jet Take-Off, Ambulance Siren Popping Balloon(Deafening)
110Train Horn @ 100 ft. Rock Concert @ 15 ft.(Discomfort)

Loud Auto Horn @ 10 ft., Gas 
Lawn mower @ 3 ft.

Diesel Truck @ 50 ft.

100 Inside Subway Train(Intolerable)
90 Food Blender @ 3 ft., Shop Tools 

inUse(Extremely Loud)
80 Garbage Disposal, Shouting @ 3Busy Street Traffic (Very Loud) ft.
70 Loud Radio/Television, Vacuum

______ Cleaner @ 10 ft.______
Normal Speech @ 3 ft.,

______ Department Store______
Residential AC @ 50 ft., 
Dishwasher Next Room

Gas Lawn Mower @ 100 ft. (Loud)

Heavy Traffic @ 300 ft. 60

Quite Urban Daytime 50

40Bird Calls Living Room, Small Theater(Moderate)
Quite Suburban Nighttime 

Quiet Rural Nighttime

30 Bedroom at Night, Library 
Average Whisper, Recording 

Studio20

10Rustling Leaves Breathing(Soft)

ility
0

eshold of Audib

A. Applicable Thresholds & Standards

Under Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines,88 a project would normally have a significant impact if 
(emphasis added):

• Generation of a substantial temporary or permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the 
vicinity of the project in excess of standards established in the local general plan or noise 
ordinance, or awlicable standards of other agencies: or

• Generation of excessive groundbome vibration or groundbome noise levels; or

87 Noise Element, pp. 2:1, H:l; FTA (May 2006) Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment. PDF p. 36; Caltrans 
(Mar. 1980) Report FHWA/CA/TL-80/07-CalTrans Noise Manual. PDF p. 38 (Fig. 1:1.1); Arizona Department of 
Transportation (Sep. 2008) Common Indoor and Outdoor Noise Levels: Illinois Department of Transportation (Jun. 
2011) Highway Traffic Noise Assessment Manual. PDF p. 12; American Speech-Language-Hearing Association 
(2019) Loud Noise Dangers: I AC Acoustics (2019) Comparative Examples Of Noise Levels: Hearing & Balance 
Doctors (6/19/17) Everyday Sounds & Their Damaging Decibel Levels: Shore Gold Inc. (Dec. 2010) Star-Orion 
South Diamond Project Appendix-Fundamentals of Acoustics. PDF p. 8; Hollywood & Gower Project (DCP Case 
No. ENV-2016-2849) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 2.
California Natural Resources Agency (2018) Final Adopted Text of Revised CEQA Guidelines, p. 64 (revised 
Appendix G).

88
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• For a project located within the vicinity of a private airstrip or an airport land use plan or, where 
such a plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, the 
project would expose people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels.

Under the City Threshold Guide,89 a project would normally have a significant impact if (emphasis 
added):

Construction activities lasting more than one day would exceed existing ambient exterior noise 
levels by 10 dBA or more at a noise sensitive use;
Construction activities lasting more than 10 days in a three-month period would exceed existing 
ambient exterior noise levels by 5 dBA or more at a noise sensitive use;
Construction activities would exceed the ambient noise level by 5 dBA at a noise sensitive use 
between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. Monday through Friday, before 8:00 a.m. or after 
6:00 p.m. on Saturday, or at any time on Sunday;
Operation activities causes the ambient noise level measured at the property line of affected uses 
to increase by 3 dBA in CNEL to or within the "normally unacceptable" or "clearly 
unacceptable" category (see table below); or

Community Noise Exposure90Table 8:

Day-Night Average Exterior Sound Level 
______________ (CNEL)______________Land Use
50 60 65 70 8055 75

Single Family, Duplex, Mobile Homes___________________
Multi-Family Homes_________________________________
Schools, Libraries, Churches, Hospitals, Nursing Homes
Transient Lodging - Motels, Hotels_____________________
Auditoriums, Concert Halls, Amphitheaters______________
Sports Arena, Outdoor Spectator Sports_________________
Playgrounds, Neighborhood Parks______________________
Golf Courses, Riding Stables, Water Recreation, Cemeteries 
Office Buildings, Business and Professional Commercial
Industrial, Manufacturing, Utilities, Agriculture__________
Notes:

A C C C N u u
A A C C N U u
A A C C N U u
A A C C N N U
C C C C/N u u u
C C C C C/U u u
A A A A/N N/UN U
A A A A A/NN U
A A A A/C C C/N N
A A A A A/C C/N N

A= Normally Acceptable: Specified land use is satisfactory, based upon the assumption that any buildings 
involved are of normal conventional construction without any special noise insulation requirements. 
Conditionally Acceptable: New construction or development should be undertaken only after a detailed 
analysis of the noise reduction requirements is made and needed noise insulation features included in the 
design. Conventional construction, but with closed windows and lfesh air supply systems or air conditioning 
will normally suffice.
Normally Unacceptable: New construction or development should generally be discouraged. If new 
construction or development does proceed, a detailed analysis of the noise reduction requirements must be 
made and needed noise insulation features included in the design.
Clearly Unacceptable: New construction or development should generally not be undertaken.___________

C=

N=

U=

• Operation activities causes any 5 dBA or greater noise increase.

89 City Threshold Guide, pp. 1.1:3,1.2:3-4. 
Noise Element, pp. 4:4,1:1.90
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Under the City’s Noise Element,91 the following standard is provided (emphasis added):

• Maximum interior noise level limit of 45 CNEL.

Under the Code, the following noise regulations/standards are provided (emphasis added):

• LAMC § 41.40,112.03-Noise Due to Construction, Excavation Work—When Prohibited: 
Prohibits construction work between 9:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m. Monday-Friday, before 8:00 a.m. or 
after 6:00 p.m. on any Saturday or on a federal holiday, or at any time on Sunday.

• LAMC § 41.57-Loud and Raucous Noise Prohibited: prohibits the causing of “any loud or 
raucous noise from any sound making or sound amplifying device ... to such volume, intensity or 
carrying power as to unreasonably interfere with the veace and quiet of other versons within or 
upon any one or more of such places or areas, or as to unreasonably annoy, disturb, impair or 
endaneer the comfort, repose, health, or safety of other versons within or upon any one or more 
of such places or areas. The word ‘unreasonably’ as used herein shall include but not be limited 
to, consideration of the hour, place, nature, and circumstances of the emission or transmission of 
any such loud and raucous noise.”

• LAMC § 111.02-Sound Level Measurement Procedure And Criteria: To account for people's 
increased tolerance for short-duration noise events during daytime hours (7:00 a.m. and 10:00 
p.m.), the Code provides a 5-dBA allowance for noise sources occurring more than 5 minutes but 
less than 15 minutes in any 1-hour period (for a total of 10 dBA above the ambient), and a 10- 
dBA allowance for noise sources occurring 5 minutes or less in any 1-hour period (total of 15 
dBA above the ambient). However, the Code provides a 5-dBA penalty for steady hish-vitched 
noise or repeated impulsive noise (e.g., musical base drum beats, discharge of firearms).

• LAMC § 112.01-Radios, Television Sets, And Similar Devices: Prohibits the use within any 
zone of radio, musical instrument, or other machine/device producing or amplifying any kind 
other sound that “disturb the peace, quiet, and comfort of neighbor occupants or any reasonable 
person residing or working in the area[;]” violations of this section includes noise levels “audible 
to the human ear at a distance in excess of 150 feet from the property line of the noise source, 
within any residential zone of the City or within 500 feet thereof... [or] exceeds the ambient noise 
level on the premises of any other occupied property, or if a condominium, apartment house, 
duplex, or attached business, within any adjoining unit, by more than five (5) decibels ...”

• LAMC § 112.02-Air Conditioning, Refrigeration, Heating, Pumping, Filtering Equipment: 
Prohibits any heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system within any zone of the 
City from creating “any noise which would cause the noise level on the premises of any other 
occupied property or if a condominium, apartment house, duplex, or attached business, within 
any adjoining unit.to exceed the ambient noise level by more than jive (5) decibels.”

• LAMC § 112.04- Powered Equipment Intended For Repetitive Use In Residential Areas 
And Other Machinery, Equipment, And Devices: as a catchall, the prohibits the use of any 
device or activity that creates “any noise which would cause the noise level on the premises of 
any other occupied property, or, if a condominium, apartment house, duplex, or attached 
business, within any adjoining unit, to exceed the ambient noise level by more than jive (5) 
decibels.”

• LAMC § 112.05-Maximum Noise Level of Powered Equipment or Powered Hand Tools: sets 
a maximum noise level from construction equipment (powered equipment or powered hand tools) 
operating between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m., in any residential zone of the City or 
within 500 feet thereof, of 75 dBA (@ 50’) from the source, unless compliance with this

91 Noise Element, p. 2:13.
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limitation is technically infeasible (e.g., even with use of mufflers, shields, sound barriers, and/or 
other noise reduction devices or techniques employed during the operation of equipment).

Here, based on the above relevant thresholds, standards, and Project profile, a significant operational 
noise impact would result if.

• Combined noise levels (i.e., Project composite noise levels + existing noise levels) exceed 72.3 
CNEL at receptors R1/R2 or 76.1 CNEL at receptors R3/R4. which exceeds the 3-dBA 
threshold;92

• Assuming outdoor-to-interior noise attenuation of 30 dBA at R1/R2 and 15 dBA at R3/R4, 
outdoor noise levels reach 75 CNEL at R1/R2 or 60 CNEL at R3/R4. which would exceed interior 
noise level limit of 45 CNEL.

• Any Project noise (individual or composite) exceeding 74.1 dBA at receptors R1/R2 or 74.7 dBA 
at receptors R3/R4 during daytime hours (7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.), or exceed 60 dBA at receptors 
R1/R2 or 70 dBA at receptors R3/R4 during nighttime hours (10:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m.), which 
exceeds the 5-dBA threshold.

• If any low-frequencv. bass-dominate noise (subject to LAMC § 111.02 5-dBA penalty) reaches 
loud or raucous noise levels that unreasonably interfere with the peace and quiet of other 
persons, such as to unreasonably annoy, disturb, impair or endanger the comfort, repose, health, 
or safety of other persons when considering the hour, place, nature, and circumstances of the 
noise.

93

94

B. Operational Noise Impacts

Here, in addition to interior activities, the Project’s outdoor rooftop operations will include guest rooms, 
pool deck, 183 outdoor-seats for dining and alcohol service until 2:00 a.m. daily, allow dancing with 
amplified DJ and ambient music, all of which is admittedly open to both hotel guests and community 
members that will produce conversational noise levels (PF, PDF pp. 60, 78-83, 86, 90,274-275). In a 
conclusory fashion, the Noise Study claims that all these impacts would be less than significant citing to a 
non-descript glass railing and compliance with existing Noise Ordinance (id. at 274). However, as 
discussed above (supra section IV), the Noise Study fails to provide any meaningful details, much less 
analysis, about noise attenuating design features or probability/efficacy of regulatory compliance 
measures. Moreover, the Noise Study fails to articulate what the actual impacts of the individual and 
combined noise sources, which is necessary to determine what level of noise attenuation is necessary to 
keep noise levels at sensitive receptors to below significance. Absent this information, the Noise Study’s 
claim that noise impacts are less than significant is unsubstantiated.

Below, highlights just some of the potential noise impacts reasonably expected by the Project.

/ / /

92 Calculated: (Existing CNEL) + (3 CNEL), utilizing CNEL values in Table 3 of this Report.
Calculated: (45 CNEL) + (30 CNEL) for receptors R1/R2; (45 CNEL) + (15 CNEL) for receptors R3/R4. As newer 
newly constructed structures, R1/R2 is subject to more stringent building standards requiring greater noise 
attenuation, as compared to older structures like R3/R4.
Calculated: (Existing levels) + (5 dBA), utilizing day/nighttime values in Table 3 of this Report.

93

94
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1. Traffic-Rela ted

95Here, the Noise Study discloses (tangentially) the expected noise generated from Project-related traffic. 
According to the Noise Study, existing 2018 traffic noise from Main Street and Los Angeles Street is 69.7 
and 70.4 dBA, respectively (inclusive of north- and south-bound noise) (PF, PDF p. 275-276). With the 
Project, traffic noise along Main Street and Los Angeles Street increases to 69.8 and 70.6 dBA, 
respectively (inclusive of north- and south-bound noise) (id.). Hence, it can be extrapolated that the 
Project’s traffic noise along Main Street and Los Angeles Street would be approximately 53.4 and 57.1 
dBA (respectively). Presumably, these noise references were measured at or near the property line of the 
buildings adjacent to the roadway. Hence, for this Report, it is assumed that the traffic noise is equivalent 
to the noise level expected at the property line of sensitive receptors. At these noise levels, sensitive 
receptors at the referenced distances would experience the following traffic-related noise impacts:

Table 9: Traffic Noise Impact

Distance from 
Main St. (feet),

Distance from Los 
Angeles St. (feet),

Noise ImpactReceptor a a (dBA)
R1 43’ n/a 53.4
R2 39’ n/a 53.4
R3 n/a 37’ 57.1
R4 n/a 42’ 57.1
Notes:

Per Google Earth from roadway center point.a.

As indicated in the above table, noise impacts may not exceed applicable thresholds individually, but 
these impacts must be accounted for in consideration of att noise generated by the Project.

Furthermore, it must be noted that the Applicant has not disclosed the Project’s nighttime trip rate.
Studies revealed that urban hotels generate their maximum daily hour parking demands, and thus traffic 
trips generate, between 9:00 p.m. and midnight as guests arrive for the night or drive to and from local 
destinations.96 This is acutely apt here given the Project includes substantial Rooftop Terrace uses (e.g., 
bar, dining, nightclub) that are intended draw visitors and patrons during the evening hours. According to 
the City Threshold Guide, traffic impacts analysis beyond normal peak-hour periods, such as nighttime or 
mid-day or weekend periods, is appropriate “if those are expected to be the prime period of trip 
generation for the project (e.g., a recreational project)M” such as the case here for this Project (Guide, p. 
L.l:4, emphasis added). With even greater number of vehicles accessing the Site to partake in Rooftop

95 These calculations were conducted prior to having access to the Noise Study’s appendices. I reserve the right to 
supplement comments after adequate time to review these newly disclosed documents.

96 See e.g., 2025 Avenue of the Stars (DCP Case No. EIR-2008-4950) Draft EIR Appendix IV.M-4-Shared Parking 
Analysis. PDF pp. 1,4-5 (citing to the ULI Shared Parking Study, the parking study showed mixed-use project 
would have the greatest change in weekday and weekend parking demand from hotel guests between 9 p.m and 10 
p.m); Fehr & Peers (7/17/13) Memorandum RE: Parking Study for the Santa Monica Courtyard and Hampton Inn & 
Suites Hotel Project. PDF pp. 4,19 (also citing the ULI study, noted “peak demand for guestroom parking spaces at 
11:00 PM and again at midnight... [i]n general, the commercial uses [retail, meeting rooms, etc.] will likely 
experience its peak parking demand during the daytime hours while parking related to the hotel guestrooms 
experiences their peak demand during the nighttime hours.”); University of Washington (2017) 2017 ITE Data 
Collection Project: Trio and Parking Generation Study at Motel Wallingford. PDF pp. 13,21 (noting while peak 
hour of adjacent street 7-9 a.m. peak hour of hotel generate traffic at 10:15-11:15 a.m.); San Juan Capistrano Hotel 
(6/23/14) Draft Parking Management Plan. PDF p. 3 (noting peak parking demand occurs at 9 p.m. on weekdays and 
8 p.m on weekends).
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Terrace activities at night when ambient noise levels are less, traffic-related noise may still be greater and 
create a significant sleep-disturbance impact to nearby sensitive receptors.

2. Rooftop Terrace Uses

As discussed above (supra section III.A.1), the Project includes an unenclosed Rooftop Terrace with a 
2,721-SF, 94-seat pool, pool deck, and indoor/outdoor bars on the northwest area of the rooftop 
(highlighted in blue in below figures); and either a 1,985-SF, 53-seat with bar Rooftop Club Option or a 
1,710-SF, 89-seat with bar Rooftop Dining Option at the southeastern area of the rooftop (highlighted in 
red in below figures)—all of which providing ample space for standing and non-fixed seats/tables.

While its ultimate occupancy will not be determined until a valid certificate of occupancy is granted, 
based on its maximum load capacity,97 the northwest area could accommodate 302 persons98 while the 
southeast area could accommodate 308 and 190 persons under the Rooftop Club99 and Rooftop Dining 
Option100 (respectively). With a maximum outdoor load capacity of 610 people (i.e., northwest pool area 
plus southeast area under the Rooftop Club Option), the Rooftop Terrance could be occupied/serve the 
estimated 224 hotel guests accommodated in the 149 rooms,101 the 67-82 employees generated by the 
Project,
evening/night/late-night activities—varticularly appealing for young adults in the Downtown area.

102, 103 and the countless members of the public welcomed to the Site for alcohol-charged,

These people and the proposed activities will generate noise, such as from an amplified sound system 
(e.g., ambient music), conversational speech (e.g., small/large crowds), bar/dining, and DJ/nightclub 
activities. However, due to the usual circumstance of being placed between two urban canyons that serve 
as reflective surfaces (discussed supra section III.A.2 [Fig. 6, Reflective Surface SI and S2]), these noise 
sources will impact sensitive receptors with both direct and reflected noise (as illustrated in below 
figures), resulting in a combined noise impact from various activities occurring on the Rooftop Terrace.

97 See Cal. Building Code, Tbl. 1004.1.2 (five, seven, and 15 SF per occupant for standing space, concentrated non- 
fixed chairs, unconcentrated tables/chairs [respectively]).
Calculated: (2,721 SF space) / (9 SF/person) = (302 people), utilizing an average occupancy load of 9 SF per 
occupant (i.e., the mean occupancy load for standing space, concentrated non-fixed chairs, and unconcentrated 
tables/chairs).
Calculated: ([(1,985 SF space) / (5 SF/person)] x (50 percent)) + ([(1,985 SF space) / (9 SF/person)] x (50 percent)) 
= (308 people), assuming half of area used for dancing utilizing 5 SF per occupant (i.e., occupancy load for standing 
space) and half of the area used for bar/seating use utilizing an average occupancy load of 9 SF per occupant.
Calculated: (1,710 SF space) / (9 SF/person) = (190 people), utilizing an average occupancy load of 9 SF per 

occupant.
Calculation: (149 rooms) x (1.5 people/room) = (223 people), utilizing a rate of 1.5 patrons per room, a rate utilized 

by the City for similar hotel project. See 631 S. Spring St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-2356) Draft EIR GHG 
Section. PDF p. 24 (Table IV.E-7, table note “b”).
Calculated: (79,257 SF hotel) / (1,179 SF) = (67 employees), utilizing one employee for every 1,179 SF rate. See 

Southern California Association of Governments (“SCAG”) (10/31/01) Employment Density Study. PDF p. 6 
(noting rate for hotel/motel use in Los Angeles County).
Calculation: (149 rooms) x (0.55 jobs/room) = (81.95 jobs), utilizing a rate of 0.55 jobs per room average based on 

similar projects. See e.g., 631 S. Spring St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-2356) Draft EIR GHG Section. PDF p. 24 
(Table IV.E-7, table note “b” [120 employees for a 170-room hotel]); 622 S. Lucas Ave. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015- 
3927) MNP. PDF pp. 1,205 (69 new employees for the 126-room extended stay hotel component); 6421 W. Selma 
Ave. (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-2602) MNP. PDF pp. 1,144 (94 hotel jobs for the 200-room hotel).

98

99

100

101

102

103
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Figure 9: Direct Noise Figure 10: Reflected Noise
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The following subsections outline the individual impacts to sensitive receptors from these individual 
noise sources (e.g., HVAC, crowd noise, bar/dining, etc.) occurring in the northwest and southeastern 
area of the rooftop, including their respective direct, reflected, and combined noise levels. Although urban 
canyons can increase noise levels up to 10 dBA for frequencies below 500 Hz (like amplified club noise 
discussed above), this Report conservatively calculates reflected noise impacts assuming only noise 
attenuation due to distance, a 1-dBA insertion loss due to sound pressure absorbed by the reflected 
surface, with a maximum increase of combined noise to no more than 3 dBA above direct noise impacts. 
Furthermore, it was conservatively assumed that all noise sources came from the center of the northwest 
and southeast area of the rooftop. As such, direct and reflected noise from northwest and southeast areas 
would attenuate due to the distance to sensitive receptors by the below approximate lengths:

Direct & Reflected Noise Travel DistancesTable 10:

a aDistance from Northwest Area (feet), Distance from Southeast Area (feet),
Receptor Reflected Noise Reflected Noise

Direct Noise,b Direct Noise,b(Reflective Echo),c (Reflective Echo),c
R1 280’ 410’ (El) 

447’ (E6)
420’ 500’ (E3) 

500’ (E5)R2 310’ 430’
R3 35’ n/a 35’ n/a
R4 85’ 355’ (E2) 80’ 360’ (E4)
Notes:

a. Approximate distance per Google Earth.
b. See Fig. 9 above.
c. See Fig, 10 above._________________
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a. Mechanical Equipment

Here, while the Site’s existing mechanical equipment (e.g., air conditioners, fans, generators, and related 
equipment) (“HVAC”) is being relocated to within the structure’s parking level (PF, PDF pp. 1, 13, 18,
27, 35, 79, 84, 86,252), the Rooftop Terrace will include new bars and kitchen structures in the northwest 
and southeast areas, presumably including various HVAC equipment located on the “high roof’ of the 
these new structures (id. at PDF pp. 38-45). As approved, the Project is not subject to the standard 
condition of approval (“COA”) that all HVAC equipment be fully screened.104 According to the Noise 
Study, HVAC noise would not exceed applicable thresholds because of compliance with LAMC § 112.02 
(id. at PDF p. 270,274). However, the conclusory Noise Study fails to disclose anticipated noise levels or 
provide any analysis of HVAC noise impacts (as discussed below).

HVAC noise can range from 45 to 74 dBA at 50 feet depending on unit efficiency, size, screening 
measures, and location.105 Based on the referenced examples, the average noise level of a typical HVAC 
equipment would be approximately 66.1 dBA at 50 feet.106 At this noise level, receptors at the below 
referenced distances would experience the following direct, reflected, and combined noise impacts from 
HVAC noise:

Table 11: HVAC Noise Impact (66.1 dBA @ 50')

Direct Noise Reflected Noise Combined Noise 
Impact (dBA), b

Distance DistanceReceptor AttenuationImpact
(dBA)

Impact
(dBA)a a (dBA)(feet), (feet),

Northwest Rooftop Area 
410’R1 280’ 51.1 -1 46.8 52.5

R2 310’ 50.2 447’ -1 46.1 51.7
R3 35’ 69.2 n/a n/a n/a 69.2
R4 85’ 61.5 355’ -1 48.1 61.7

Southeast Rooftop Area
500’R1 420’ 47.6 -1 45.1 49.5

R2 430’ 47.4 500’ -1 45.1 49.4
R3 35’ 69.2 n/a n/a n/a 69.2
R4 80’ 62.0 360’ -1 48.0 62.2
Notes:

a. Per Google Earth
b. (Direct Noise Impact) + (Reflected Noise Impact)

104 See e.g., LOD (2/25/19) CPC-2016-1950. PDF p. 7 (COA 14); LOD (8/28/18) CPC-2015-1922. PDF p. 17 (COA 
14); LOD (4/5/18) CPC-2015A611. PDF p. 24 (COA 30).

105U.S. EPA (12/31/71) Noise from Construction Equipment and Operations Building Equipment, and Home 
Appliance, pp. 96-100; see e.g., Mt. St. Mary’s University Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-2319) Draft EIR 
Appendix G-Technical Study. PDF p. 60 (81.9 dBA @ 5 feet, equivalent to 61.9 dBA @ 50 ft.); Olympic & Hill 
Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2016 A711) MNP Appendix G-Noise Calculations. PDF p. 20 (71 dBA @ 50 ft); 959 
S. Broadway (DCP Case No. ENV-2014-2948) MNP. PDF p. 48 (69-74 dBA without shielding @ 50 ft.); Villa 
Marina Mixed Use Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2004-3812) Draft EIR Appendix E-Noise Calculations. PDF p. 3 
(55 dBA @ 50 ft); West Adams New Community Plan Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2008-478) Draft EIR Noise 
Section. PDF p. 13 (60 dBA @ 50 ft.); Paseo Plaza Hollywood (DCP Case No. ENV-2005-7720) Draft EIR Noise 
Section. PDF p. 13 (62-66 dBA @ 50 ft.); City of San Jose (5/29/15) Cannery Park Project Noise Assessment. PDF 
p. 18 (60-70 dBA @ 15 ft., equivalent to 54.5 dBA @ 50 ft); City of Sacramento (Jun. 2016) Sacramento Railvard 
Specific Plan Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 35 (51 dBA @ 100 ft, equivalent to 57.0 dBA @ 50 ft.). 
Logarithmic average of referenced samples while utilizing mean value for sample ranges.106
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As indicated in the above table, noise impacts may not exceed applicable thresholds individually, but 
these impacts must be account for in consideration of all noise generated by the Project.

b. Amplified Ambient Music

Here, the Rooftop Terrace will include amplified music (e.g., broadcasting background/ambient music or 
noise) (“ambient music”) (PF, PDF pp. 7, 19, 30,268,270). Amplified ambient music can emanate 
through a sound system with speakers located throughout the Project’s Rooftop Terrance including the 
northwestern and southeastern areas. According to the Noise Study, ambient noise would not exceed 
applicable thresholds because of compliance with LAMC § 112.01 and noise attenuation from non
descript glass rail (id. at PDF p. 268,270,274). However, the conclusory Noise Study fails to disclose 
any details about the amplified sound system or glass rail, the anticipated noise levels, or provide any 
analysis of noise impacts (as discussed below).

Noise levels from amplified sound systems can range from about 75-114 dBA at three feet107 before 
being extrapolated to larger distances, depending on the speaker design (e.g., number, location, direction 
of speakers); placement of effective noise barriers (e.g., high sound absorption properties, non-reflective 
surfaces, adequate STC/OITC rating); and whether designed by a qualified acoustical engineer to ensure 
noise levels do not contribute to ambient noise levels being elevated at or beyond applicable dBA 
thresholds. Even when sound amplification systems are explicitly conditioned or designed to not exceed 
maximum noise levels, sound systems average an approximate maximum level of 107 dBA at a three-foot 
distance.108 Here, despite the lack of any specific COA or a project design feature limiting maximum 
noise levels from the Project’s amplified sound system, this report uses a conservative noise reference of 
75 dBA (at three feet). At this noise level, receptors at the below-referenced distances would experience 
the following direct, reflected, and combined noise impacts from amplified ambient music noise:

/ / /

107 See e.g., Palladium Residence Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2013-1938) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 33 (75 
dBA @ 3’); Hollywood & Gower Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-2849) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 33 
(75-85 dBA @ 25’, the mean of which [80 dBA @ 25’] is equivalent to 98.4 dBA @ 3’); Hollywood Cherokee 
Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2013-522) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 32 (75 dBA @ 50’, equivalent to 99.4 @ 
3’); REEF Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2014-1773) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 24 (75-85 dBA @ 50’, the 
mean of which [80 dBA @ 50’] is equivalent to 104.4 dBA @ 3’); Wilshire Grand Redevelopment Project (DCP 
Case No. ENV-2009-1577) Draft EIR Appendix IV.C.l-Technical Noise Study. PDF p. 57 (designed at 80 dBA @ 
50’, equivalent to 104.4 dBA @ 3’); 8150 Sunset Boulevard Project (DCP Case No. ENV 2013-2552) Draft EIR 
Noise Section. PDF pp. 18,25 (86 dBA @ 25’, equivalent to 104.4 @ 3’); Columbia Square Project (DCP Case No. 
ENV-2007-819) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF pp. 23,28 (90 dBA @ 50’, equivalent to 114.4 @ 3’).

108Logarithmic average of referenced samples while utilizing mean value for sample ranges.
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Table 12: Ambient Music Impact (90 dBA @3’)

Direct Noise Reflected Noise Combined 
Noise Impact

(dBA),b
Distance DistanceReceptor AttenuationImpact

(dBA)
Impact
(dBA)a a(feet), (feet), (dBA)

Northwest Rooftop Area 
410’R1 280’ 50.6 -1 46.3 52.0

R2 310’ 49.7 447’ -1 45.5 51.1
R3 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
R4 125’ 57.6 355’ -1 47.5 58.0

Southeast Rooftop Area
500’R1 420’ 32.1 -1 29.6 34.0

R2 430’ 31.9 500’ -1 29.6 33.9
R3 35’ 53.7 n/a n/a n/a 53.7
R4 80’ 46.5 360’ -1 32.4 46.6
Notes:

a. Per Google Earth
b. (Direct Noise Impact) + (Reflected Noise Impact)

As indicated in the above table, noise impacts may not exceed applicable thresholds individually, but 
these impacts must be account for in consideration of all noise generated by the Project.

Here, while the dance floor is limited to the southeastern area of the rooftop, “live entertainment” is 
permitted throughout the Rooftop Terrace, such as live acoustical music (i.e. music that is not amplified) 
as a form of ambient music.109 This type of ambient music can produce significant noise impacts to 
neighboring residents can also include live acoustical music, such as a few musicians playing instruments 
loudly at the pool deck relatively unabated with the Project relying only on the non-descript 3’ high glass 
rail (as depicted in figure below).

Figure 10: Simulated View of Pool Deck with Acoustical Live Ambient Music

j?, (Vil!A

ri> tli

109 APC LOD. PDF pp. 7,14,17,24 (while COA 12 requires Applicant to secure Live Entertainment permits from 
LAPD, presumably subject to deferred de facto mitigation measures, DCP approvals nevertheless allows live 
entertainment [amplified or otherwise] on the northwest rooftop area.
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Music emanating from this northwestern pool deck would be the closest to currently occupied residences 
and would not only be essentially unblocked, but could also be increased by reflection toward these Rl 
and R2 residences from the Project’s tall building walls on the south and west edges of this pool deck.
The Project’s Noise Study, with only four sentences vaguely related the pool deck’s operational noise, 
never analyzed how loud such potential use of this pool deck could be when heard at Rl or R2.110 While 
the Project’s potential rooftop dance floor on the southeastern side could host musical performances, there 
are no CO As to limit the volume level of ambient music on the northwestern pool deck.

Such music could include louder instruments such as clarinets, trumpets, trombones, drum sets, or even 
steel drums. Because those instruments are not amplified, their noise levels are not regulated or enforced 
by the City’s Noise Ordinance like amplified music might be. A clarinet or trombone can produce 114 
dBA Leq at 3 feet,111 a noise level that would attenuate by distance to about 75.8 dBA Leq at 250 feet from 
the pool deck when measured at the nearest residences at Rl. That noise level from just a single 
instrument would be over 20 dBA louder than presumed nighttime ambient noise levels at those 
residences. The average loud noise levels of a trumpet would be slightly lower at 110 dBA Leq (at three 
feet) and a drum set at about 106 dBA Leq (at three feet).112 The impulsive character of a drum would be 
subject to the 5-dBA penalty (LAMC § 111.02) and would therefore be evaluated as if 111 dBA Leq at 
that distance. Then at Rl, the noise level of a drum or trumpet would attenuate by distance to about 71.8 
or 70.8 dBA Leq respectively. When noise from such instruments reflects off of the nearby walls of the 
pool deck (see figure below), that reflected noise would be about 2 dB louder yet.

Simulated View of Pool Deck with Acoustical Live Ambient Music and Tall 
Walls That Will Reflect Noise Toward Rl and R2.

Figure 11:
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The combination of that pool deck’s reflected noise (not including reflected noise from neighboring 
buildings) and the directly radiated noise, when measured at Rl could therefore be about 77.8, 73.8, or 
72.8 dBA Leq. At nighttime, such non-amplified music’s noise level from even one loud instrument could

110 See: Noise Report, PDF p. 11, “Restaurant and Bar/Lounge Areas”
See Liverpool Academy of Music (2019) What is the World’s Loudest Instrument?: see also Eastern Kentucky 

University School of Music (undated) Decibel (Loudness! Comparison Chart. PDF pp. 3 (tbl. Sound Levels of 
Music). 
n2Ibid.

m
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exceed the presumed ambient noise level at those nearest existing residences by over 22 dBA and would 
create a significant noise impact.

c. Conversational Speech from Small Crowds

Here, the Rooftop Terrace will include abundant space for small crowds to assemble and converse, 
including the roofs northwestern and southeastern areas (PF, PDF pp. 19,20, 30,274). As compared to 
residents that have a vested interest to monitor their outdoor noise volumes (e.g., talking on front porches 
heard by adjacent homes), hotel guests and dinning/bar/club patrons have little reason to keep their voices 
down because their stays will be short-term and they will not know nearby neighbors. Additionally, 
louder speech levels can be expected given the Rooftop Terrace uses will be outdoors with elevated 
background noise levels (e.g., urban downtown, traffic noise, amplified ambient music, etc.) and occupied 
by younger bar/club patrons consuming alcohol. According to the Noise Study, noise levels from 
conversational speech is approximately 60 dBA at 1 meter (roughly 3.2’), and conversational noise on the 
rooftop would be attenuated by the non-descript glass rail, resulting in no more than “marginal effect on 
noise levels in the Project's vicinity ....” (id. at 272,274). However, the conclusory Noise Study fails to 
disclose any details about the glass rail and its noise attenuating properties, fails to account for the raised 
background levels in outdoor areas, alcohol-charged patronage typically younger and more boisterous, the 
anticipated noise levels, or provide any analysis of noise impacts (as discussed below).

Noise from conversational speech can range from as low as a whisper (36 dBA at three feet) to as loud as 
a person’s maximal shout (96 dBA at three feet).113 The ultimate speech levels used by a person depend 
on a multitude of factors, including among others, the setting (e.g., louder when outdoor compared to 
indoors), background noise levels (louder when ambient conditions are elevated as compared to low), age 
of the crowd (louder when young adults as compared to older people), presence of alcohol (louder when 
present as compared to absent), and size of crowds (louder when crowds large compared to small), 
relevant here (emphasis added), “only speech levels greater than raised normal speech (60 dBA) would 
normally be expected in public places ... For background conditions exceeding around 45 dBA, the 
required voice effort increases by approximately 0.6 dB per 1 dB increase in ambient noise level.
Even when conservative assuming people speak at a raised normal speech level (60 dBA at three feet) 
when background levels are 45 dBA, a 0.6 dB per 1 dB increase in background levels would result in a 
person speaking at a very loud noise level (78 dBA at three feet) when background levels are 75 dBA. 
Hence, for conversational speech for small crowds in outdoor areas with amplified ambient noise, in an 
urban setting with elevated background noise, in an alcohol-charged environment, this Report uses a 
conservative noise reference of a raised speaking noise level (66 dBA at three feet) with half of the crowd 
speaking simutaneously,116 which is commensurate with past City practices.

114 As

»115

117

/ / /

113 Noise Element, p. H:1 (Exhibit H: Common Noise Levels); see also Proceedings of Acoustics (2006) Prediction of 
Crowd Noise. PDF p. 3
Ibid., Prediction of Crowd Noise. PDF p. 2 (Fig. 1 identifying factors for consideration).
Ibid.; see also U.S. EPA (May 1973) Proc. of the Int. Congress on Noise as a Public Health Problem. PDF p. 37 

(“expected voice level” is increased above “normal” levels where background noise levels are above 50 dBA). 
Proceedings of Acoustics (2006) Prediction of Crowd Noise. PDF p. 3.
See e.g., Arts District Center (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-4476) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 21 (Voice noise 

levels in face-to-face conversations generally increase proportionally to background ambient noise levels but only 
up to approximately 67 dBA at 3 feet); Hollywood & Gower Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-2849) Draft EIR 
Noise Section. PDF p. 33 (65 and 62 dBA for males and females speaking [respectively], the mean of which is 63.5 
dBA).

114

115

116

117
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If half of a 10-person crowd is speaking simultaneously (five people total) at a 66-dBA noise level (at 
three feet), then the aggregate noise level would be 73.00 dBA (at three feet). Even assuming an 
approximate 2.9 dB reduction to account that everyone would not be simultaneously facing the sensitive 
receptor,118 a conservative noise level of 70.1 dBA (at three feet) can be assumed. Similarly calculated, 
half of a 20-person crowd speaking simultaneously would cause a conservatively estimated noise level of 
73.1 dBA (at three feet). At these noise levels, receptors at the below referenced distances would 
experience the following direct/reflected/combined noise impacts from small crowds:

10-Person Crowd Noise Impact (70.1 dBA @ 3’)Table 13:

Direct Noise Reflected Noise Combined Noise 
Impact (dBA),b

Distance DistanceReceptor Attenuation 
(dBA)

Northwest Rooftop Area

Impact
(dBA)

Impact
(dBA)a a(feet), (feet),

Rl 280’ 30.7 -1 26.4 32.1
R2 310’ 29.8 447’ -1 25.6 31.2
R3 35’ 48.7 n/a n/a n/a 48.7
R4 85’ 41.1 355’ -1 27.6 41.2

Southeast Rooftop Area
500’Rl 420’ 27.2 -1 24.7 29.1

R2 430’ 27.0 500’ -1 24.7 29.0
R3 35’ 48.7 n/a n/a n/a 48.7
R4 80’ 41.6 360’ -1 27.5 41.7
Notes:

a. Per Google Earth
b. (Direct Noise Impact) + (Reflected Noise Impact)

Table 14: 20-Person Crowd Noise Impact (73.1 dBA @ 3’)

Direct Noise Reflected Noise Combined 
Noise Impact

(dBA),b
Distance DistanceReceptor Attenuation 

(dBA)
Northwest Rooftop Area

410’^M

Impact
(dBA)

Impact
(dBA)a a(feet), (feet),

Rl 280’ 33.7 -1 29.4 35.1
R2 310’ 32.8 447’ -1 28.6 34.2
R3 35’ 51.8 n/a n/a n/a 51.8
R4 85’ 44.0 355’ -1 30.6 44.2

Southeast Rooftop Area
500’Rl 420’ 30.2 -1 27.7 32.1

R2 430’ 30.0 500’ -1 27.7 32.0
R3 35’ 51.8 n/a n/a n/a 51.8
R4 80’ 44.6 360’ -1 30.5 44.7
Notes:

a. Per Google Earth
b. (Direct Noise Impact) + (Reflected Noise Impact)

As indicated in the above table, noise impacts may not exceed applicable thresholds individually. but 
these impacts must be account for in consideration of all noise generated by the Project.

118 See Proceedings of Acoustics (2006) Prediction of Crowd Noise. PDF p. 5. (Fig. 7).
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d. Conversational Speech from Large Crowds

Here, the Rooftop Terrace is large enough to accommodate approximately 302 persons on the northwest 
rooftop area and 190-308 persons on the southeast rooftop area (discussed supra section V.B.2). Hence, it 
is reasonable to expect large crowds of 50 to 200 people talking in this alcohol-charged environment. 
However, the Noise Study utterly fails to mention, much less analyze, the potential noise impacts from 
large crowds conversating in these outdoor area (as discussed below).

Noise from large crowd conversational speech is much louder than speech from smaller crowds because 
people tend to raise their typical speech levels so that they can be heard over the voices of others 
nearby—which increases the crowds quasi-steadv babble due to the multiple simultaneous, random 
conversations.119 This phenomenon is known as the “Lombard Effect” involving the involuntary tendency 
of speakers to increase their vocal effort when speaking in noisier environments to enhance the audibility 
of their voice.120 As discussed above, studies confirm that in an increase in background noise, like the 
babble of large crowds, people will increase their speech to raised voice levels (73 dBA at three feet) or 
even to very loud voice levels (78 dBA at three feet).121 In practice, where a project includes outdoor 
areas accommodating large crowds, the City has routinely used an approximate 73 dBA (at three feet) 
noise reference with 50 percent of people talking simultaneously for crowds ranging from 100 to 650 
people in total.122 Consistent with past City practices, this report conservatively estimates the noise impact 
from large crowds ranging from 50 to 200 people, half speaking simultaneously at a 73 dBA (at three 
feet) noise level.

If half of a 50-person crowd is speaking simultaneously (25 people total) at a 73-dBA noise level (at three 
feet), then the aggregate noise level would be 87.0 dBA (at three feet), reduced by 2.9 dB to account for 
people not all simultaneously facing the sensitive receptor, resulting in a conservative noise level of 84.1 
dBA (at three feet). Similarly calculated, half of a 100-, 150-, and 200-person crowd would be 87.1, 88.8, 
and 90.1 dBA at three feet (respectively). At these noise levels, receptors at the below referenced 
distances would experience the following direct/reflected/combined noise impacts from large crowds:

/ / /

119 See Proceedings of Acoustics (2006) Prediction of Crowd Noise. PDF p. 3. (Tbl. 2).
The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (May 2013) Evidence That The Lombard Effect Is Freauencv- 

Snecific In Humans. PDF pp. 1,7 (confirm that broadband noise containing speech-similar frequencies 
“significantly increased” the intensity, duration, and frequency of adult speakers, and not just caused by a general 
response in an increase in ambient noise).
Supra fii. 115; see also U.S. EPA (12/31/71) Community Noise. PDF pp. 51-53 (Fig. 19 showing a raised voice 

level [73 dBA @ 3’] for intelligible conversation and Fig. 20 showing a very loud voice level [78 dBA @ 3’] for 
intelligible conversation at a 3rd-floor high-rise in Downtown Los Angeles). 

l22See e.g., 3400 S. Figueroa St. (DCP Case Nos. ENV-2009-271) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 34 (utilizing 75 
dBA and 71 dBA noise level for male and female speakers, respectively, the mean of which is 73 dBA @ 3’ level); 
333 S. La Cienega Blvd. (DCP Case Nos. ENV-2015-897) Draft EIR Appendix B- Technical Noise Report. PDF p. 
43 (same noise referenced for half of a 100-person crowd on a 4,352-SF, 20th-floor outdoor amenity area); accord 
11770 Wilshire Blvd. (DCP Case Nos. ENV-2013-3747) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 31 (300-person crowd on 
a 11,241-SF outdoor pool deck); 1727 Cherokee Ave. (DCP Case Nos. ENV-2013-522) Draft EIR Noise Section. 
PDF pp. 31-32 (410-person crowd on a 12,522-SF pool/roof decks); 2901 E. Olympic Blvd. (DCP Case Nos. ENV- 
2008-2141) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 35 (500-person crowd in outdoor areas); 930 Wilshire Blvd. (DCP 
Case Nos. ENV-2009-1577) Draft EIR Appendix IV.C.l-Noise Impact Study. PDF pp. 57-58 (500-person crowd on 
top of a 8,432-SF podium rooftop terrace); 1900 S. Broadway (DCP Case Nos. ENV-2008-1773) Draft EIR Noise 
Section. PDF pp. 24-25 (650-person crowd on 8,000-SF restaurant/outdoor space on rooftop level).

120

121
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Table 15: 50-Person Crowd Noise Impact (84.1 dBA @3’)

Direct Noise Reflected Noise Combined Noise 
Impact (dBA),b

Distance DistanceReceptor AttenuationImpact
(dBA)

Impact
(dBA)a a(feet), (feet), (dBA)

Northwest Rooftop Area 
410’Rl 280’ 44.7 -1 40.4 46.0

R2 310’ 43.8 447’ -1 39.6 45.2
R3 35’ 62.7 n/a n/a n/a 62.7
R4 85’ 55.0 355’ -1 41.6 55.2

Southeast Rooftop Area
500’Rl 420’ 41.2 -1 38.6 43.1

R2 430’ 40.9 500’ -1 38.6 43.0
R3 35’ 62.7 n/a n/a n/a 62.7
R4 80’ 55.6 360’ -1 41.5 55.7
Notes:

a. Per Google Earth
b. (Direct Noise Impact) + (Reflected Noise Impact)

Table 16: 100-Person Crowd Impacts Noise Impact (87.1 dBA @ 3’)

Direct Noise Reflected Noise Combined Noise 
Impact (dBA),b

Distance DistanceReceptor AttenuationImpact
(dBA)

Impact
(dBA)a a(feet), (feet), (dBA)

Northwest Rooftop Area
Rl 280’ 47.7 410’ -1 43.4 49.1
R2 310’ 40.9 447’ -1 42.6 44.9
R3 35’ 65.7 n/a n/a n/a 65.7
R4 85’ 58.1 355’ -1 45.1 58.2

Southeast Rooftop Area
500’Rl 420’ 44.2 -1 41.6 46.1

R2 430’ 44.0 500’ -1 41.6 46.0
R3 35’ 65.7 n/a n/a n/a 65.7
R4 80’ 58.6 360’ -1 44.5 58.7
Notes:

a. Per Google Earth
b. (Direct Noise Impact) + (Reflected Noise Impact)

/ / /
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Table 17: 150-Person Crowd Noise Impact (88.9 dBA @ 3’)

Direct Noise Reflected Noise Combined 
Noise Impact

(dBA),b
Distance DistanceReceptor AttenuationImpact

(dBA)
Impact
(dBA)a a(feet), (feet), (dBA)

Northwest Rooftop Area
' 410’Rl 280’ 49.4 -1 45.1 50.8

R2 310’ 48.6 447’ -1 44.4 50.0
R3 35’ 67.5 n/a n/a n/a 67.5
R4 85’ 59.8 355’ -1 46.4 60.0

Southeast Rooftop Area
500’Rl 420’ 45.9 -1 43.4 47.9

R2 430’ 45.7 500’ -1 43.4 47.7
R3 35’ 67.5 n/a n/a n/a 67.5
R4 80’ 60.3 360’ -1 46.3 60.5
Notes:

a. Per Google Earth
b. (Direct Noise Impact) + (Reflected Noise Impact)

Table 18: 200-Person Crowd Noise Impact (90.1 dBA @3’)

Direct Noise Reflected Noise Combined 
Noise Impact

(dBA),b
Distance DistanceReceptor AttenuationImpact

(dBA)
Impact
(dBA)a a(feet), (feet), (dBA)

Northwest Rooftop Area
' 410’Rl 280’ 50.7 -1 49.7 53.2

R2 310’ 49.8 447’ -1 48.8 52.4
R3 35’ 68.8 n/a n/a n/a 68.8
R4 85’ 61.0 355’ -1 47.6 49.1

Southeast Rooftop Area
500’Rl 420’ 47.2 -1 44.7 49.1

R2 430’ 47.0 500’ -1 44.7 49.0
R3 35’ 68.8 n/a n/a n/a 68.8
R4 80’ 61.6 360’ -1 47.5 61.7
Notes:

a. Per Google Earth
b. (Direct Noise Impact) + (Reflected Noise Impact)

As indicated in the above table, noise impacts may not exceed applicable thresholds individually. but 
these impacts must be account for in consideration of all noise generated by the Project.

e. Dining/Bar A ctivities

Here, under both the Rooftop Club and Rooftop Dining Options, the Rooftop Terrace will include 
multiple fixed/portable bars and hotel kitchen capable of serving both the roofs northwestern and 
southeastern areas (PF, PDF pp. 38-39). Under the Rooftop Dining option, the southeastern area will have 
even more dining activities. According to the Noise Study, noise from these activities will be less than 
significant due to the non-descript glass rail. However, the conclusory Noise Study fails to disclose any 
details about the glass rail and its noise attenuating properties, or determine anticipated noise levels, or 
provide any analysis of noise impacts (as discussed below).
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The previously discussed Lombard Effect is also pronounced in dining restaurants and bar settings with 
studies showing noise levels ranging from 73-95 dBA (at three feet),123 with mainstream restaurants and 
bars averaging a noise level of 78 and 81 dBA (respectively).124 In Los Angeles, restaurants and bars 
consistently clock in between 80-90 dBA during peak hours.125 This report conservatively estimates the 
noise impact from dining/bar uses at 80 dBA. At this noise level, sensitive receptors at the below 
referenced distances would experience the following direct/reflected/combined noise impacts from large 
crowds:

Table 19: Dining/Bar Noise Impacts (80 dBA @ 3’)

Direct Noise Reflected Noise Combined 
Noise Impact

(dBA),b
Distance DistanceReceptor Attenuation 

(dBA)
Northwest Rooftop Area 

410’

Impact
(dBA)

Impact
(dBA)a a(feet), (feet),

Rl 280’ 40.6 -1 39.6 43.1
R2 310’ 39.7 447’ -1 35.5 41.1
R3 35’ 58.7 n/a n/a n/a 58.7
R4 85’ 50.95 355’ -1 37.5 51.1

Southeast Rooftop Area
500’Rl 420’ 37. -1 34.6 39.0

R2 430’ 36.9 500’ -1 34.6 38.9
R3 35’ 58.7 n/a n/a n/a 58.7
R4 80’ 51.5 360’ -1 37.4 51.6
Notes:

a. Per Google Earth
b. (Direct Noise Impact) + (Reflected Noise Impact)

As indicated in the above table, noise impacts may not exceed applicable thresholds individually, but 
these impacts must be account for in consideration of all noise generated by the Project.

f Amplified Live Music, DJPerformances, Nightclub Music

Here, under the Rooftop Club, the Rooftop Terrace will include a dance floor allowing for amplified 
DJ/live-entertainment on the roofs southeastern area for alcohol charged patrons (PF, PDF pp. 5,7, 15, 
17-19, 39,274)—essentially a nightclub raging until 2:00 a.m. when people are desperately trying to 
sleep. According to the conclusory Noise Study (emphasis added):

123 See supra fii. 115-117; see also University of Salford (Oct. 2005) Noise from Pubs and Clubs-Phase I. PDF pp. 11-
12.

124 Ninth Iberian Acoustics Congress (2016) Analysis of The Acoustic Behavior of People in A Restaurant, p. 7 
(confirming “substantial influence” of effect in a 80-seat restaurant where one-third to one-half of the patrons would 
simultaneously talk with the Lombard effect adding up to 12 dB increase in sound levels); Acoustical Society of 
America (2017) Analyses of Crowd-Sourced Sound Levels of Restaurants and Bars in New York City. PDF pp. 9
10,12-13 (survey of2,376 New York City restaurants and bars showed an average 78 and 81 dBA noise level, 
respectively, and that a random person walking into these areas is “more likely than not to encounter a Loud or Very 
Loud auditory environment,” which “approach levels that are known to be dangerous to hearing health.” As such, 
local agencies should encourage public and venue employees to employ digital sound level meters to collect and 
report to the public recorded noise levels).
Los Angeles Times (8/18/12) Taking a noise snapshot at L.A. restaurants: Elevating Sound (6/28/14) Noise Levels 

of Urban America - Why the City Soundscane Needs to be Transformed.
125
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“The Project could possibly contain a 1,133 square foot rooftop dance floor. Events such 
as DJ or other musical performances could periodically generate amplified noises. Though 
the Project is not necessarily located in an area with similar tvves of uses that generate 
amplified noise from music, it is located in an area with elevated noise levels and no nearby 
sensitive receptors. Most uses in the vicinity of the Project are office or commercial in 
nature and would not be sensitive to any noises from the Project's rooftop activities. And 
nearby office and commercial uses would be largely un-operational during the late-evening 
hours durine which amplified musical verformances would most likely take place. The 
Project's dance floor area could alter the noise profile of the Project area, but it would not 
have a significant impact on any nearby receptors.” (Id. at pp. 274-275).

This explaination is wholly inadequate. First, the Noise Study fails to specify what ‘periodically’ means 
(e.g., one, three, five, even seven days a week). Second, given the Noise Study provides no noise 
measurements during nighttime periods, the claim that late-evening ambient noise levels are already 
elevated is unsubstantiated. Rather, ambient nighttime levels of 55-65 dBA are presumed under the Code, 
despite other sources reporting levels as low as 49 dBA Leq with a 57 dBA Lmax at night.126 Third, the 
Noise Study admittedly acknowedges that DJ/nightclub uses is unique to this area and could alter the 
noise profile of the community, including to sensative receptors—an admission of a potentially signficant 
impact warranting greater CEQA review (e.g., MND, EIR). Fourth, it fails to account for LAMC § 111.02 
that requires a 5-dBA penalty for repeated impulsive noise, like the thumping of bass typical of 
DJ/nightclub noise. Fifth, the Noise Study fails to disclose any details about the anticipated noise levels, 
or provide any analysis of noise impacts (as discussed below) to substantiate the conclusory claim that 
noise impacts would be less than significant.

With younger audiences demanding louder and louder experiences, nightclubs and entertainment venues 
are cranking up the speakers with amplified live/DJ music reaching noise levels between 85-112 dBA or 
even higher.127 Typically, levels rise gradually through the course of the night from approximately 
85 dBA Leq (starting at 9:00 p.m.) up to approximately 105 dBA Leq (at 2:00 a.m.) with an average 
98 dBA Leq during said period.128 For context, the Code requires explicit warning to be provided where

126 See RentLingo (2019) Noise Level Index (providing noise levels at Project Site accounting for current construction 
activity; proximity to restaurants, bars and clubs; concentration of commercial activity within an area; nearby traffic; 
and proximity to highways, railroads, and public transit).
Ear Hear (Jan. 2013) Estimating young Australian adults' risk of hearing damage from selected leisure activities. 

PDF p. 29 (Tbl. 2, nightclubs range 97-106 dBA with 97 Leq [noting other studies showing 101,103.4 and 97 Leq]; 
concert or live music venue range 82-105 dBA with 92 Leq [noting other studies showing 91.9-99.8 Leq]); Noise & 
Health (2000) The prevalence and type of social noise exposure in young adults in England (measured 102 dBA at 
speakers with a 97 dBA Leq); World Health Organization (Feb. 2017) Current Practices in the Assessment of 
Recreational Noise-induced Hearing Loss: A Review. PDF pp. 12,18-19 (noting one study where nightclubs 
surveyed ranged between 92.5-102.8 dBA with a 98.1 Leq, and another study showed Leq levels ranging from 
107.8-112.2 dBA); Noise & Health (2015) Attitudes toward noise, perceived hearing symptoms, and reported use of 
hearing protection among college students: Influence of youth culture (noting various studies of live concerts 
averaging 99.8 dBA or between 120-140 dBA, while nightclubs ranging from 104-112 dBA); Sound Advice (2008) 
Control of noise at work in music and entertainment. PDF p. 77 (showing depending on location can range from 84
104 dB and recommending various design, management, level setting, and monitoring techniques to control 
unwanted noise impacts); Otology & Neurotology (2012) Facing the Music: Pre- and Post-concert Assessment of 
Hearing in Teenagers. PDF p. 3 (noting study of 26 song concert ranged from 82-110 dBA with a 98.5 dBA Leq); 
International Journal of Audiology (2007) Music exposure and audiological findings in Brazilian disc jockeys (DJsl. 
PDF p. 2,5-6 (study of 30 disc jockeys showed noise levels range between 93.2 - 109.7 dBA).
Noise & Health (2010) Clubbing: The cumulative effect of noise exposure from attendance at dance clubs and night 

clubs on whole-of-life noise exposure (average noise levels at these venues have been measured to be in the range of

127
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amplified sound reaches 95 dBA levels stating “WARNING: SOUND LEVELS WITHIN MAY CAUSE 
HEARING IMPARJMENT.”129 In practice, the City has utilized a 104 dBA noise level reference for 
analysis for such loud amplified music noise.

Assuming a 98 dBA early-night-Leq (average at three feet during 9:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.) and a 104 dBA 
late-night-Leq (average at three feet during 12:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.), and accounting for the 5-dBA penalty 
under LAMC § 111.02, this Report conservatively estimates the noise impact from DJ/nightclub activities 
at both early-night hours at 103-dBA (at three feet) and the 109-dBA (at three feet)— well within the 
range of previously observed noise levels at nightclubs. At these noise levels, sensitive receptors at the 
below referenced distances would experience the following direct/reflected/combined noise impacts from 
nightclub uses on the southeast rooftop area:

Table 20: Night Club Noise Impact

130

Direct Noise Reflected Noise Combined 
Noise Impact

(dBA),b
Distance DistanceReceptor AttenuationImpact

(dBA)
Impact
(dBA)

9pm-12am

a a(feet), (feet), (dBA)
Early-Night Club Noise Impact (103 dBA @ 3’,

Rl 420’ 60.1 500’ -1 57.6 62.0
R2 430’ 59.8 500’ -1 57.6 61.9
R3 35’ 81.7 n/a n/a n/a 81.7
R4 80’ 74.5 360’ -1 60.4 74.6

Late-Night Club Noise Impact (109 dBA @ 3’, 12-2am
Rl 420’ 66.1 500’ -1 63.6 68.0
R2 430’ 65.9 500’ -1 63.6 67.9
R3 35’ n/a n/a n/a87.7 87.7
R4 80’ 80.5 360’ -1 66.4 80.6
Notes:

Values in red indicate noise impact individually exceed applicable threshold.
a. Per Google Earth
b. (Direct Noise Impact) + (Reflected Noise Impact)_____________________

As indicated in the above table, noise impacts from club noise alone will exceed applicable thresholds 
including:

• R1/R2 suffer noise impact more than 5 dBA over ambient nighttime conditions (i.e., > 60 dBA);
• R3/R4 suffer noise impact more than 5 dBA over ambient daytime conditions (i.e., > 74.7 dBA) 

and or 5 dBA over ambient nighttime conditions (i.e., > 70 dBA).

/ / /

100 dB A-weighted and over); see also International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health (8/11/17) 
Why Do People Like Loud Sound? A Qualitative Study. PDF pp. 1,4 (noting same phenomenon with noise levels 
starting at 85 dBA and plateauing at 97 dBA Leq at midnight, with an average continuous level of around 97 dBA 
Leq for the period).
LAMC § 122.06.
1248 S. Figueroa St. (DCP Case Nos. ENV-2016-2594) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF pp. 34-35 (noting dance 

club setting can ranges from 84-104 dBA and “conservatively assuming the amplified speakers generated a noise 
environment of 104 dBA ... the combined noise from amplified speakers and visitors talking could potentially 
exceed the significance threshold of 5 dBA over ambient noise levels ....”); 1600 N. Schrader Blvd. (DCP Case 
Nos. ENV-2016-3751) MNP. PDF p. 203.

129
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For context, during late-evening hours, noise levels at receptors R1/R2 reach 68.0 and 67.8 dBA, 
respectively, levels approaching he equivalent of a loud radio or vacuum cleaner outside their windows. 
For receptors R3/R4, levels reach 87.7 and 80.6 dBA, respectively, equivalent to a garbage disposal 
running. This certainly is unreasonable and raucous considering the lateness of the hour and, therefore, 
significant under LAMC § 41.57.

However, all of these individual noise sources must be accounted for collectively to determine the 
Project’s composite noise level impact (i.e., Project’s combined noise levels) and CNEL impacts (over 
24-hour period time), as discussed below.

3. Project’s Composite Noise Level Impact

Here, the Project will operate with many of the abovementioned noise-generating activities occurring 
simultaneously, which must be evaluated against applicable thresholds—just like other projects reviewed 
by the City.131 As proposed, the Rooftop Terrace is granted authority for both outdoor dining and 
nightclub activities, which is a common feature of a so called ‘clubstaurant,’ a venue that serves dinner 
but intended (emphasis added) “more for the late night debauchery ... [ojften with the aid of a live DJ 
and bountiful bar ... ,”132 These clubstaurants essentially “morph” from a restaurant to bar, or bar to club, 
with the venue operators deliberately altering their establishment to increase alcohol sales in late night 
hours.133 Such alterations serves an “enhanced ‘party’ or nightclub effects, and included dimmed lights; 
‘disco’ lights; increased music volume; added security guards; removed tables and chairs; added live 
entertainment (typically, DJ and/or band; also karaoke, or bingo); changed music genre (e.g., from 
jazz/slow rock to hip-hop/hard rock); and glassware traded for plastic cups.”134 Cities, law enforcement, 
and even the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control recognize that restaurants morphing 
into nightclubs have lead to high levels of drunkenness, large crowds, and noise—which existing laws 
and regulations have failed to keep in check.135 Critically missing from the conclusory Noise Study is any 
disclosure, much less analysis, of the combined noise levels from all noise generated by this potential 
clubstaurant Project, nor compared against ambient daytime/nighttime noise levels or existing CNEL 
levels (as discussed below).

Based on the above, it is reasonable to assume a scenario where the Applicant operates the Rooftop 
Terrace with happy hours from 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m., followed by restaurant hours from 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 
p.m., then morph into a nightclub during early-night club hours from 9:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m., then crank 
up the volume to induce more alcohol sales as it shifts into the late-night club hours from 12:00 a.m. - 
2:00 a.m. Under this scenario, noise starts elevating as more and more patrons arrive on-site and the 
Project morphs into louder uses through the night, which could include the following noise sources on the 
roofs northwestern and southeastern areas:

131 See e.g., 1020 S. Figueroa St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-1159) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 33; Fig+Pico 
Conference Center Hotels (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-2594) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 44; Hollywood & 
Gower Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-2849) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 36; Crossroads Hollywood (DCP 
Case No. ENV 2015-2026) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF p. 66.
Discotech (2019) Best Clubstaurants (Restaurant + Club Combos') in LA (listing twelve Los Angeles clubstaurant 

many of which feature, like the Project, live DJs, bountiful bars, close proximity to hotels, sit-down dining service in 
conjunction with bar/cocktail offerings, and rooftop lounges with late-night service).
Drugs (Abingdon Engl) (2018) Late night environments: Bar “morphing” increases risky alcohol sales in on

premise outlets. PDF pp. 1-2 (according to study surveying 97 outlets across six California cities with interviews of 
staff and patrons).
Ibid.,p. 11.
Community Prevention Initiative (Oct. 2012) Restaurants that “Morph” into Bars and Nightclubs in California 

Communities: What’s the Problem and What Can Be Done About It?. PDF p. 4; Seattle Times (3/26/07) Neighbors 
making noise against nightclubs.

132
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Table 21: Concurrent Noise Sources During Potential Hours of Operation

Other Noise 
SourcesNorthwestern Area Southeastern AreasHours

Ambient Music, Dining/Bar, 
20-Person Crowds,

Ambient Music, Dining/Bar, 50- 
Person Crowd

Happy Hours
_____ (4pm-6pm)_____

Restaurant Hours
_____ (6pm-9pm)_____
Early Night Club Hours 

(9pm-12am) 
Late-Night Club Hours 

(12am-2am)

Peak-Hour Traffic 
(7am-10am, 3pm- 
6pm); Mechanical 

Equipment (all

Ambient Music, Dining/Bar, 
50-100-Person Crowds

Ambient Music, Dining/Bar, 100- 
Person Crowd

Ambient Music, Dining/Bar, 
100-150-Person Crowds

Early-Night Club, 150-Person 
Crowd day)Ambient Music, Dining/Bar, 

200-Person Crowds
Late-Night Club, 200-Person 

Crowd

Under this scenario, combined noise impacts (i.e., direct plus reflected noise) from the individual sources 
must be accounted for, including peak traffic noise (i.e., supra Tbl. 9), HVAC noise (i.e., supra Tbl. 11), 
ambient music noise (i.e., supra Tbl. 12), crowd noise (i.e., supra This. 13-18), dining/bar noise (i.e., 
supra Tbl. 19), and nightclub noise (i.e., supra Tbl. 20). When combining concurrent noise-generating 
sources and their respective impacts, sensitive receptors experience the following composite noise levels 
during the relevant periods:

/ / /
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Table 22: Composite Noise Level Impact

Project’s 
Composite Noise
Level (dBA),

Composite 
+ Existing
(dBA),b

Increase in 
Noise Levels

(dBA),c

Northwest Area (dBA Leq) Southeast Area (dBA Leq)Receptor
Dining/

Bar
Dining/

Bar
Peak

Traffic HVAC Ambient Crowd IIVAC Ambient Crowd Club a

Happy Hours (4pm-6pm),d
R1 53.4 52.5 52.0 35.1 43.1 49.5 34.0 43.1 39.0 58.4 69.4 0.3
R2 53.4 51.7 51.1 34.2 41.1 49.4 33.9 43.0 38.9 58.0 69.4 0.3
R3 57.1 69.2 n/a 51.8 58.7 69.2 53.7 62.7 58.7 73.2 74.6 4.9
R4 57.1 61.7 57.6 44.2 51.1 62.2 46.6 51.6 66.9 71.1 1.455.7

Restaurant Hours (6pm-9pm),e
R1 52.5 52.0 46.0 43.1 49.5 34.0 46.1 39.0 57.3 69.4 0.2
R2 51.7 51.1 45.2 41.1 49.4 33.9 46.0 38.9 56.6 69.3 0.2
R3 69.2 n/a 62.7 58.7 69.2 53.7 65.7 58.7 73.8 75.1 5.4
R4 61.7 57.6 55.2 51.1 62.2 46.6 58.7 51.6 67.6 71.4 1.7

Early Night Club Hours (9pm-12am),f
R1 52.5 52.0 49.1 43.1 49.5 47.9 62.0 63.4 64.0 9.0
R2 51.7 51.1 44.9 41.1 49.4 47.7 61.9 63.0 67.1 12.1
R3 69.2 n/a 65.7 58.7 69.2 67.5 81.7 82.4 82.5 17.5
R4 61.7 57.6 58.3 51.1 62.2 60.5 74.6 75.4 10.875.8

gLate-Night Club Hours (12am-2am),
R1 52.5 52.0 50.8 43.1 49.5 49.1 68.0 68.4 68.6 13.6
R2 51.7 51.1 50.0 41.1 49.4 49.0 67.9 68.3 68.5 13.5
R3 69.2 n/a 67.5 58.7 69.2 68.8 87.9 87.9 22.987.7
R4 61.7 57.6 60.0 51.1 62.2 61.7 80.6 80.8 80.9 15.9
Notes:

Values in red indicate noise impact exceeds applicable threshold.
Calculation: Sum of all Northwest and Southeast area noise sources in dBA Leq.
Utilizing existing daytime ambient noise levels of 69.1 and 69.7 dBA for receptors R1/R2 and R3/R4 (respectively), and existing nighttime ambient noise levels of 55 
and 65 dBA for receptors R1/R2 and R3/R4 (respectively) in dBA Leq.
Calculation: (Composite + Existing) - (Existing), in dBA Leq.
Under loudest period between 5:00-6:00 p.m with peak traffic noise, HVAC noise in both areas, ambient music with 20-person bar crowd in the northwest area, and 
ambient music with 50-person bar crowd in the southeast area.
Under loudest period between 8:00-9:00 p.m with HVAC noise in both areas, ambient music with 50-person bar crowd in the northwest area, and ambient music with 
100-person dining crowd in the southeast area.
Under loudest period between 11:00 p.m -12:00 a.m. with HVAC noise in both areas, ambient music with 100-person bar crowd in the northwest area, and early-night 
club with 150-person crowd in the southeast area.
Under loudest period between 12:00-1:00 a.m. with HVAC noise in both areas, ambient music with 150-person bar crowd in the northwest area, and late-night club 
with 200-person crowd in the southeast area.__________________________________________________________________________________________________

a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

f.

g-



As indicated in the above table, noise impacts from composite noise levels exceed applicable thresholds 
for all sensitive receptors during the Project’s operation, for example:

• Happy Hours: During happy hours, people start showing up during PM-peak traffic 
conditions,136 HVAC and ambient music is running throughout the Rooftop Terrace, a 20-person 
crowd is conversating at the outdoor pool bar in the northwestern area, and a 50-person crowd is 
conversating at the bars and outdoor bar seating in the southeast area. During this period, receptor 
R3 adjacent to the Project Site starts to suffer significant noise impacts with noise levels reaching 
74.6, which is 4.9 dBA above ambient daytime conditions (i.e., 69.7 dBA).

• Restaurant Hours: During restaurant hours, although PM-traffic congestion has been 
relieved, more bar and dinner patrons arrive on-site that has grown to a 50-person crowd 
conversating and drinking in the northwestern area while a 100-person crowd conversing and 
drinking and dining in the southeast area, all with HVAC and ambient music still running 
throughout the Rooftop Terrace. During this period, receptor R3 suffers even greater significant 
impacts with noise level reaching 75.1 dBA (5.5 dBA above ambient daytime conditions).

• Early-Night Club Hours: At 9:00 pm when the Project shifts into its early-night club hours, 
the southeast area morphs from a restaurant into a nightclub with the Applicant removing dinner 
tables, replacing the ambient music with bass-thumping DJ music blaring, and people hitting the 
dance floor. As midnight approaches, the dance floor swells to a 150-person crowd dancing, 
drinking, and shouting over each other. The northwestern area serves as an overflow for the 
dancing patrons where the 100-person crowd can drink and converse with ambient music still 
playing. Again, HVAC is still running throughout the Rooftop Terrace. Now, all sensitive 
receptors are suffering significant impacts with noise levels reaching: 63.4 dBA at receptor Rl, 
which is 8.4 dBA over ambient nighttime noise level (i.e., 55 dBA); 67.1 dBA at receptor R2, 
which is 12.1 dBA over ambient nighttime noise level (i.e., 55 dBA); 82.5 dBA at receptor R3, 
which is 17.5 dBA over ambient nighttime noise level (i.e., 65 dBA); and 75.8 dBA at receptor 
R4, which is 10.8 dBA over ambient nighttime noise level (i.e., 65 dBA).

• Late-Night Club Hours: At midnight when the Project is pushing alcohol sales during late- 
night club hours, Applicant cranks up the DJ volume even louder and the crowds balloon to 200 
people in the southeastern area and 150 people in the northwestern area with HVAC still running 
throughout. Now, all sensitive receptors suffer even greater significant impacts with noise level 
reaching: 68.6 dBA at receptor Rl, which is 13.6 dBA over ambient nighttime noise level (i.e., 55 
dBA); 68.5 dBA at receptor R2, which is 13.5 dBA over ambient nighttime noise level (i.e., 55 
dBA); 87.9 dBA at receptor R3, which is 22.9 dBA over ambient nighttime noise level (i.e., 65 
dBA); and 80.9 dBA at receptor R4, which is 15.9 dBA over ambient nighttime noise level (i.e., 
65 dBA).

Furthermore, the majority of sensitive receptors would experience a significant impact in increase CNEL 
levels when factoring just Rooftop Terrace uses during happy hours through the late-night club hours. 
Under this scenario, only noise from Rooftop Terrace activities are considered (e.g., HVAC, ambient 
music, crowd noise, dining/bar, nightclub) during the relevant hours of operation (4:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.), 
and assuming ambient noise conditions during all others (2:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.). Thus, even when 
ignoring Project noise from traffic and other sources (e.g., ground-floor restaurants and coffee bar), the 
Project would significantly impact receptors Rl, R3, and R4 as indicated in the table below:

/ / /

136City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation (“LADOT”) (Dec. 2016) Transportation Impact Study 
Guidelines. PDF p. 20 (traffic counts during the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.).



Table 23: CNEL Impacts

Composite + 
Existing CNEL 
___(dBA),b___

Increase in Noise Levels 
Due to Project 
(dBA CNEL),c

Existing CNEL 
(dBA), *Receptor

R1(C2 Zone) 
R2 (C2 Zone) 
R3 (M2 Zone) 
R4 (M2 Zone) 
Notes:

69.3 73.0 3.7
69.3 72.0 2.7
72.8 15.788.5
72.8 81.9 9.1

Values in red indicate noise impact exceed applicable threshold.
a. Calculations attached hereto as Exhibit 1.
b. Calculations attached hereto as Exhibits 2-5.
c. Calculated: (Existing + Composite) - (Existing Ambient)._____

As indicated in the above table, when considering Rooftop Terrace uses only, CNEL levels at receptor Rl 
would reach 73 dBA (i.e., Project composite + existing), which is above “normally unacceptable” levels 
for multifamily homes under the City Threshold Guide {see supra Tbl. 8), and 3.7 dBA above existing 
CNEL levels (69.3 dBA). At receptors R3 and R4, CNEL levels reach 88.5 and 81.9 dBA (respectively), 
which are above “unacceptable” levels for multifamily homes and “normally unacceptable” for even 
office and commercial uses. As compared to the threshold of a 3 dBA increase in CNEL levels, receptor 
R3 suffers a 15.7 CNEL increase (i.e., five times the threshold) and R4 suffers a 9.1 CNEL increase (i.e., 
three times the threshold). Thus, the Project will significantly impact existing commercial tenants and 
would frustrate any potential for these properties to be used for residential purposes.

Furthermore, receptors R3 and R4 would have CNEL levels well beyond the 60 CNEL threshold (i.e., 
causing interior noise levels with windows open to exceed 45 CNEL standard under the Noise Element. 
While existing CNEL levels may already exceed that 60 CNEL threshold, in part due to other projects and 
alcohol/entertainment uses existing or anticipated near the Site (PF, PDF pp. 14-15,24-25),137 it is 
undeniable that a 15.7 and 9.1 dBA increase in CNEL levels at R3 and R4 (respectively) are substantial 
increases in noise levels. As such, the Project’s operations will exacerbate an existing impact and, 
therefore, be cumulatively significant.

In sum, unless adequately designed, conditioned, and mitigated, the Project’s Rooftop Terrace uses will 
exceed applicable thresholds, including the 5-dBA increase above existing noise levels for all receptors 
and the 3-dBA CNEL increase for the majority of receptors. This is true when conservatively evaluating 
only Rooftop Terrace uses and discounting other substantial noises sources (e.g., Project traffic). Nor does 
this account for unique low-frequency noise impacts caused by bass-thumping DJ noise.

INCONSISTENCY WITH APPLICABLE LAND USE PLANSVI.

The abovementioned noise impacts provide substantial evidence that the Project’s proposed uses would 
expose existing and future sensitive receptors to excessive noise levels. As such, this Project is 
inconsistent with standards established in applicable land use plans, such as the Noise Element’s basic 
standard to avoid placing residential land uses and other noise sensitive receptors that exceed a 
70 CNEL—a level that can cause loss of hearing 
table). Because of its noise impacts, this Project is also inconsistent with other applicable goals, policies, 
and standards including but not limited to the following:

138 which is reached at all receptor locations (see above

137 See also Traffic Study, supra fn. 2, PDF pp. 59-67 (identifying 148 related projects). 
Noise Element, pp. 2-1,1-1.138
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Relevant Noise Goals & Policy 
Noise Element139

Goal: A city where noise does not reduce the quality of urban life.___________________________________
Objective 2 (Nonairport): Reduce or eliminate non-airport related intrusive noise, especially relative to noise- 
sensitive uses.
Policy 2.2: Enforce and/or implement applicable City, State, and federal regulations intended to mitigate 
proposed noise producing activities, reduce intrusive noise and alleviate noise that is deemed a public nuisance. 
Program 5 (Nonairport): Continue to enforce, as applicable, city, state and federal regulations intended to abate or
eliminate disturbances of the peace and other intrusive noise.__________________________________________
Program 6 (Nonairport): When processing building permits, continue to require appropriate project design and/or 
insulation measures, in accordance with the California Noise Insulation Standards (Building Code Title 24, 
Section 3501 et seq.), or any amendments thereto or subsequent related regulations, so as to assure that interior 
noise levels will not exceed the minimum ambient noise levels, as set forth in the city’s noise ordinance (LAMC 
Section 111 et seq., and any other insulation related code standards or requirements) for a particular zone or noise
sensitive use, as defined by the California Noise Insulation Standards____________________________________
Program 7 (Nonairport): Continue to periodically update city codes and plans that contain noise management
provisions so as to address new issues and noise management changes.__________________________________
Program 8 (Nonairport): Continue to periodically update guidelines for California Environmental Quality Act
required land development project review by city agencies.____________________________________________
Objective 3 (Land Use Development): Reduce or eliminate noise impacts associated with proposed development
of land and changes in land use._________________________________________________________________
Policy 3.1: Develop land use policies and programs that will reduce or eliminate potential and existing noise
impacts.____________________________________________________________________________________
Program 11 (Land Use Development): For a proposed development project that is deemed to have a potentially 
significant noise impact on noise sensitive uses, as defined by this chapter, require mitigation measures, as 
appropriate, in accordance with California Environmental Quality Act and city procedures (e.g., increase 
distance, provide buffers, reorient structures, block/defect noise, require no openings in building walls that face 
sensitive uses, limit hours of operations, limit noise-generating uses that otherwise are allowed by right, require 
less noisy construction equipment, determine impacts on noise sensitive uses at exterior and interior areas over
typical hours of use, etc.)_______________________________________________________________________
Program 12 (Land Use Development): When issuing discretionary permits for a proposed noise-sensitive use or 
subdivision of four or more detached single-family units and which use is determined to be potentially 
significantly impacted by existing or proposed noise sources, require mitigation measures, as appropriate, in 
accordance with procedures set forth in the California Environmental Quality Act so as to achieve an interior
noise level CNEL of 45 dB, or less, in any habitable room as required by LAMC Section 91._________________
Program 15 (Land Use Development): Continue to take into consideration, during updating/revision of the city’s 
general plan community plans, noise impacts from freeways, highways, outdoor theaters and other significant 
noise sources and to incorporate appropriate policies and programs into the plans that will enhance land use
compatibility.________________________________________________________________________________
Program 16 (Land Use Development): Use, as appropriate, the “Guidelines for Noise Compatible Land Use” 
(Exhibit I), or other measures that are acceptable to the city, to guide land use and zoning reclassification, 
subdivision, conditional use and use variance determinations and environmental assessment considerations, 
especially relative to sensitive uses, as defined by this chapter, within a CNEL of 65 dB airport noise exposure 
areas and within a line-of-sight of freeways, major highways, railroads or truck haul routes.__________________

FAILURE TO CONSIDER FEASIBLE MITIGATION MEASURESVII.

As previously discussed (supra section III.B), critical to the MND/EIR review process is the 
consideration of mitigation measures (“MM”) and project design features (“PDF”) to reduce potentially 
significant impacts, that can be implemented in a Mitigation and Monitoring Reporting and Program 
(“MMRP”) made enforceable via conditions of approval (“COA”). Here, because the Project’s Noise 
Study was incomplete and conclusory, the CE masks Project-related impacts and avoids additional

139 Noise Element, pp.3:1-4:5.
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feasible mitigation measures tethered to reasoned analysis. This is a sharp deviation of the City’s practice 
for similar projects, where it considers various standards MMs and PDFs that serve to directly or 
indirectly reduce a project’s noise impacts below the City’s thresholds of significance, which are entirely 
missing from the Noise Study and DCP approvals. Among these feasible MMs/PDFs/COAs either 
proposed under applicable plans or applied to other City projects include:

Operation-Related:

• Increase the distance from the noise source and the receptor by providing land use buffers (e.g., 
parking lots, landscaped setbacks or open areas, utility yards, maintenance facilities, etc.).

• Orient structures, use berms or sound walls, utilize terrain or use other means to block or deflect 
noise, provided it is not deflected to other noise-sensitive uses and that the barrier does not create 
a hiding place for potential criminal activity.

• Require projects with noise generating components (e.g., auto repair and maintenance facilities) 
to have no openings in building walls that face sensitive uses.

• Limit the hours of operation of a noise generating use.
• Limit the use of the site to prohibit potential noise generating uses that otherwise are allowed by 

right within the zone classification of the project site.
• Orient the project so as to use structures, terrain or building design features (e.g., windowless 

walls or non-opening windows facing the noise source) so as to block or reduce noise impacts.
• Orient interior features of the project to reduce or eliminate noise impacts on particularly noise 

sensitive portions of the project (e.g., locate bedrooms and balconies away from the noise source).
• Require insulation and/or design measures, attested to by an acoustical expert, to the satisfaction 

of the city’s Department of Building and Safety, to identify and mitigate potential noise impacts.
• Placement of structures between noise generators and noise sensitive receptors.
• Enclosure of noise sources.
• Modification of noise sources (e.g., utilizing less noisy equipment).
• Include permanent noise barriers and sound-attenuating features as part of the project design.
• Locate new roadway lanes, roadways, rail lines, transit-related passenger station and related 

facilities, park-and-ride lots, and other new noise-generating facilities away from sensitive 
receptors to the maximum extent feasible.

• Where feasible, design projects so that they are depressed below the grade of the existing noise- 
sensitive receptor, creating an effective barrier between the roadway and sensitive receptors.

• Where feasible, improve the acoustical insulation of dwelling units where setbacks and sound 
barriers do not provide sufficient noise reduction.

• Prohibition of amplified sounds in outdoor spaces and/or meet specified dBA levels.
• Require parking ramps to be concrete, rather than metal, and textured to prevent squealing tires.
• Require the rooftop deck would include a glass or heavy plastic safety wall (minimum 6 feet in 

height) around its perimeter.
• Before the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy, require the sound levels to be measured 

consistent with documentation of the measurements being submitted to the Department of City 
Planning for the file to demonstrate specified noise levels are not exceeded at the property line.

• Use insulation or construct solid barriers between noise sources and noise receivers.
• Separate noise sources from noise receivers by distances sufficient to attenuate the noise to 

acceptable levels.
• Limit the hours of use for the equipment.
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• Installation of double-pane exterior windows meeting specified Sound Transmission Coefficient 
rating for the Project (and possibly the adjacent residential uses).

• The proposed facility shall be designed with noise-attenuating features (physical as well as 
operational) by a licensed acoustical sound engineer to assure that operational sounds shall be 
inaudible beyond the property line.

• No window openings shall be permitted along the residential sides of the building.
• Redesign the source to radiate less noise (e.g., substitute a quieter equipment type process or 

enclose the source with sound absorbent material).
• All outdoor-mounted mechanical equipment be enclosed and impermeably-shielded with it 

breaking the line-of-sight from off-site noise-sensitive receptors.
• Monitor the effectiveness of noise reduction measures by taking noise measurements and 

installing adaptive mitigation measures to achieve the standards for ambient noise levels 
established by the noise element of the general plan or noise ordinance.

Mobile-Related:

Attenuate the sound by using barriers, or redirect sound transmission paths.
Reduce vehicle trip generation, or reduce speed limits on roadways.
Locate any delivery, truck loading, or trash pickup areas as far from noise sensitive land uses as 
possible and limiting designated hours for deliveries.
The Project shall not allow delivery truck idling of main engines in the loading area pursuant to 
applicable City and State standards. Signs shall be posted prohibiting idling. 140

140The above-listed control measures compiled from a host of applicable plans and other projects reviewed and/or 
approved by the City. See e.g., CEQA Guidelines, pp. 1.1:5,1.2:7-8; Noise Element, pp. 4:2-4; FTA (May 2006) 
Transit Noise And Vibration Impact Assessment, pp. 12:8-10 (control measures); Southern California Associations 
of Governments (“SCAG”) (2012) Program EIR-2012 RTP/SCS. pp. 31-33 (project-level MMs recommended by 
SCAG); SCAG (2016) Program EIR-2016 RTP/SCS. pp. ES:43-45,115-116 and 2016 RTP/SCS. pp. 122 
(additional MMs recommended by SCAG); 631 S. Spring St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-2356) Final EIR MMRP. 
pp. V:3-6 (PDF/MMs NOI-1 through 7); 622 S. Lucas Ave. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-3927) MNP. PDF p. 75 
(MMs XII-20 through 60); 6421 W. Selma Ave. (DCP Case Nos. ENV-2016-2602) MNP, p. 1-13 (PDF Noise-1) 
and LOD (8/17/18) CPC-2016-2601, p. C-l (COAs 5a-c and 13); 800-824 S. Western Ave. (DCP Case No. ENV- 
2016-3609) MNP, pp. 1-20 (PDFs 12-1 through 6); 2800 W. Olympic Blvd. (DCP Case No. ENV-2014-1954) 
MNP. PDF pp. 2-9 (MMs XII-20 through 170); 903 S. New Hampshire Ave. (DCP Case No. ENV-2013-582) 
MNP. PDF pp. 3-4 (MM XII-20); 968 S. Berendo St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2013-2) MNP. PDF pp. 6-7 (MMs XII- 
10 through 230); 2889 W. Olympic Blvd. (DCP Case No. ENV-2012-2757) MNP. PDF pp. 2 (MM XII-50); 712 S. 
Manhattan PI. (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-105) MNP. PDF pp. 3 (MMs XII-0 through 170); 3100 W. 8th St. (DCP 
Case No. ENV-2014-4933) MNP. PDF pp. 3-4 (MM XII-20 through 60); 1047 S. Serrano Ave. (DCP Case No. 
ENV-2015-2216) MNP. PDF pp. 3 (MM XII-20); 3076 W. Olympic Blvd. (DCP Case No. ENV-2014-3572) MNP. 
PDF pp. 3 (MM XII-20 through 60); 1011 S. Serrano Ave. (DCP Case No. ENV-2014-3973) MNP. PDF p. 3 (MM 
XII-20); 2800 W. Olympic Blvd. (DCP Case No. ENV-2014-1954) MNP. PDF pp. 6-7 (MMs IIIXII-20 through 
170); 1038 S. Mariposa Ave. (DCP Case No. ENV-2014-0179) MNP, pp. 4-6 (MM XII-20); 837 S. Harvard Blvd. 
(DCP Case No. ENV-2014-145-MND) MNP. PDF p. 5 (MMs XII-10 through 20); 940 S. Western Ave. (DCP Case 
No. ENV-2013-3576) MNP. PDF pp. 4-7 (MMs XII-10 through 60); 3418 W. 8th St. (DCP Case No. ENV- 2013
3373) MNP. PDF p. 6 (MMs XII-20 through 60); 1020 '/2 S. Fedora St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2012-2332) MNP, pp. 
4-5 (MM XII-20); 975 S. Serrano Ave. (DCP Case No. ENV-2011-1142) MNP. PDF p. 5 (MM XII-20); 1011 S. 
Serrano Ave. (DCP Case No. ENV-2011-1025) MNP. PDF pp. 4-5 (MMs XII-20 through 40); 2914 W. 8th St. 
(DCP Case No. ENV-2009-1727) MNP. PDF pp. 7-9 (MMs Vl-b and XI-a2); 6100 N. Topanga Canyon Blvd.
(DCP Case No. ENV-2016-3909) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF pp. 31-32, 92-94 (PDFs H-l through H-5, MMs 
NOI-3 through NOI-7); 3900 S. Figueroa St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-1892) Draft EIR Noise Section. PDF pp. 
26-27,62-63 (PDFs H-l through H-4, MMs H-l through H-2); 1540 Highland Ave. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015- 
2026) Fingal EIR MMRP. PDF pp. 24-29 (PDFs NOI-1 through 4, MMs NOI-1 through NOI-4); 1240 S. Figueroa
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Unfortunately, none of these MMs, PDFs, or CO As were adequately considered by the Applicant or DCP 
because of the Noise Study failed to account for the Project’s entire operational noise impacts—much less 
substantial evidence that the Project’s impacts would be less than significant per the City Threshold 
Guide. For this reason, a revised Noise Study is necessary to cure the defects discussed herein and to 
consider all feasible mitigation measures, including those listed above.

VIII. CONCLUSION

As discussed above, the conclusory Noise Study is incomplete and fails to provide actual disclosure and 
analysis of the Project’s reasonable noise impacts, nor demonstrate de facto mitigation measures and 
compliance with regulatory measures will be effective, nor account for several unusual circumstances 
posed by this Project. As a result, the Applicant has avoided numerous feasible mitigation measures 
desperately need to reduce noise impacts to sensitive receptors near the Site. Feasible mitigation measures 
are available and need to be considered pursuant to a CEQA-compliant MND or EIR—just like similar 
projects reviewed by the City.

Sincerely,

Dale La Forest
Professional Planner, Designer, INCE Associate (Institute of Noise Control Engineering) 
Dale La Forest & Associates

Enclosure:

Attachment 1: Statement of Qualifications
Attachment 2: Definitions of Common Acoustical Terms & Concepts 

Exhibits: 1-5 CNEL Calculations

St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-2594) Final EIR MRRP. PDF pp. 125-129 (PDF NOISE-1 and MMs NOISE-1 
through NOISE-6); 1020 S. Figueroa St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-1159) Final EIR MRRP. PDF pp. 12-15 (PDFs 
NOISE-1 through NOISE-6 and MMS NOISE 1 through 2); 1057 S. San Pedro St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2012- 
3003) Final EIR MMRP. PDF pp. 11-13 (MMs H-l through H-6); 3650 W. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. (DCP 
Case No. ENV-2012-1962) Final EIR MMRP. PDF pp. 25-30 (PDFs 1-1 through 1-5 and MMs 1-1 through 1-11); 
1900 S. Broadway (DCP Case No. ENV-2014-1773) Final EIR MMRP. PDF p. 9 (MMs NOI-1 through NOI-4); 
1770 N. Vine St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2011-675) Final EIR MMRP. pp. 488A94 (MMs H-l through H-19); 911 S. 
Georgia St. (DCP Case No. ENV-2016-4889) Draft EIR Executive Summary. PDF pp. 28-29 (MMs NOI-1 through 
NOI-10); LOD (8/11/17) TT-74228. pp. 7-9 (COAs 17 and 18 incorporating MMs M-l, CM-3 and CM-5); 2870 W. 
Olympic Blvd. (DCP Case No. ENV-2015-4704) MNP. PDF p. 3 (MMs XII-20 through 40); LOD (2/3/16) ZA- 
2014-3703. PDF p. 4 (COA 1 l.g); LOD (3/12/15) DIR-2014-1953. PDF p. 9 (COAs 37 through 39); LOD 
(12/20/07) ZA-2007-2440. PDF p. 4 (COA 14-F.2); LOD (3/29/05) ZA-2004A990. PDF pp. 5-6 (COAs 19.g.2 and 
19.j); LOD (8/5/06) ZA-2003-2894. PDF p. 4 (COA 24.e.2).
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Dale La Forest & Associates
Design, Planning & Environmental Consulting 

101 E. Alma Street, Suite 100-A; Mt. Shasta, CA 96067 
Phone: (530) 918-8625 E-Mail: dlaforest@gmail.com

ATTACHMENT 1: Statement of Qualifications

INTRODUCTION

Dale La Forest & Associates provides commercial and residential design services, 
acoustical consulting, environmental review, project planning permitting for government 
approvals and multi-disciplinary environmental studies for government and private 
industry and citizens groups.

HIGHLIGHTS

In 44 years, I have designed hundreds of homes in California. During the last 20 years, I 
have also prepared expert acoustical studies for various development projects and 
reviewed and commented upon dozens of noise studies prepared by others. My expertise 
in environmental noise analysis comes from this formal educational training in 
architecture and planning, and from many years of evaluation of acoustics as relates to 
environmental analysis and challenging flawed project applications prepared by less- 
than-professional, industry-biased acousticians. I regularly measure and calculate noise 
propagation and the effects of noise barriers and building acoustics as they apply to 
homes near projects and their vehicular travel routes. I have also prepared initial 
environmental studies for noise-sensitive development projects including hotel and 
campground projects along major highways. I have reviewed dozens of quarry project 
and batch plant project environmental documents. I have designed highway noise walls, 
recommended noise mitigations, and have designed residential and commercial 
structures to limit their occupants' exposure to excessive exterior noise levels throughout 
California.

EXPERIENCE

1975 DESIGNER & PLANNER 
Design of commercial, residential, subdivision planning projects and environmental and 
acoustical consulting for commercial and industrial firms and for the public.

Dale La Forest & Associates; Mt. Shasta, CA.
2019

Dale La Forest, Architectural Designer, INCE (Institute of Noise Control Engineering)

EDUCATION

1966 University of Michigan, College of Architecture and Planning - Bachelor of 
Architecture,
1973; and Masters studies in architecture and planning.

1973

ACOUSTICAL ANALYSIS/COMMENTS

2019
2/11/19 2005 James Wood Hotel Project MND, Los Angeles, CA
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2/4/19
1/23/19

Breaker Hotel Project CE, Long Beach, CA 
Residence at 1888 N. Lucile Ave. MND, Los Angeles, CA

2018
100 E. Sunset Bridge Housing CE, Los Angeles, CA 
Dewey Hotel Project CE, Los Angeles, CA 
Residence at 17642 Tramonto Dr., Los Angeles, CA

2017
Crystal Geyser Water Company EIR, Mt Shasta, CA 
Freeze Car Wash Project MND, Mt. Shasta, CA 
Roseburg Water Line Project MND, Mt. Shasta, CA 
Residence at 2056 Mandeville Canyon Rd., Los Angeles, CA

2016
Austin Quarry Project EIR, Madera County, CA

2015
Syar Napa Quarry Expansion Project EIR, Napa

2013
Shasta Dam Raising Draft EIS, Shasta County, CA
Livermore Walmart Project, Livermore, CA
Talmage Interchange Reconstruction Project MND, Ukiah, CA
Townhouse Project MND, Mt. Shasta, CA
Costco Wholesale Store DEIR, Ukiah, CA
Jaxon Enterprises Asphalt Plant IS/MND, Shasta County, CA
Amdun LLC Asphalt Plant IS/MND, Shasta County, CA
Grist Creek Aggregates Project IS/MND, Mendocino County, CA

2012
Austin Quarry Draft EIR, Madera County, CA
Tesoro Viejo Specific Plan Revised EIR, Madera County, CA

2011
Eagle Peak Asphalt Batch plant MND, Callahan, CA 
Walmart Expansion Project EIR, Poway, CA 
McCloud Springs Ranch Subdivision MND, Siskiyou County, CA 
Comingdeer Asphalt Batch Plant MND, Redding, CA

2010
Biogreen Cogeneration Power Plant, La Pine, OR 
Chapin Concrete Batch Plant MND, Volta, CA 
Walmart Supercenter Draft EIR, Galt, CA 
Doctor’s Park MND, Mt. Shasta, CA

12/5/18
11/6/18
2/12/18

11/16/17
8/18/17
3/13/17
1/19/17

8/31/16

10/20/15

9/30/13
9/30/13
8/27/13
6/10/13
3/15/13
3/14/13
3/14/13
1/30/13

9/24/12
8/26/12

10/10/11
6/12/11
2/20/11
1/4/11

10/1/10
7/13/10
1/25/10
1/11/10

2009
Livingston Concrete EIR, Placer County, CA
Poonkinney Quarry MND, Mendocino County, CA
Orchard Subdivision MND, City of Mt. Shasta, CA
McCloud Springs Ranch Subdivision MND, Siskiyou County, CA

2002

9/22/09
6/10/09
5/11/09
1/2/09
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Shasta Mountain Lodge Hotel 2 (Springhill Dr.), Mt. Shasta, CA
1995

Shasta Mountain Lodge Hotel 1 (Mt. Shasta Blvd.), Mt. Shasta, CA

10/8/02

10/10/95
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ATTACHMENT 2: Definitions of Common Acoustical Terms & Concepts

A-weighted Sound Level (dBA): The sound pressure measured using the A-weighting filter network that 
de-emphasizes the very low and very high-frequency components of the sound spectrum in a manner 
similar to the frequency response of the human ear and correlates well with subjective reactions to noise. 
On this scale, the range of human hearing extends from about 3 dBA to about 140 dBA, with a 10-dBA 
increase perceived by most people as a doubling of the sound level.

Ambient Noise: The sound level in a given environment usually comprised of many sources in many 
directions near and far with no particular sound dominant. It is often defined as the noise level exceeded 
99 percent of the time during daytime (7 am - 10 pm) or nighttime hours (10 pm - 7 am).

Background/Baseline Noise (L90): The total noise from all sources other than the source of interest. It is 
often defined as L90 or the noise level exceeded 90 percent of the time.

C-weighted Sound Level (dBC): The sound pressure measured using the C-weighting filter network 
does not discriminate against low frequencies (as compared to A-weighted filter) and measures uniformly 
over the frequency range of 30 to 10,000 Hz. This weighted scale is useful for monitoring sources such as 
engines, explosions, machinery, and entertainment noise measurement where the transmission of bass 
noise can be a problem.

Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL): The average A-weighted noise level in a 24-hour day, 
obtained after adding 5 dB to evening hours (7:00 pm to 10:00 pm) and 10 dB to sound levels measured 
in the night (between 10:00 pm and 7:00 am). It is also commonly referred to as the day-evening-night 
sound level (Lden).

Decibel (dB): A unit describing the amplitude of sound, defined as 20 times of the logarithm of the ratio 
of the sound pressure measured to the reference pressure (20 pPa). Because decibels are logarithmic units, 
they cannot be simply added or subtracted. For example, three noise sources producing 94, 96, and 98 dB 
of noise (respectively) would not produce a combined 288 dB noise levels, but rather 101.1 dB. To add 
noise levels, one can either (1) logarithmically add the noise levels consistent with the equation below 
(Fig. 1), or (2) approximate noise level by adding 0-3 dB in accordance with the table below (Fig. 2):

Figure 11: Logarithmic Addition Figure 12: Approximate Addition

E Add to the 
Higher Value:

When Two dB 
Values Differ by:

Example:
lo(Ll/io)L = 10 log10

0-1 dB 3 dB 70 + 69 = 73 dB
2-3 dB 2 dB 74 + 71 = 76 dB
4-9 dB 1 dB 66 + 60 = 67 dB
10 dB or more 0 dB 65 + 55 = 65 dB

Equivalent Noise Level (Leq): The energy average A-weighted noise level over a specified time period, 
typical 1-hour (e.g., lhr-Leq) and may also be referred to as the “average” sound level.

Frequency: The number of times per second that the oscillation of a wave of sound or that of a vibrating 
body repeats itself, expressed in Hertz (Hz).

Maximum Noise Level (Lmax): The highest A-weighted integrated noise level occurring during a specific 
period of time.
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Minimum Noise Level (Lmin): The lowest A-weighted integrated noise level occurring during a specific 
period of time.

Noise Attenuation (Point Sources): For a single point source (e.g., stationary equipment or activity at a 
project site), sound levels decrease by approximately 6 dBA for each doubling of distance from the 
source. Given this noise attenuation, noise impacts (L2) can be determined at a predictive distance (dz) 
when there is a known noise level (Li) at a known distance (di) by utilizing the equation below:

©I1*2 = — 20

Noise Attenuation (Mobile Sources): For line sources (e.g., traffic along roadway), sound levels 
decrease by approximately 3 dBA and 4.5 dBA per doubling of distance from the point sources to the 
receptor for hard and soft sites, respectively.

Octave Band: The frequency range of one octave of sound frequencies. The upper limit is always twice 
the frequency of the lower limit. Octave bands are identified by the geometric mean frequency or center 
between the lower limit and the upper limit.

Sound Level Meter: An instrument that measures sound in dB. Various features are incorporated into 
such instrument including frequency bands, integration of sound over time and display of average, 
minimum, and maximum levels and often at different weighted scales (e.g., dBA, dBC).

Sound Pressure Level: The ratio, expressed in decibels, of the mean-square sound pressure level to a 
reference mean-square sound pressure level that by convention has been selected to approximate the 
threshold of hearing (0.0002 pbar).
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Exhibit 1: Existing CNFJ, Conditions At Receptors

Noise Level (dBA)
Start Time Rl R2 R3 R4

00:00 65 6555 55
01:00 65 6555 55
02:00 65 6555 55
03:00 65 6555 55
04:00 65 6555 55
05:00 65 6555 55
06:00 65 6555 55
07:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
08:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7 Assumptions:
09:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
10:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7 Noise Study noise measurements for daytime ambient noise level (7:00 a.m 

10:00 p.m).
Presumed nighttime noise levels (10:00 p.m.

11:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7 i

7:00 a.m.).212:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
13:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
14:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
15:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
16:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
17:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
18:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
19:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
20:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
21:00 69.1 69.1 69.7 69.7
22:00 65 6555 55
23:00 65 6555 55

CNEL (Lden) 69.3 69.3 72.8 72.8

i See PF, PDF p. 277 (Tbl. 12-9). 
2 See LAMC § 11.03.



Exhibit 2: Proposed CNF.I. Conditions At Receptor Rl Factoring Only Rooftop Terrace Uses

Northwest Area (dBA) Southeast Area (dBA) Project’s 
Composite Noise
Level (dBA),d

Existing 
Noise Level

Composite 
+ Existing
(dBA),e

Start
Time

Dining/ Dining/ 
Bar,Crowd,b Crowd,ba a a a Club,cHVAC, Ambient, HVAC, Ambient, aa a (dBA),Bar,

00:00 52.506 43.139 55.036.968 50.819 49.544 49.11 68.01 68.338 68.535
01:00 52.506 55.043.13936.968 49.059 49.544 47.86 68.01 68.299 68.498
02:00 55.0 55.0
03:00 55.0 55.0
04:00 55.0 55.0
05:00 55.0 55.0
06:00 55.0 55.0
07:00 69.1 69.1
08:00 69.1 69.1
09:00 69.1 69.1
10:00 69.1 69.1
11:00 69.1 69.1
12:00 69.1 69.1
13:00 69.1 69.1
14:00 69.1 69.1
15:00 69.1 69.1
16:00 43.139 39.01 69.132.05852.506 36.968 49.544 34.011 32.111 54.877 69.261
17:00 43.139 39.01 55.155 69.1 69.27252.506 36.968 35.068 49.544 34.011 43.09
18:00 52.506 43.139 39.01 55.155 69.1 69.27236.968 35.068 49.544 34.011 43.09
19:00 52.506 43.139 39.01 69.136.968 46.049 49.544 34.011 46.1 55.856 69.301
20:00 52.506 43.139 69.136.968 46.049 49.544 34.011 46.1 39.01 55.856 69.301
21:00 52.506 43.139 62.930 69.1 70.04036.968 46.049 49.544 46.1 62.01
22:00 52.506 43.139 5536.968 49.059 49.544 47.86 62.01 63.062 63.692
23:00 52.506 43.139 5536.968 49.059 49.544 47.86 62.01 63.062 63.692

CNEL (Lden) 73.0
Notes:

a. See Report, Tbls. 3 (Existing Noise), 11 (HVAC Noise), 12 (Ambient Music Noise), 19 (Dining/Bar Noise).
b. See Report, Tbls. 13-18, assuming northwest area crowds grow from 10 persons (starting at 4 pm), 20 persons (at 5 pm), 50 persons (at 7pm), 100 persons (at 10 pm), max 

out at 150 persons (at 12 am), then dropping to 100 (at 1 am) near closing time; and southeast area crowds grow from 20 persons (starting at 4 pm), 50 persons (at 5 pm), 
100 persons (at 7pm), 150 persons (at 10 pm), max out at 200 persons (at 12 am), then dropping to 150 (at 1 am) near closing time.

c. See Report, Tbl. 20, assuming southeast area morphs from restaurant into club at 9pm with DJ/club noise at 103 dBA at 3’ (inclusive of 5-dBA penalty under LAMC §
111.02) during 9pm - 12am, with Project turning volume up to 109 dBA at 3’ (inclusive of 5-dBA penalty under LAMC § 111.02) during 12-2am.

d. Calculation: Sum of all Northwest and Southeast area noise sources.
e. Calculation: (Project’s Composite Noise Level) + (Existing Noise Level).______________________________________________________________________________



Exhibit 3: Proposed CNEE Conditions At Receptor R2 Factoring Only Rooftop Terrace Uses

Northwest Area (dBA) Southeast Area (dBA) Project’s 
Composite Noise
Level (dBA),d

Existing 
Noise Level

Composite 
+ Existing
(dBA),e

Start
Time

Dining/ Dining/ 
Bar,Crowd,b Crowd,ba a a a Club,cHVAC, Ambient, HVAC, Ambient, aa a (dBA),Bar,

51.654 36.12 41.12 49.417 67.877 68.232 55.0 68.43400:00 49.974 52.359
51.654 36.12 41.12 49.417 67.877 68.112 55.0 68.31901:00 44.871 47.727

55.0 55.002:00
55.0 55.003:00
55.0 55.004:00
55.0 55.005:00
55.0 55.006:00
69.1 69.107:00
69.1 69.108:00
69.1 69.109:00
69.1 69.110:00
69.1 69.111:00
69.1 69.112:00
69.1 69.113:00
69.1 69.114:00
69.1 69.115:00

51.654 36.12 41.12 49.417 33.878 38.877 54.214 69.1 69.23916:00 31.21 31.98
51.654 36.12 41.12 49.417 33.878 38.877 54.524 69.1 69.24917:00 34.22 42.957
51.654 36.12 41.12 49.417 33.878 38.877 54.524 69.1 69.24918:00 34.22 42.957
51.654 36.12 41.12 49.417 33.878 38.877 55.233 69.1 69.27519:00 45.201 45.967
51.654 36.12 41.12 49.417 33.878 38.877 55.233 69.1 69.27520:00 45.201 45.967
51.654 36.12 41.12 49.417 61.877 62.705 69.1 69.99721:00 45.201 45.967
51.654 36.12 41.12 49.417 61.877 62.745 55.0 63.42022:00 44.871 47.727
51.654 36.12 41.12 49.417 61.877 62.745 55.0 63.42023:00 44.871 47.727

CNEL (Lden) 72.0
Notes:

a. See Report, Tbls. 3 (Existing Noise), 11 (HVAC Noise), 12 (Ambient Music Noise), 19 (Dining/Bar Noise).
b. See Report, Tbls. 13-18, assuming northwest area crowds grow from 10 persons (starting at 4 pm), 20 persons (at 5 pm), 50 persons (at 7pm), 100 persons (at 10 pm), 

max out at 150 persons (at 12 am), then dropping to 100 (at 1 am) near closing time; and southeast area crowds grow from 20 persons (starting at 4 pm), 50 persons (at 5 
pm), 100 persons (at 7pm), 150 persons (at 10 pm), max out at 200 persons (at 12 am), then dropping to 150 (at 1 am) near closing time.

c. See Report, Tbl. 20, assuming southeast area morphs from restaurant into club at 9pm with DJ/club noise at 103 dBA at 3’ (inclusive of 5-dBA penalty under LAMC §
111.02) during 9pm - 12am, with Project turning volume up to 109 dBA at 3’ (inclusive of 5-dBA penalty under LAMC § 111.02) during 12-2am.

d. Calculation: Sum of all Northwest and Southeast area noise sources.
e. Calculation: (Project’s Composite Noise Level) + (Existing Noise Level).____________________________________________________________________________



Exhibit 4: Proposed CNF.I. Conditions At ReceptorR3 Factoring Only Rooftop Terrace Uses

Northwest Area (dBA) Southeast Area (dBA) Project’s 
Composite Noise
Level (dBA),d

Existing 
Noise Level

Composite 
+ Existing
(dBA),e

Start
Time

Dining/ Dining/ 
Bar,Crowd,b Crowd,ba a a a Club,cHVAC, Ambient, HVAC, Ambient, aa a (dBA),Bar,

69.2 53.66 58.66 69.2 87.66 87.883 65.0 87.90500:00 67.51 68.76
69.2 53.66 58.66 69.2 87.66 87.856 65.0 87.87901:00 65.75 67.51

65.0 65.002:00
65.0 65.003:00
65.0 65.004:00
65.0 65.005:00
65.0 65.006:00
69.7 69.707:00
69.7 69.708:00
69.7 69.709:00
69.7 69.710:00
69.7 69.711:00
69.7 69.712:00
69.7 69.713:00
69.7 69.714:00
69.7 69.715:00

69.2 53.66 58.66 69.2 53.66 58.66 72.740 69.7 74.49116:00 48.75 51.76
69.2 53.66 58.66 69.2 53.66 62.74 58.66 73.138 69.7 74.76117:00 51.76
69.2 53.66 58.66 69.2 53.66 62.74 58.66 73.138 69.7 74.76118:00 51.76
69.2 53.66 58.66 69.2 53.66 65.75 58.66 73.839 69.7 75.25619:00 62.74
69.2 53.66 58.66 69.2 53.66 65.75 58.66 73.839 69.7 75.25620:00 62.74
69.2 53.66 58.66 69.2 65.75 81.66 82.299 69.7 82.53221:00 62.74
69.2 53.66 58.66 69.2 67.51 81.66 82.394 65.0 82.47322:00 65.75
69.2 53.66 58.66 69.2 67.51 81.66 82.394 65.0 82.47323:00 65.75

CNEL (Lden) 88.5
Notes:

a. See Report, Tbls. 3 (Existing Noise), 11 (HVAC Noise), 12 (Ambient Music Noise), 19 (Dining/Bar Noise).
b. See Report, Tbls. 13-18, assuming northwest area crowds grow from 10 persons (starting at 4 pm), 20 persons (at 5 pm), 50 persons (at 7pm), 100 persons (at 10 pm), 

max out at 150 persons (at 12 am), then dropping to 100 (at 1 am) near closing time; and southeast area crowds grow from 20 persons (starting at 4 pm), 50 persons (at 5 
pm), 100 persons (at 7pm), 150 persons (at 10 pm), max out at 200 persons (at 12 am), then dropping to 150 (at 1 am) near closing time.

c. See Report, Tbl. 20, assuming southeast area morphs from restaurant into club at 9pm with DJ/club noise at 103 dBA at 3’ (inclusive of 5-dBA penalty under LAMC §
111.02) during 9pm - 12am, with Project turning volume up to 109 dBA at 3’ (inclusive of 5-dBA penalty under LAMC § 111.02) during 12-2am.

d. Calculation: Sum of all Northwest and Southeast area noise sources.
e. Calculation: (Project’s Composite Noise Level) + (Existing Noise Level).____________________________________________________________________________



Proposed CNF.I. Conditions At ReceptorR4 Factoring Only Rooftop Terrace UsesExhibit 5:

Northwest Area (dBA) Southeast Area (dBA) Project’s 
Composite Noise
Level (dBA),d

Existing 
Noise Level

Composite 
+ Existing
(dBA),e

Start
Time

Dining/ Dining/ 
Bar,Crowd,b Crowd,ba a a a Club,cHVAC, Ambient, HVAC, Ambient, aa a (dBA),Bar,

61.683 46.143 51.143 62.186 80.647 80.859 65.0 80.97000:00 59.993 61.747
61.683 46.143 51.143 62.186 80.647 80.833 65.0 80.94501:00 58.256 60.497

65.0 65.002:00
65.0 65.003:00
65.0 65.004:00
65.0 65.005:00
65.0 65.006:00
69.7 69.707:00
69.7 69.708:00
69.7 69.709:00
69.7 69.710:00
69.7 69.711:00
69.7 69.712:00
69.7 69.713:00
69.7 69.714:00
69.7 69.715:00

61.683 46.143 51.143 62.186 46.647 51.647 65.483 69.7 71.09516:00 41.233 44.747
61.683 46.143 44.243 51.143 62.186 46.647 55.727 51.647 65.901 69.7 71.21417:00
61.683 46.143 44.243 51.143 62.186 46.647 55.727 51.647 65.901 69.7 71.21418:00
61.683 46.143 55.223 51.143 62.186 46.647 58.737 51.647 66.601 69.7 71.43119:00
61.683 46.143 55.223 51.143 62.186 46.647 58.737 51.647 66.601 69.7 71.43120:00
61.683 46.143 55.223 51.143 62.186 58.737 74.647 75.255 69.7 76.32121:00
61.683 46.143 58.256 51.143 62.186 60.497 74.647 75.346 65.0 75.72922:00
61.683 46.143 58.256 51.143 62.186 60.497 74.647 75.346 65.0 75.72923:00

CNEL (Lden) 81.9
Notes:

a. See Report, Tbls. 3 (Existing Noise), 11 (HVAC Noise), 12 (Ambient Music Noise), 19 (Dining/Bar Noise).
b. See Report, Tbls. 13-18, assuming northwest area crowds grow from 10 persons (starting at 4 pm), 20 persons (at 5 pm), 50 persons (at 7pm), 100 persons (at 10 pm), 

max out at 150 persons (at 12 am), then dropping to 100 (at 1 am) near closing time; and southeast area crowds grow from 20 persons (starting at 4 pm), 50 persons (at 
5 pm), 100 persons (at 7pm), 150 persons (at 10 pm), max out at 200 persons (at 12 am), then dropping to 150 (at 1 am) near closing time.

c. See Report, Tbl. 20, assuming southeast area morphs from restaurant into club at 9pm with DJ/club noise at 103 dBA at 3’ (inclusive of 5-dBA penalty under LAMC §
111.02) during 9pm - 12am, with Project turning volume up to 109 dBA at 3’ (inclusive of 5-dBA penalty under LAMC § 111.02) during 12-2am.

d. Calculation: Sum of all Northwest and Southeast area noise sources.
e. Calculation: (Project’s Composite Noise Level) + (Existing Noise Level).___________________________________________________________________________



Proposed CNF.I. Conditions At ReceptorR4 Factoring Only Rooftop Terrace UsesExhibit 5:

Northwest Area (dBA) Southeast Area (dBA) Project’s 
Composite Noise
Level (dBA),d

Existing 
Noise Level

Composite 
+ Existing
(dBA),e

Start
Time

Dining/ Dining/ 
Bar,Crowd,b Crowd,ba a a a Club,cHVAC, Ambient, HVAC, Ambient, aa a (dBA),Bar,

61.683 46.143 51.143 62.186 80.647 80.859 65.0 80.97000:00 59.993 61.747
61.683 46.143 51.143 62.186 80.647 80.833 65.0 80.94501:00 58.256 60.497

65.0 65.002:00
65.0 65.003:00
65.0 65.004:00
65.0 65.005:00
65.0 65.006:00
69.7 69.707:00
69.7 69.708:00
69.7 69.709:00
69.7 69.710:00
69.7 69.711:00
69.7 69.712:00
69.7 69.713:00
69.7 69.714:00
69.7 69.715:00

61.683 46.143 51.143 62.186 46.647 51.647 65.483 69.7 71.09516:00 41.233 44.747
61.683 46.143 44.243 51.143 62.186 46.647 55.727 51.647 65.901 69.7 71.21417:00
61.683 46.143 44.243 51.143 62.186 46.647 55.727 51.647 65.901 69.7 71.21418:00
61.683 46.143 55.223 51.143 62.186 46.647 58.737 51.647 66.601 69.7 71.43119:00
61.683 46.143 55.223 51.143 62.186 46.647 58.737 51.647 66.601 69.7 71.43120:00
61.683 46.143 55.223 51.143 62.186 58.737 74.647 75.255 69.7 76.32121:00
61.683 46.143 58.256 51.143 62.186 60.497 74.647 75.346 65.0 75.72922:00
61.683 46.143 58.256 51.143 62.186 60.497 74.647 75.346 65.0 75.72923:00

CNEL (Lden) 81.9
Notes:

a. See Report, Tbls. 3 (Existing Noise), 11 (HVAC Noise), 12 (Ambient Music Noise), 19 (Dining/Bar Noise).
b. See Report, Tbls. 13-18, assuming northwest area crowds grow from 10 persons (starting at 4 pm), 20 persons (at 5 pm), 50 persons (at 7pm), 100 persons (at 10 pm), 

max out at 150 persons (at 12 am), then dropping to 100 (at 1 am) near closing time; and southeast area crowds grow from 20 persons (starting at 4 pm), 50 persons (at 
5 pm), 100 persons (at 7pm), 150 persons (at 10 pm), max out at 200 persons (at 12 am), then dropping to 150 (at 1 am) near closing time.

c. See Report, Tbl. 20, assuming southeast area morphs from restaurant into club at 9pm with DJ/club noise at 103 dBA at 3’ (inclusive of 5-dBA penalty under LAMC §
111.02) during 9pm - 12am, with Project turning volume up to 109 dBA at 3’ (inclusive of 5-dBA penalty under LAMC § 111.02) during 12-2am.

d. Calculation: Sum of all Northwest and Southeast area noise sources.
e. Calculation: (Project’s Composite Noise Level) + (Existing Noise Level).___________________________________________________________________________


